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the AAP and the
>]2^]V´bcXRZTc With
Congress going public
that they will not
BW^cVd]c^cPZT inenterasserting
into an alliance, it is now
NCP chief Sharad Pawar, who
entered the scene to play
^]APeXBWPZPa has
the mediator, in what is being
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he
Opposition
Mahagathbandhan is finally in place in Bihar. The
Congress on Tuesday agreed to
contest on nine seats as against
its insistence for 11 seats. The
alliance’ mainstay RJD will
contest 20 seats, seven less
than it fought in 2014 thus
paving the way for the accommodation of other smaller parties in the grouping.
Upendra Kushwaha’s RLSP
will fight on four seats and Jitan
Ram Majhi’s HAM on three
seats. RJD leader Tejashwi
Yadav, who is spearheading
the formation of the muchhyped grand alliance, has
rushed to Ranchi to brief and
further deliberate with RJD
patriarch Lalu Prasad, currently cooling his heels in jail
in a multi-crore fodder scam.
The Mahagathbandhan in
Bihar formally acknowledges
Congress, RJD, RLSP, HAM,
Sharad Yadav’s Loktantrik
Janata Dal and Mukesh Sahnis
Vikasheel Insaan Party as its
constituents. While Congress
wants to take on board
Madhepura MP Pappu Yadav,
whose wife Ranjeet Ranjan is a
Congress MP, it was opposed
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ST\P]SX]VPbWPaT
cWPcfPbQXVVTacWP]
fWPccWT^cWTafPb
c^VTc

by RJD which had fielded him on its ticket five
years ago but expelled
him later on disciplinary
grounds.
“RJD is to contest on 20
seats, Congress on 9 seats,
RLSP on 4, HAM on 3, LJD
and VIP on 2 seats each,” said
AICC sources, adding that a
formal announcement would
come up on Wednesday at a

joint Press conference by representatives of all the grand
alliance partners.
Sharing of seats in the
Grand Alliance was hampered
by squabbles between smaller
partners like the RLSP and the
HAM with each party demanding a share that was bigger than

what the other was
to get. The current impasse surfaced following Tejashwi indicating “fissures” as crisis over
seat-sharing deepened in the
Bihar Mahagathbandhan.
Amid hard bargaining by
smaller parties, the major players — RJD and Congress —
locked horns over the seat
sharing arrangements.
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n a major decision, the BJP
on Tuesday announced it
will drop its all 10 incumbent
MPs from Chhattisgarh and
replace them with new faces in
the Lok Sabha polls, a decision
that comes in the wake of the
party’s drubbing in the recent
Assembly elections.
BJP general secretary Anil
Jain, also the party affairs
incharge for the State, made the
announcement as the BJP’s
Central Election Committee,
which includes Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and other top

leaders, met here to deliberate
over its candidates for the
polls.
“We have decided to fight
the elections with new candidates and new zeal,” Jain told
reporters.
The party decision means
that Union Minister Vishnu
Deo Sai and seven times Lok
Sabha member and former
Union Minister Ramesh Bais
will not be fielded in the polls.
The announcement underscores the BJP’s bid to wrest its
lost territory back from the
Congress, which handed it a
massive defeat in the Assembly

?C8

polls last year.
The Congress had won 68
seats, reducing the tally of the
BJP, which was in power in the
State for 15 years, to a mere 15.
The difference in the vote share
of the two parties was a huge
10 per cent.
The BJP is also considering
not fielding any family member of these sitting MPs,
sources said. If the party indeed
adopts this criterion, the likely candidature of former Chief
Minister Raman Singh, whose
son Abhishek Singh is a sitting
Member of Parliament, will
also be in question.
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s the “Chai pe Charcha”
A
and “Abki Baar Modi
Sarkar” struck a chord with the
voters in 2014, the BJP, five
years down the line, is now trying to enlarge and intensify its
“Main Bhi Chowkidar” campaign in the run-up to the
tough Lok Sabha polls with
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
interacting with people who
have pledged their support to
the campaign on March 31,
from 500 places across the
country.
More so, since it is buoyed
by the massive response to the
“Main Bhi Chowkidar” campaign launched by the Prime
Minister on March 16. Senior
BJP leader and Union Law
Minister Ravishakar Prasad
Minister said the campaign
has become a “people’s movement” as the “Main Bhi
Chowkidar” hashtag has been
tweeted 20 lakh times and had
1,680 crore impressions.

PNS: BJP Lok Sabha MP
Shatrughan Sinha may be pitted on a Congress ticket from
Patna Sahib against Union
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad.
The confusion over
Darbhanga seat is also understood to be cleared as Kirti
Azad will be the Congress
candidate from the seat. While
Azad was suspended from
BJP and he joined Congress,
Sinha has kept it a secret on his
part but has made his intentions obvious by criticising his
parent party BJP and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
several occasions.
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Prior to the mega show,
taking the social media connect
to the next level, the PM will
also address 25 lakh “chowkidars” on March 20 on the eve
of Holi.
The BJP has sensed that the
“Main Bhi Chowkidar” campaign could be a winning
proposition in the multiple
cross-firings of slogans and
catchy shouts of electioneering
from a range of political parties.
The campaign is in a way
aimed at deflating Congress

president Rahul Gandhi’s
riposte “Chowkidar chor hai”
as also to appropriate and
include one and all in its gamut
and render it an egalitarian
colour.
Prasad, who addressed a
Press conference here, said
Modi would be stationed outside Delhi while speaking with
people
from
500
destinations.
Replying to a question if
the campaign was a counter to
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi’s

“Chowkidar chor hai” barb, he
rejected the suggestion and
asserted that Modi in his campaign for the 2014 Lok Sabha
polls had projected himself as
the “first servant” and “chowkidar” of the country.
On Saturday, Modi had
urged his supporters to take the
chowkidar pledge, saying he is
not alone in the fight against
graft and social evils.
Following his appeal, all
BJP leaders, including party
chief Amit Shah and Union
Ministers, prefixed the word
“chowkidar” to their names in
their Twitter profile as they
sought people’s support in the
Lok Sabha elections.
Social media is abuzz with
witty take-offs on the campaign. In one instance people
posted photographs of economic offenders and absconders — Nirav Modi, Vijay
Mallya, Lalit Modi — with a
caption “Main Bhi Chowkidar”.
Opposition parties in Uttar
Pradesh also took a dig.

formed. Governor Mridula
Sinha has convened a special
session of the Assembly on
Wednesday at 11.30 am to
enable Chief Minister
Pramod Sawant to prove his
majority in the House, an official said.
Sawant on Tuesday said his
Government had sought a floor
test on Wednesday to prove its
strength in the Assembly. The
Government in the coastal
State claims support of 21
MLAs — 12 from the BJP, three
each of allies Goa Forward
Party
(GFP)
and
Maharashtrawadi Gomantak
Party (MGP) and three
Independents.
The strength of the 40member House has been
reduced to 36 due to the death
of Chief Minister Manohar
Parrikar, BJP MLA Francis
D’Souza and resignations of
two Congress MLAs Subhash
Shirodkar and Dayanand
Sopte.
The Congress is the single
largest party in the State with
14 MLAs. There is also an NCP
legislator in the House.
Sawant, 45, who succeeds
Parrikar, was sworn in along
with 11 other Ministers in the
wee hours on Tuesday.

seen as a last-ditch attempt to
forge a pre-poll alliance
between the two parties in
Delhi to take on the BJP, which
holds all the seven Lok Sabha
seats in the Capital.
After a series of flip-flops
between both the parties,
sources said Congress Central
leadership has started a rethink
on the insistence of their
alliance partners’ tallest leader
Pawar, who met Congress chief
Rahul Gandhi and Mallikarjun
Kharge first and then AAP’s
Sanjay Singh, also a Rajya
Sabha member. The Maratha
strongman had last month
hosted a mega Opposition
meeting that starred Rahul
Gandhi, Arvind Kejriwal and
Mamata Banerjee.
Following Pawar’s mediation, Delhi Congress president
Sheila Dikshit convened an
urgent meeting with the three
working presidents —
Devender Yadav, Haroon Yusuf
and Rajesh Lilothia — of Delhi
Pradesh Congress Committee
(DPCC), which had opposed an
alliance with AAP. The leaders
did not divulge any details and
only stated that the meeting was
over decision of candidates for
the Lok Sabha elections.
Sources said Sheila met
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her party colleagues at her
home to reconsider a tie-up
with AAP — an idea that she
has resisted vehemently so far.
Sources said 13 former
Congress district presidents
have written a letter
to party chief Rahul Gandhi
asking for an alliance with the
AAP.
Dikshit, a three-time Chief
Minister whose rule ended
with AAP’s rise in Delhi, had
on Monday warned in a letter
to Rahul and UPA chairperson
Sonia Gandhi that an alliance
with the AAP will hurt the

Congress in the long run. She
also urged the leadership to
spell out its stand to avoid confusion among party workers.
While Dikshit has strongly opposed a tie-up with the
AAP, Congress incharge of
Delhi PC Chacko made it clear
on Tuesday that “Delhi leaders
have to follow the Congress’
policy decision to go for
alliances with parties opposed
to the BJP”. Even after Pawar’s
intervention, Sheila said she
was against the alliance but will
follow whatever the party leadership decides.
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he all-powerful GST
T
Council on Tuesday
allowed builders an option to
choose between old tax rates
and the new ones for underconstruction residential projects to help resolve input tax
credit issues.
The council, headed by
Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley and including representatives of all States, at its
34th meeting here laid out
transition rules for the implementation of new tax rates for
the real estate sector.
Builders will get a one-time
option to continue paying tax
at the old rates (effective rate of
8 per cent or 12 per cent with
Input Tax Credit or ITC) on
ongoing projects (buildings
where construction and actual booking have both started
before April 1, 2019, but which
will not be completed by March
31, 2019), Revenue Secretary A
B Pandey told reporters here.
Real estate industry hailed
the GST Council’s decision,
saying this will give relief to

builders — who were worried
about loss of input tax credit in
the new tax regime.
The new tax rate of 1 per
cent for affordable houses and
5 per cent for others, without
ITC,
will
apply
on
new projects.
The move will help address
apprehensions as well as potential disputes on various computational and transitional
issues such as the loss of input
credits and pricing that were
bound to arise on account of
the change. “GST Council
today has approved transition
plan for the new rate structure
for real estate residential projects... From April 1, builders
have to choose either of the
options for which they will get
time,” he said.

n more trouble for cashstrapped Jet Airways, an
umbrella body of its domestic
pilots on Tuesday threatened to
stop flying from April 1 if
their dues are not paid by
March-end even as aviation
regulator DGCA said only 41
aircraft of the airline were in
operation and more attrition is
likely soon.
As situation at the beleaguered airline deteriorated,
Civil Aviation Minister Suresh
Prabhu directed senior officials
of his Ministry to continuously monitor developments relating to the crisis.
In a related development,
the Jet Airways’ Aircraft
Maintenance Engineers’ Union
wrote to the DGCA on
Tuesday morning saying they
were not paid salaries for last
three months and that their
“adverse psychological”
condition has put flight safety
at risk.
However, the Aircraft
Maintenance Engineers’ Union
issued a clarification hours
later saying Jet Airways aircraft
are safe to fly and are being
maintained at highest levels of
safety standards.
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day after the BJP State Yuva Morcha
produced at a Press conference here
an “Intelligence report” suggesting Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik not to contest
from the Hinjili Assembly seat, the BJD on
Tuesday rubbished the report and accused
the BJP of misleading public.
A similar attempt was made by the BJP
in Karnataka during polls. The party
made a propaganda that Siddaramaiah
would leave his seat and contest from
another segment, BJD spokesperson Pratap
Keshari Deb pointed out.
Addressing a Press meet here, Deb
said, “There is no section in the Intelligence
Directorate called SIB Political Desk. “I am
terming the document as fake because the
letter numbers in both the papers are same.
You need to be smart enough while even
copying something,” he taunted.
“The document has been forged,” he
added.
Earlier after the BJP Press conference,
DGP Dr RP Sharma in a Tweet said, “A
fake document purported to be assessment

report of some Assembly segments by
Odisha police Intelligence Department has
been shown in a Press meet by a political
party. It is clarified that the document is
absolutely fake and fabricated. An FIR is
being registered in this matter,” Sharma
tweeted.
Worth mentioning, the advisory printed and stamped under the letterhead of
Odisha Police State Intelligence Branch
Bhubaneswar suggested the Chief Minister
to avoid Hinjili and, instead, pick Rourkela,
Bijepur, Balangir or Titlagarh as a safe seat
for him.
Now, responding to the BJD allegations, BJP spokesperson Golak Mohapatra
said, “As the BJD is on the back foot, it is
making such claims.
We had received the letter from social
media and the matter should be handed
over to the CBI, the NIA or the National
Forensic Laboratory to ascertain the
authenticity of the letter.”
Later, alleging violation of the model
code of conduct, a BJP delegation led by
State vice-president Samir Mohanty met
the Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) and
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demanded stringent action against DGP
Sharma and Special DG of Intelligence
Sunil Roy.
The delegation submitted a petition
addressed to the Election Commission of
India stating that the Intelligence
Branch of the Odisha Police comes under
the direct supervision and control
of the Election Commission after the declaration of the election dates and the
enforcement of the model code of
conduct.
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he office of the Odisha
Chief Electoral Officer
T
(CEO) on Tuesday issued a
notification for five Lok Sabha
constituencies and 35 Assembly
constituencies where polls are
scheduled to be held in second
phase on April 18.
The five Lok Sabha constituencies going to poll in
this phase are Bargarh,
Balangir,
Sundargarh,
Kandhamal and Aska. Polls will
also be held on the same day in
all the 35 Assembly constituen-

cies falling under these LS
seats.
Polls to be held in the 35
Assembly constituencies are
Padampur, Bijepur, Bargarh,
Attabira (SC), Bhatli,
Brajarajnagar, Jharsuguda,
Talsara (ST), Sundargarh (ST),
Biramitrapur
(ST),
Raghunathpali (SC), Rourkela,
Rajgangpur (ST), Bonai (ST),
Biramaharajpur (SC), Sonepur,
Loisingha (SC), Patnagarh,
Balangir,
Titilagarh,
Kantabanjhi, Baliguda (ST), G
Udaygiri (ST), Phulbani (ST),
Kantamal, Boudh, Daspalla
(SC), Bhanjanagar, Polsara,
Kabisuryanagar, Khallikote
(SC),
Aska,
Sorada,
Sanakhemundi and Hinjili
As per the notification,
the filing of nominations for

the constituencies going to
polls in the second phase started from 11 am on the day and
will end at 3 pm on March 26.
The last date of withdrawal of
nominations by candidates is
March 29.
Informing about the poll
preparedness, CEO Surendra
Kumar said, “The first level
randomisation of EVMs have
been completed in 26 districts
and the process in other four
districts is expected to be completed in next two days.
The bar code scanning of
EVMs will be done in next two
days.
Kumar further added that
EVMs would be transported to
the strong rooms on the day of
final publication of candidates’
list.
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nlike other Assembly seats,
the BJD seems to have an
easygoing exercise in selecting
a candidate for the Banki
Assembly constituency in view
of a few but worthy aspirants
seeking the party ticket for the
seat.
A leading cooperative
movement and social activist,
lawyer Mahendra Kumar
Nayak, is an aspirant for the
seat. Awarded at national, State
and district levels for his contribution to the cooperative
sector and having been in people’ contact as a social activist
and as a BJD observer to Banki
block for long, Nayak has

offered his candidature for the
seat.
Sources said Nayak and
incumbent MLA Pravat
Tripahty are never at loggerheads and they would work to
retain the seat if either of them
gets the ticket. In fact, Nayak
seeks a ticket in case Tripathy
is not fielded this time.
Nayak, a son of noted freedom fighter late Bholanath
Nayak, had done his schooling
and college education at Banki.
He worked in many capacities
with national, State and district
level cooperate bodies for the
last 40 years, the major being

Nafed (as president), National
Cooperative Dairy Federation
of India Gujarat (as director),
Krishak Bharati Cooperative
Ltd (as elected State respresentative) and Odisha State
Cooperative Bank Ltd (as president). He is presently working
as the president of the Odisha
Federation
of
Urban
Cooperative Banks and Credit
Cooperative Societies Ltd.
He is also lifetime member
of different reputed organisations like Red Cross Society of
India, Youth Hostel Association
of India, Odisha Cricket
Association and the Odisha
High Court Bar Association.
“Given a chance, I could be
the dark horse to win the election in the Banki Assembly
constituency at the present
scenario,” his application submitted to the BJD supremo
reads.
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BHUBANESWAR: BJD president and Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik would file his
nomination paper for the elections to the Hinjili Assembly
constituency in Ganjam district
on Wednesday.
He would submit his nomination at the office of the
Chhatrapur Sub-Collector in
the presence of party MPs and
MLAs in the district. Hinjli will
go to polls on April 18 in the
second phase of the elections in
the State.
Patnaik
has
also
announced that he would contest the polls from the Bijepur
Assembly seat in Bargarh district in the second phase of
polling. It is not yet known
when he would file his nomination paper for the seat. PNS
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ince the BJP formed
Government in 2014 at the
Centre under leadership of
Narendra Modi, concerted
efforts are on to weaken the East
Coast Railway (ECoR) zone,
alleged PCC president Niranjan
Patnaik.
Odisha’s contribution to the
Indian Railways’ total earning is
very large and Odisha was put
under South Eastern Railway
Zone for a long time. After
repeated protests and efforts of
the Congress party, Eastern
Coastal Zone was formed and
in 1996 and an Officer on
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Special duty was appointed at
Bhubaneswar. Initially, Khorda
Road division was kept under
the zone. Later in 2003, the zone
was inaugurated. Parts of
Andhra, Chhattisgarh were
under this zone including
Odisha, said Patnaik. However,
now before election, one South
Coast Zone has been formed

with
headquarter
at
Visakhapatnam. Waltair division of East Coast Railway has
been dragged away and kept
under the new zone with
Vijayawada division supervision. This is blatantly antiOdisha decision which has hurt
the sentiments of people of
Odisha. But it is astonishing that

the two political parties BJD and
BJP, which always shed crocodile tears for Odisha, are silent
on the issue, Patnaik asserted.
Likewise, the Modi
Government has decided to
shift the Railway Electrification
Office from Bhubaneswar to
Bengaluru. This is another
attempt of Modi to woo
Karnataka voters who have
already rejected him in the
Assembly poll.
The shifting process will be
completed by March 31. After
that 4 railway electrification
project work in Odisha will be
under Danapur office. So the
future of these projects amounting C350 crore is in dark. Odias
must raise their voice against
such step motherly attitude of
Centre and the deafening
silence of BJD on this and
should give a befitting reply to
them in the upcoming elections,
urged Patnaik.
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xpressing displeasure over
denial of the party ticket for
E
the Kalahandi Lok Sabha seat,
incumbent MP Arka Keshari
Deo quit the BJD on
Tuesday.
“We laboured tirelessly for
the
last
five
years.
The BJD had no presence in
Kalahandi earlier. Still, we won
five MLA seats in the district
and many NACs and
Zilla Parishad zones. We could
have been notified prior to the
announcement of the candidates’ list. I am shocked by the
move,” said Deo.
“I and my wife were called
to the Naveen Niwas and discussions were held. But I was

±FT[PQ^daTScXaT[Tbb[hU^a
cWT[PbcUXeThTPab
CWT193WPS]^_aTbT]RT
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cWTSXbcaXRcP]S\P]h
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i^]TbFTR^d[SWPeT
QTT]]^cXUXTS_aX^ac^cWT
P]]^d]RT\T]c^UcWT
RP]SXSPcTb´[Xbc8P\
bW^RZTSQhcWT\^eT²
bPXS3T^

deprived of the ticket. This is
nothing but betrayal,” he said
after submitting his resignation
to BJD supremo Naveen
Patnaik.
Notably, Pushpendra Singh
Deo has been given the party
ticket for the Kalahandi
Parliamentary seat.
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he city police late on Monday night captured
an antisocial after injuring him in an
encounter.
City DCP Akhileswar Singh on Tuesday said
the 30-year-old criminal is now undergoing
treatment at the SCB Medical College Hospital
here with a bullet-injury in his left leg.
The DCP said the Malgodown police had
received information that the wanted criminal
Manoj Kumar Swain alias Manua of Erasama in
Jagatsinghpur district was hiding near a
water tank on the bank of Mahanadi and

was also in possession of some crude
bombs.
"However, a police party headed by IIC of
Malgodown police station RN Bhanja
approached the spot very carefully. But Manua
seeing the police hurled a bomb at them in which
three policemen, including the IIC, were
injured," Singh disclosed.
He further added that when Manua tried to
hurl another bomb, the IIC opened a controlled
fire from his revolver. Manua sustained a bullet injury in his left leg. Sources said Manua was
wanted in as many as six criminal cases pending against him.
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ice-Chancellor of the
Odisha University of
Agriculture and Technology
(OUAT)
Surendranath
Pasupalak resigned from his
post on Tuesday.
He sent his resignation to
university Chancellor and
Governor Prof Ganeshi Lal by
post.
Three
weeks
ago,
Pasupalak had been sent on
leave to ensure transparency in
an inquiry against him. He was
accused of misusing his official
position, manipulating records
for personal benefits and erroneous advertisement in recruitment for Krishi Vigyan
Kendras (KVKs) of the OUAT.
Worth mentioning, a
Vigilance probe was also

?=BQ 17D10=4BF0A

he Nalco Employees’
Association has alleged a
T
malicious campaign to damage

ordered against him in
December last year with the
Chief Secretary being asked to
submit a report within six
months.
Pasupalak had assumed
the charge of VC on March 28,
2016. He was to retire in a
month.

the company’s reputation by
some
vested
interest
people.
Though the campaign is
alleging irregularities in the
tender process for purchase of
caustic soda, actually the tender process is done as per the
standing guidelines, it stated.
“Caustic soda is one of the
essential items for Nalco’s alumina refinery.

In 2014-15, to reduce the
lead time to avoid delay in the
purchase of caustic soda for the
refinery, the Nalco authorities
had taken few policy decisions, wherein a provision was
made for purchase of caustic
soda through two-stage global tendering.
The tender procedure was
followed and approved as per
the CVC guidelines.
However, on receiving certain allegation on tendering, it
was duly investigated both by
the departmental Vigilance
and Ministry Vigilance, which

found the system to be in
order.
Subsequently, on request of
Ministry of Mines, the former
Chief Justice of Supreme Court
had also examined the case and
in his report had mentioned
that the new system introduced by Nalco is as per
Supreme Court guidelines and
there is no violation as such,”
it said.
Meanwhile, it is learnt that
the association, terming the
allegations as "baseless and
malicious,” has lodged a written complaint against these
vested interest persons and
filed defamation suit of
Rs 5 crore for defamatory
activities and spoiling the
goodwill and image of the
company.
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he interim protection granted to two BJP
leaders, Golak Mohapatra and Bhrugu
Buxipatra, in connection with the Chhatrapur
BJD Councillor Laxmidutta Mohapatra
murder case by the Orissa High Court
last week was further extended to May 4 on
Tuesday.
When the State Counsel failed to submit the
case diary in the court, Justice Shatrughna
Pujahari posted the matter to be heard again on
May 4.
Till that period, police were restrained from
taking any coercive action against the two leaders, who were issued notices under Section 160
of CrPC to assist the police in investigating into
the murder case.
Mohapatra and Buxipatra were issued summons by the Ganjam police in January this year
in connection with the September 2017 murder
case.
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Suspecting foul play by the police and
terming the summons to them as
malafide in intention, the two BJP leaders have
approached the High Court seeking
anticipatory bails.
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he Ram Janmabhoomi
issue has been in the foreT
front for quite a few months
before the impending elections. The Supreme Court has
travelled a long distance from
treating the matter as one of
title disputes involving a complex set of sentiments, including religious ones. It is not clear
what prompted the court to opt
for an arrangement which may
move things from a purely
legalistic position to a domain
of many forms of reactions and
sentiments.
Mediations that have taken
place in the past have failed. It
is worth analysing the pros and
cons of the decision of the court

to appoint a panel of mediators
to resolve the Ram
Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid
(Ayodhya) dispute.
The idea of mediation was
mooted in 2017 by a Bench
headed by the then Chief
Justice JS Khehar. The Bench
had suggested that the issue
was much larger than ownership of land and that mediation
might help in “healing relations”. After Justice Khehar,
Chief Justice Dipak Misra
insisted on treating it as a land
dispute only.
Now, the court has again
brought back sentiments into
the legal discourse. This wavering and ambiguity in the court
has accompanied the case all
along. Sentiment is a problematic word, especially when
there are two political sentiments competing with each
other. This is not a question of
the majority community feeling deprived of a temple at the
birth place of Lord Ram. On
the other hand, it is a majority political ploy masquerading
as religious sentiment. This is
a ploy to subjugate the minority Muslim community further
by playing a symbolic game. In

this game, the numbers are
stacked against Muslims. One
extreme view is that the minority must understand the ‘historical injustice’ done to Hindus
by their ancestors and atone for
it by leaving the site for them.
When accepting the notion
of contending sensitivities, we
must not ignore the sentiments of those Hindus who do
not consider this issue as one
involving their identity. There
are also many Hindus who
would not like a temple to
come up in Ayodhya by displacing a mosque.
How will these myriad
views be represented in the
mediation process, which
began on March 13 in
Faizabad? By creating two neat
sides, the court has validated
the claim of the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh and its
political arm, the Bharatiya
Janata Party, and weakened
the position of the Hindus
who contest this division.
The Ram JanmabhoomiBabri Masjid issue was never
religious. The BJP has always
included the promise of constructing a Ram temple in its
election manifestos over the

A0<90=<017>><88BBD4

years. LK Advani’s 1990 Rath
Yatra not only led to the eventual demolition of the Babri
Masjid but expanded the
national footprint of the BJP.
The campaign was aimed at
denigrating Muslims and
entrenching their ‘foreignness’
in the minds of Hindus by
using the figure of Babar.
As the court has itself
digressed from the brief before
it, one can ask why it did not
think it necessary to first
address the criminality of an
act in 1949 when an idol of
Lord Ram was placed in the
Babri mosque on the night of
December 22, which happened
much before the demolition of
the mosque itself. Also, the
bloodletting accompanying the
demolition of the mosque cannot be dissociated from the act.
Why is it that the issue of sentiments is given primacy and
not the criminality of the act
when the court is equipped to
address the latter? Why is the
court wading into the mediation route yet again after so
many years of hearing the mat-

ter as an adversarial adjudication?
Further, the eight-week
time limit for the mediators
coincides with the election
campaign period and ends just
before voting ends. It is not difficult to see which party will
use this in its favour. If the
mediation committee fails to
come to a consensus, this could
be used to fuel anger in
Ayodhya once again against
both Muslims as well as the
court. It is not just the idea of
mediation but the selection of
mediators that casts a doubt on
the process.
Justice FMI Kalifulla is a
retired Supreme Court judge
and senior advocate Sriram
Panchu has been instrumental
in making mediation a part of
India’s legal system. The question relates to Sri Sri Ravi
Shankar’s qualifications as a
mediator. He has not only
flouted laws himself but has
espoused the cause of a temple
at the disputed site on several
occasions. He is the one who
said we will have a “Syria in

India” if the Ram Mandir issue
is not resolved soon. By no
standard does Mr Ravi Shankar
qualify to be a mediator. A
mediator is expected to be
open-minded and fair; and if
we go by his controversial
statements, it looks doubtful
whether he will be treated as
“independent”.
The court, while resorting
to mediation, has deferred the
finality of the judgment to a
much later date. This suits the
present election-related
charged atmosphere. An experiment is being undertaken by
the apex court for settlement by
mediation of a complex set of
facts and legal issues. This
may give a human and healing
touch when the court indicates
its hopes for a successful mediation. Mediation is new to the
normal adversarial court room
atmosphere. Whichever way
one looks at the problem, finally constitutional morality shall
be a touchstone on which
respective claims are to be
tested.
Strict principles of constitutionalism require control
over exercise of government or
private power to ensure that it

does not destroy the democratic principles upon which it is
based. The essence of constitutionalism lies in a significant
balance model, calling for a
rainbow effect of different categories of views. In trying to
uphold constitutional morality will be the last limb of the
exercise. The court has
embarked upon a considered
course, certainly inspired with
some hopes and expectations
from that medium.
Reactions to the steps
taken by the court have been a
mixed one. Despite the difficulties in the path of mediation, let
us hope that the present trend
advances towards a solution to
the longstanding problematic
issues. While the mediation
goes on in insulated and isolated quarters, it is only after the
general elections that the final
outcome will emerge.
Meanwhile, views must be vigorously expressed representing
all interested parties and there
should be a public debate on
the feasible terms on which the
settlement could be arrived at.
But this requires organised
study, activity and expression.
Difficult days are ahead and no

section can be immune from
their impact and significance.
The wider the base of expression, the more meaningful
would be the mediation.
If intentions are not tainted with prejudices, the settlement by mediation is to be welcome. The skill of mediators
should not be clouded by their
own built-in bias, if any. To the
committee of mediators, a great
task has fallen on their shoulders. The outcome of the settlement and its progress
towards a final decision are not
without impediments. In this
atmosphere, let us hope that the
mediation has some meaningful result towards a solution of
the issue. But to make it participatory in the fullest sense is the
requirement of a public debate
on different feasible solutions.
This is not confined to any section of the society and concerns
us all!
(The writer, a Senior
Advocate, is a former All India
Service officer, a former diplomat, a former editor, a former
President of Orissa High Court
Bar Association and a former
Advocate General of Odisha.
jayantdas@hotmail.com)
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JD supremo and CM
Naveen Patnaik’s craze is
still intact in the four Assembly
segments of Jagatsinghpur district --Jagatsinghpur, BalikudaErasama, Tirtol and Paradip.
Jagatsinghpur is a general
constituency which comprises
Jagatsinghpur Municipality and
Jagatsinghpur and Naugaon
blocks. Dalit leader, former
Minister, BJD district president
and Deputy Chairman, State
Planning Board Bishnu
Chanran Das has a strong
influence in the district.
The youth mass and the
student community comprise
40 per cent of the electorate
who strongly demand nomination of Amarendra Das for
the Jagatsinghpur seat.
He is a former student

leader and young advocate,
who has been associated in the
student and youth politics of
the district over the last one
decade.
Amarendra has been
instrumental in electing student leaders from almost all
colleges of the district during
the college union elections.
Sources
said
that
Amarendra too enjoys the confidence and trust of district BJD
president Das and he is loyal to
the BJD by every inch. “We are
pretty sure that Amarendra
Das is a strong candidate,” said
district BJD vice president
Dipti Das.
As regards Tirtol, it comprises Biridi, Raghunathpur
and Tritol blocks. In 2009,
Rabindranath Bhoi was elected from the seat while in 2014
Dr Rajashree Mallick was elect-
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iling of nomination papers
for the Aska Lok Sabha
F
constituency began at the
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Ganjam district Collector’s
office in Chhatrapur on
Tuesday and for the
Brahmapur Lok Sabha constituency at DRDA office here
on Monday.
Similarly, the nomination
filing for the Brahmapur,
Chhatrapur, Gopalpur and
Digapahandi Assembly constituencies started at the
Brahmapur Sub-Collector’s
office.
Independent candidates

Sumit Patro, Rama Patro and
Biswa Bihari Bisoyi filed their
nominations
for
the
Brahmapur Assembly constituency. Brahmapur SubCollector Diganta Routray said
candidates can file nominations
between 11 am and 3 pm on
working days while the last date
for the same is March 25. The
last date for withdrawal of
nominations is March 28, he
added.
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ed. But now the two BJD leaders have turned unpopular in
the area with their alleged
involvement in questionable
acts.
Besides, they have failed to
popularise the pet schemes of
the BJD Government in the
constituency.
Political
observers of the district therefore feel that in the prevailing
scenario, Das would fit the bill.

Biridi block which was previously in the Jagatsinghpur constituency is now in Tirtol constituency.
Das enjoys massive support of Biridi Block which is
virtually an invincible fortress
for him. In addition, Das has a
support base in Raghunathpur
and Tirtol areas too. Various
organisations of Tirtol constituency including youths, students, farmers and women
strongly demand that Das be
fielded as BJD nominee this
time from the Tirtol seat.
“Any machination to
deprive Bishnu of a ticket for
the Tirtol Assembly segment
may spell doom for the BJD,”
cautioned Rajkishore Khatua, a
BJD loyalist and former president of Jagatsinghpur Bar
Association.
As regards Balikuda-

Erasama, sitting BJD MLA
Prasant Muduli’s support base
has taken a beating. It is learnt
that Dr Damodar Rout who
intends to fight from this seat
on a BJP ticket is facing serious
challenges from the BJP rank
and file with one Raghunandan
Das emerging a strong aspirant.
Thus political observers feel
that it will be in the advantage
of BJD if it fields a new face and
that too, a woman.
Notably one Basanti
Pradhan, former Chairman of
Erasama Block and former
Zilla Parishad Member, who
has her strongholds in Erasama
and Balikuda, is a BJD ticket
hopeful in the segment.
Paradip occupies a pivotal
place not only for entire Odisha
but also especially for
Jagatsinghpur district. It was
the former place of Dr Rout
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ours after the BJD
announced its first list of
H
candidates for nine Lok Sabha
and 54 Assembly seats, the
Congress too announced its
first list of candidates late on
Monday night.
According to the list, the
Congress has named six Lok
Sabha and 36 Assembly candidates. The Loksabha candidates are Pradeep Kumar
Debata (Bargarh), George
Tirkey (Sundargarh), Pradeep
Majhi (Nabarangpur), Bhakta
Charan Das (Kalahandi),
Manoj Kumar Achar ya

(Kandhamal)
and
V
Chandrasekhar
Naidu
(Berhampur).
Similarly, the Assembly
candidates include Satya
Bhusan Sahu (Padampur),
Nipan Das (Bargarh), Nihar
Mahananda (Attabira), Rohit
Joseph Tirkey(Birmitrapur),
CS Rajan (Rajgangpur),
Binod
Kumar
Patra
(Birmaharajpur), Narasingha
Mishra (Bolangir), Ghasiram
Majhi (Nuapada), Adhiraj
Panigrahi (Khariar), Uldhar
Majhi (Jharigam), Sadam
Nayak (Nabarangpur) and
Bhujbal Majhi (Dabugam),
Siman Mallick (Baliguda),
Shibaji Majhi (Lanjigarh),
Digambar
Duria
(Dharamgarh), Siman Mallick
(Baliguda), Kishore Chandra
Kanhar (Phulbani), Prashant
Sahoo (Kantamal), Prasant

Kumar Nayak (Daspalla),
Sanjay Kumar Tripathy
(Bhanjanagar), Hari Charan
Swain (Polasara), Bijay Kumar
Sahoo (Kabisur yanagar),
Manoj Kumar Jena (Aska),
Ramesh
Chandra
Jena(Sanakhemundi), Rama
Krishna Panda (Hinjili), S
Dharmaraj Reddy(Gopalpur),
Lingaraj
Choudhur y
(Berhampur),
Bismaya
Mahapatra (Digapahandi),
Subash Chandra Rout
(Chikiti), Dasarathi Gamango
(Mohana) and Purushottam
Gamango
(Gunupur),
Neelmadhab Hikaka (Bissam
Cuttack), Tara Prasad
Bahinipati (Jeypore), Krushna
Chandra Kuldeep (Koraput),
Ram Chandra Kadam
(Pottangi), Mala Madhi
(Malkangiri) and Laxmipriya
Nayak (Chitrakonda).

who has recently switched over
to BJP. In that case the workers of Dr Rout are not going to
support Debasis Samantray,
who is an aspirant from the
seat.
The voters of the constituency are now are confused owing to possible contest
between Dr Rout from BJP and
his son Sambit on a BJD ticket. Again, veteran trade union
leader of Paradip Santosh
Kumar Pattnaik has joined the
race for the BJD nomination.
Pattnaik has been working
relentlessly over the last two
decades for strengthening proBJD labour union activities.
Moreover, Pattnaik has a
wide fan base. He has organised
programmes like Jeevan Bindu
and has created a record by collecting highest units of blood in
the State.
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he Utkal Bharat on Tuesday
alleged that the BJD
T
Government has created multiple policy paralysis and
pushed the State to disastrous
conditions on many counts
during the last 19 years.
Addressing party functionaries from across the State,
Utkal Bharat president
Kharabela Swain ascertained
that the Utkal Bharat has been
trying very hard to dethrone
the “corrupt” BJD Government
in 2019 general election. The
party has conducted hundreds

of meetings throughout the
State despite physical assaults
faced by its president on many
occasions.
“The BJD Government has
never visualized any long term
plans to address the very
important issues of employment, agriculture, irrigation,
health, education and law and
order. The BJD believes to win
elections after elections by distributing mobile, umbrella, laptops, rice at C1-a kg and rice
and dalma at C5. Due to such
myopic policies, hard working
Odia people have become lazy,
lethargic, alcoholic, which are
disastrous for Odisha,” alleged
Swain.
He alleged that no action is
being taken against BJD leaders involved in chit fund corruption case. Corruption in

government offices is all time
high. Primary education has
collapsed and crime against

women has reached new
heights, he rued.
Major industrial houses

have left the State as land was
not provided to them as
promised. Hard working Odia
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ith the onset of summer,
a few villages under
W
Khaira block are not only facing drinking water crisis, but
also the residents are suffering
from unknown skin diseases.
People mainly of villages,
Binatupura and Paikasahi,
under Baunsagadia panchayat,
are encountering the difficul-

ties.
Khaira CHC doctor
Mrutunjay Biswal, however,
stated that he had no information of skin diseases, but
assured to take appropriate
actions when complaints are
received.
Sources said the village, a
rocky area close to stone quarries, has two tube wells with
about 300 families depending
on them. One of them while
has gone defunct since long,
another one is delivering contaminated water. The villagers
alleged that black iron particles
come out in water from the
tube well.
Due to high content of iron

particles in water, the residents are facing skin and other
ailments, they complained, further adding that after hours of
storing the water at home, it
takes a reddish colour.
They alleged the use of the
contaminated water for taking
bath and other purposes,
including cooking and drinking, leads to serious health
problems.
The local Panchayat Samiti
member said that since the area
was under rocky patch and
close o the hills, the tube wells
provide iron laced water. He,
however, assured to draw the
attention of the authorities in
this regard.

he National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) has
T
asked the Chief Secretary of

Odisha to pay C1.60 lakh to
Mid-Day Meal (MDM) victim
students in the Arteswar Upper
Primary School, Kendrapada
and submit a proof of payment
before it.
Acting on a petition and
submissions filed by Supreme
Court lawyer and rights activist
Radhakanta Tripathy, the apex
human rights panel passed the
order. According to Tripathy 32
students of Jagannathapurbased Arteswar Upper Primary
School fell ill on November 16,
2016 when they were served
with egg curry in their MDM.

A dead caterpillar was found in
the curry causing headache
and vomiting to the students.
Tripathy requested for
independent investigation, legal
action and compensation to the
students.
Pursuant to the notice of
the NHRC, the District
Education Officer-cumDistrict Nodal Officer (MDM)
conducted an inquiry into the
matter on November 22, 2016
in presence of school teachers,
SMC members and villagers.
On the basis of the report of the
DEO, Kendrapada Jayanti
Panda, ZPT of the said school
was placed under suspension.
However, the NHRC
issued notice under section 18
of the PHR Act to the Chief

ormer
Bargarh
Congress MLA Sadhu
F
Nepak on Tuesday
resigned from the party
after being denied ticket
to contest the coming
elections.
He and his supporters
of the constituency sent
their resignation letters
to PCC president
Niranjan Patnaik.
In the 2009 elections,
Nepak had own the
Bargarh Assembly defeating his BJD rival late Ananda
Acharya. But he was defeated
by
BJD
nominee
Debesh Acharya in the 1914
elections. His supporters had
been greatly hopeful that he

?=BQ BD=30A60A7170F0=8?0C=0

leaders on Tuesday resigned from the BJD after
denied tickets to contest Assembly elections.
Twobeing
Kusum Tete, who had earlier quit the post of
Sundargarh Special Development Council (SDC)
Chairperson, resigned from the party’s primary membership after being denied party ticket to contest from
the Sundargarh seat.
Tete sent his resignation letter to BJD president
Naveen Patnaik. The party has this time nominated former MLA Jogesh Singh for this constituency.
Singh had recently resigned from the Congress and
joined the BJD.
“I will anyway contest in the upcoming elections after
consulting with my supporters,” Tete told reporters.
Besides, Kalahandi BJD general secretary Pramod
Patnaik also resigned from the party expressing dissatisfaction over distribution of ticket for the Junagarh
Assembly constituency, for which sitting MLA Dibya
Shankar Mishra has been re-nominated.

youths are forced to exit to
other states and countries in
search of employments and, at
many places, they are being
exploited and some of them
have been killed.
The Utkal Bharat has
organised “Odisha Bhagya
Parivartan Yatra” at 250 places
and made people aware of
misrule of the State
Government, he said.
Among others, party’s vicepresidents Loknath Sarangi,
Rajendra Dalabehera and
Sabitree Mallik, secretary Sk
Kamiluddin Ahmed and
Sriharsha Swain, Dalit Utkal
Bharat president Dillip Mallick,
Youth president Jagadish
Pradhan, Mahila Utkal Bharat
President Sabitree Jena and
Pratyush Nayak presented their
views.
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would get the party ticket this
time.
Nepak said he would take
his next move for the coming
elections as per the views of his
supporters.
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Secretary to show cause as to
why the Commission may not
recommend monetary compensation of C5, 000 to each
child who suffered due to the
utter negligence on the part of
the school officials.
In response, the Joint
Secretary, School and Mass
Education Department, submitted that the Government
has taken immediate steps on
the day of incident by shifting
the students to the nearest
hospital for proper treatment.
Action was taken against the
errant teacher, cook and helper.
The school authorities have
been cautioned to be careful in
future. The NHRC found the
response to the show cause
notice not based on merits.

Uh`U\\UT

BHUBANESWAR: BJD supremo
Naveen Patnaik on Tuesday expelled
two party leaders of the Brahmagiri
Assembly constituency in Puri district
on the charges of anti-party
activities.
Former Brahmagiri block chairman
Krushna Chandra Ray and Prasanna
Baral have been removed from BJD,
said a release issued by the party.
Sources said a few BJD workers led
by Krushna Chandra had staged a
demonstration against party MLA
Sanjay Dasburma in front of Naveen
Niwas here on Monday.
They had demanded removal of the
MLA from Brahmagiri alleging the latter’s misbehaviour with people in the
constituency.
PNS
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PA R A L A K H E M U N D I :
Former Paralakhemundi MLA
K Narayan Rao and many cadre
leaders of Gajapati district
resigned from the primary
membership of the BJD here on
Tuesday.
Rao and his supporters
resigned as he didn’t get the BJD
ticket for the Paralakhemundi
Assembly seat.
Earlier, Rao and about 3,000
supporters gathered at
Ranipentha where they discussed about the ticket issue.
Supporters lamented saying that
the party has done injustice to
Rao even though he served the
party for many years and did
many developmental activities
in the State. They resolved support Rao for any decision he
takes.
In the afternoon, Rao,
Kashinagar block chairman CH
Simadri, Goshani block
Chairperson CH Tarekeshawari,

three Zilla Parishad members,
30 Sarapanches and 32 Samiti
members, Paralakhemundi
town president Jamidar Patnaik,
BYJD district president P
Krishan and many others
resigned from the party.
However, it was not clear
whether Rao would switch over
to any other party or fight the
Assembly seat independently.
He said he would take a decision
in this regard soon.
It may be noted that
Princess Kalyani Gajapati has
been named for the seat in the
BJD’s first set of Lok Sabha and
Assembly constituencies.
While in the Congress, Rao
was elected as Chairman of the
Kashinagar block twice. Later,
he joined the BJD in 2000.
However, he fought the elections
from the Assembly seat as
Independent candidate in 2000
and 2004 as he was not given a
party ticket. But in 2009, he won
the seat on a BJD ticket.
In 2014, he lost the seat to
the Congress candidate at a very
low margin of votes.
PNS
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day after the violent clash
between agitators and
security personnel at the
Vedanta Lanjigarh alumina
refinery plant, leaving two persons dead, normalcy was
restored on Tuesday.
Following a meeting
between the agitators and the
Vedanta authorities in the presence
of
Kalahandi
Superintendent of Police
Battula Gangadhar, the two

groups reached a mutual
understanding.
The
Vedanta
also
announced a compensation of
C25 lakh each for the families
of the deceased.
Tension had prevailed at
the plant site on Monday as displaced locals of Rengupali village, agitating in front of the
plant gate demanding jobs,
were lathicharged for their dispersal. An agitator identified as
Dani Harijan and an Odisha
Industrial Security Force personnel died in the scuffle that
also left over 40 people injured.
Following the faceoff, the
district administration clamped
Section 144 of CrPC outside
the plant.
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he Manav Adhikar
Surakhya Manch held its
T
84th Ghanta Yatra (cymbal
rally) here on Tuesday,
demanding upgrading of the
Red Cross Hospital to a special
hospital for children and
women and early functioning
of the indoor ward for senior
citizens in the City Hospital
and the super-specialty department in the MKCG Medical
College Hospital.
Manch coordinator Abani
Kumar Gaya said many prob-

lems in different hospitals in
city, including functioning of a
trauma care centre and installation of CT scan and Digital
X-ray machines in the MKCG
Hospital, have been resolved
after continued protests by the
Manch.
He lamented saying that
senior citizens coming to the
City Hospital get pains in
standing in a queues to consult
doctors.
On many occasions, they
have also returned disappointed without getting treatment,
he said.
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artyred
CRPF
M
Jawan Pradeep
Kumar Panda was
awarded the Kirti Chakra
posthumously
by
President Ram Nath
Kovind at a function in
the Rashtrapati Bhawan
in New Delhi on
Tuesday.
Panda’s wife received
the gallantry award on
his behalf from the
President. In a Tweet,
the President commended the
“Exceptional bravery, raw
courage, utmost dedication
and commitment to duty in
fighting terrorists in Jammu
and Kashmir’ displayed by

him.”
Notably, Panda, a resident
of Liploi village in Rajgangpur
of Sundargarh district
and Constable of 130 Battalion
of CRPF, was killed in a mili-

tant attack in Jammu and
Kashmir’s Pulwama on
December 31, 2017.
But before that he managed
to
eliminate
three
terrorists.

delegation of the National
Highway Authority of
India (NHAI) led by Project
Director Debendra Sahu and
In-Charge Engineer Pankaj
Singhal on Tuesday visited the
subway from VSS Nagar to
Saheed Nagar and inspected
the spot.
The delegation assured that
the subway and the drain
would be repaired and would
be functioning within a span of
four to five months.
Earlier on the day, a delegation of the Veera Surendra
Sai (VSS) Nagar Unnayan
Parishad had met the NHAI
Project Director.
The members said that
even after four years of the
opening of the flyover from
Vani Vihar to Acharya Vihar,
the repairing work of the subway and channelising the drain
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he Odisha Parba 2019, a
three-day mega celebraT
tion in the heart of India’s
national capital New Delhi
received
over whelming
response by the visitors, which
ended on Monday.
Many visitors including
the ones from various foreign
countries relished the authentic taste of Odisha and experienced the essence of rich cultural ethos of Odisha at this
event.
Lakhs of visitors were
thrilled with joy to witness
Odisha’s magnificent journey
from the ancient maritime era
to the illustrious contemporary
times and a vision for future of
Odisha.
In the valedictory ceremony, Governor of Jharkhand
Draupadi Murmu was the chief
guest and former Judge,
Supreme Court, Dr Arijit
Pasayat, MP Rajya Sabha and

Odisha dance exponent Padma
Vibhushan Dr Sonal Mansingh
graced the occasion as guests of
honour.
The organizer of the event,
Odia Samaj’s president
Sidhartha Pradhan and trustee
Hiranya Mohanty were present.
Speaking on this occasion,
Murmu said, “Odisha is a land
of mar vellous heritage.
Odisha Parba is a great endeavour.”
On its final day, the event
started with a series of
enthralling fusion traditional
mask and animal mask dance.
Odishi performance by Padma
Vibhushan
Guru
Dr
Sonal
Mansingh
and
Group on the theme 'Kalinga
Ranga' mesmerized the audience.
Live musical show by eminent Odia singer Tansen Singh
and new sensations Sourin
Bhatt and Chelsi Behura
attracted the music lovers.
Rasarkeli-most enchanting art

disha Shuttler Rutuparna
Panda has been selected in
O
the Indian team to take part in
the Tong Yun Kai Cup 2019,
second edition of the
Badminton Asia Mixed Team
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form of western Odisha, acrobatic martial art dance, free
style dance Aasha Ra Aloka,
traditional dance drama in
Chhau form on the theme
Mahishasura Mardini Maa
Durga, Jhumer tribal dance on
the theme Jatra Dekha Ke and
Ollywood dance form
Parba Parbani were another

making it to the Indian badminton team for the second
edition of the #Badminton
Asia
Mixed
Team
Championships to be played in
Hong Kong. Best of luck to the
team #TongYunKaiCup2019.”
The
Badminton
Association of India (BAI) has
selected seven young shuttlers
in the women’s squad for the
upcoming event. HS Prannoy
would lead the 13-member
squad at badminton championships that would conclude
on March 24.
While eleven teams have
been divided into four groups
for the championship, India has
been placed in Group B alongside Chinese Taipei and
Singapore.
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n a seemingly pre-poll violence, a youth of
Uttarachandi road here was shot by some
unknown miscreants on Monday night.
However, no case has been lodged.
He was first rushed to the Athagarh SubDivisional Hospital and then shifted to the SCB
MCH as his condition deteriorated. Locals
alleged that he was attacked by political rivals.
When asked, Athagarh PS IIC Padarbinda
Tripathy said that he was aware of the incident
but nobody has lodged an FIR.
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Championships, beginning in
Hong Kong from March 19.
Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik taking to Twitter congratulated the young badminton player. Patnaik tweeted “Congratulate shuttler from
#Odisha, Rutaparna Panda for
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connecting the Kuakhai river
and the city have not been
completed.
They also said people of
VSS Nagar and about 10 contiguous villages and mouzas
are facing problem to go to
Bhubaneswar city. Parishad general
secretary
Dillip
Dashsharma, Krushan Chandra
Sahu, Atratrana Dalai, Shiv
Prasad Mishra, Subash Chandra
Samal, Maheswar Biswal, Sital
Chandra Mohanty and Ketra
Mohan Nayak were present
with the NHAI delegation.

Villagers have alleged that the police are
intentionally avoiding the case.
Earlier on Sunday, some youths had assaulted some VIPs near Chandabali square. As pressure mounted from the police HQ, the Athagarh
police arrested the accused persons and forwarded to court.
It is also alleged some drunkards are regularly creating unpleasant situations in the town
and nearby areas due to inaction of the police.
Locals have demanded that the SP direct local
police to take action against such miscreants
soon.

attractions on the last day.
One of the main highlights of the three-day extravaganza was authentic
Odia food from mouth-watering
snacks
to
lip-smacking desserts, from
hearty veg-non-veg thali to
exotic sea food, people got a
huge platter to relish on.
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he State Bank of India (SBI)
organised a national-level
T
Numeroyono Quiz 2019 at 17
major centres of the country.
At Bhubaneswar, it was
conducted on February 27 and
students of the KIIT University
became top among 154
teams. Later, they participated in grand finale conducted at
Mumbai on March 15 and

were declared as champion of
east
zone
and
won
second runners-up trophy in
the final.
They received the reward
from the SBI Chairman at
Mumbai. SBI Bhubaneswar
Circle
congratulated
the
winner
students
AlankarDevta, Parijat Sinha
and Sharzab Al Haque from
KIIT University for their welldeserved success.
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aitri Monali Pradhan
from Odisha has bagged
M
the title of Miss India Elite in
a glittering grand finale held in
New Delhi recently.
Maitri, a Class-12 student
of DAV Public School, UnitVIII here, has won the crown,
while Apurvi Saini and Saniya
Juneja have clinched the titles
of Face of Beauty India 2019
and Miss Globe India
2019,
respectively
organised by a Delhi-based
fashion label.
Halining from Astaranga
area of Puri district, Maitri was
the winner of the KIIT Nanhi

Pari 2016 and bagged two
major titles in the Miss Teen
International 2018 beauty
pageant held in Thailand capital Bangkok last year.
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12-day-long self-defence
training programmme for
girl students was inaugurated at
the Government Sanskrit
College here on Tuesday.
College Principal Pankaj
Kumar Jena presided over the
inaugural function while the
event was conducted by
Programme Officer Dr Padma
Devi.
Krishna Rout and
Trupti Jena are the trainers who
are imparting training to
the girls. Prominent among
those who were present on the
inaugural occasion included
Subal
Chandra
Sahu,

Harihar Bindhani, Choudhry
Aditya
Das,
Tapan
Kumar Acharya and Jayashree
Nanda.

Guest faculties Priyanka
Mohanta and Sudeshna
Dash also spoke on the
occasion.
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to check fake and
Aiming
provocative content being
spread on social media platforms during the upcoming
Lok Sabha polls, social media
giants and Internet and Mobile
Association of India (IAMAI)
will come up with a 'code of
ethics' by Wednesday evening.
This was decided after a highlevel meeting convened by the
Election Commission (EC) on
Tuesday to discuss social media
content post implementation of
the Model Code of Conduct.
The EC had summoned
representatives of Facebook,
WhatsApp, Twitter, Google,
Sharechat, BigoTV and Tiktok
for the meeting.
The issues discussed
included the appointment of
dedicated grievance channel for
expeditious action by the
organisations, pre-certification
of all political advertisements
on social media platforms by
the Media Certification And
Monitoring Committee of the
EC and the "evolution of a
mechanism by social media
platforms to prevent abuse on
their platforms". Sources in the
EC said the meeting also
focused on evolving a notification mechanism by social
media platforms for acting
upon the violations of Section
126 of Representation of the
People Act, 1951 and preventing misuse of these platforms.

According to sources,
ShareChat is working with a
fact checking agency to keep in
check fake news that might
enter the system. Tagging of
content creator: whenever a
post leaves our platform with
the original creator's user ID
ShareChat can easily identify
who has originally shared the
content.
"Everyone who signs up on
ShareChat's platform requires
a registered mobile number. As
per request, ShareChat can
assist local low enforcement
authorities and to identify individuals if they are proved to be
involved in spreading any kind
of fake news or hate speech,"
said
the
sources.
"Representatives of Google
assured the poll body that it can
set up a system to fight fake
news in 24 hours," sources
added.
Besides installing safeguards, the EC wants social
media platforms to voluntarily inform users about the consequences of indulging in
"unlawful conduct during the
elections and, in particular,
the 48-hour silent period"
immediately preceding polling
day. It has also asked social
media intermediaries to adopt
a general code of ethics in view
of the electoral contest.
According to sources,
social media platforms, for
their part, have taken various
steps to curb the circulation of

fake news that may either
favour certain political parties
or incite the public. Last month,
Facebook expanded its local
fact-checking network and
introduced stricter rules for
political advertisements in
India. WhatsApp — a social
messaging platform with over
200 million users in India —
introduced product changes
and undertook roadshows after
false messages circulated on it
fanned communal tensions
and sparked mob violence.
Twitter has also overhauled its
policies to boost transparency
and rein in misinformation.

3RSf]XVed_`eZTV
W`ca`deZ_X^fdZT
TR^aRZX_gZUV`
PNS: The Election Commission
on Tuesday issued a show-cause
notice to Union Minister Babul
Supriyo for putting out a campaign song, composed and sung
by him, without prior permission and against which TMC has
submitted a complaint. The
music-video was posted in social
media and some local TV news
channels aired it without certification from the EC. "The
singer-turned-politician, who is
an MP from Asansol, has been
asked to reply within 48 hours
of receiving the notice," the EC
said.
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he Election Commission
on Tuesday issued a notification for the second phase of
the seven-phased 2019 Lok
Sabha elections, kicking off
the process of filing of nominations for another 97 constituencies across 13 States and
Union Territories.
Voting in the second phase
will take place on April 18, said
the notification, which comes
a day after the poll panel notified the first phase covering 91
constituencies.
By the evening of March
29, a clear picture on the number of candidates in each of the
97 constituencies will emerge.
All parliamentary constituencies in Tamil Nadu (39 seats)
and Puducherry (one seat) will
go for polling in the second
phase.
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and
West Bengal will see polling in
all the seven phases. In the second phase, eight UP constituencies including Agra,
Aligarh and Mathura, three in
West Bengal, including
Darjeeling and five in Bihar will
go for polls.
UP has 80 seats, while
West Bengal and Bihar have 42
and 40 Lok Sabha seats respectively. The Srinagar and
Udhampur seats in Jammu &
Kashmir will also go for polling
in the second phase.

New Delhi: India may not see
another election if Narendra
Modi is re-elected as Prime
Minister, Rajasthan Chief
Minister and senior Congress
leader Ashok Gehlot has
claimed, suggesting that the
country may go the way of
China and Russia.
Gehlot also said both
democracy and the country
were in danger under Modi,
who he said would "do anything" to get back to power.
People felt he could even go to
war with Pakistan to achieve
this goal, the Congress leader
said.
Dubbing Modi a "good
actor", Gehlot said he could do
much better in Bollywood and
would have left his indelible
mark in acting. He also alleged
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that he was a "master in marketing false promises".
"If people re-elect Modi,
then there is no surety on
whether elections will be held
in the country or not. 'Chunav
honge bhi, aur nahin bhi
honge...Jaise China, Russia
mein hota hai' (Elections will
be held in the country and yet
not be held, like what happens
in China, Russia)," Gehlot said
during an interaction with
PTI.
He was suggesting that
polls will be held on the lines
of those in China and Russia,
where only one party rules and
who becomes the president or
the Prime Minister is decided
beforehand.
PTI
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ational Security Advisor
Ajit Doval on Tuesday
said India has neither forgotten nor will forget the
Pulwama terror attack and the
country's leadership is "capable and courageous" to formulate effective responses to
such acts.
While speaking at a CRPF
function in Gurgaon, the NSA
also asked the paramilitary
force to "constantly" enhance
their professionalism, training,
physical capabilities and quick
response skills.
"What should we do?
What should be our way, our
aim and our response and
time to respond? The country's leadership is both capable and courageous to (do)
that," Doval said.
"The country will tackle
all such challenges and we
have the courage to do this,"
he said while addressing 80th
raising day celebrations at the
Group Centre of the CRPF
Gurgaon.
Doval began his 16minute speech by paying tributes to the 40 personnel who
were killed when a suicide
bomber
of
Jaish-eMohammed (JeM) collided
his explosives-laden vehicle
with a bus of the paramilitary
convoy on February 14.

Doval is considered to be
the architect of the air strike
on a JeM camp in Balakot in
Pakistan. The strike was carried out by the Indian Air
Force (IAF) in retaliation to
the Pulwama terror incident,
which was one of the worst
attack on security personnel in
Kashmir in the three decades
of Islamist terrorism in the
State.
The Pulwama attack was
a "very sad incident", Doval
said, adding that the country
will always be indebted to the
martyrs and their families.
He asked CRPF to "not
look back" as they have a golden future ahead.
"If your morale is high,
then the country's future is
safe," Doval, a former chief of
Intelligence Bureau, said.
World history is replete
with examples when weak
internal security mechanisms
led to loss of independence,
constitutional crises and collapse of Governments, he said.
Doval said after World
War II, out of the 37 nations
that faced constitutional crisis, 28 suffered it because of
internal security problems.
As the lead internal security force of the country, the
CRPF has an important role
and onerous responsibility in
ensuring peace, and law and
order, he added.
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court has sought to know
from the relatives of miners,
who were trapped in an illegal
mine in Meghalaya three
months ago, whether they
wanted to recover the bodies
which might have been
"decomposed" by now.
15 miners were trapped on
December 13 last year in an
illegal coal mine at Ksan in
East Jaintia Hills district of
Meghalaya, about 3.7 km deep
inside a forest, when water
from the nearby Lytein river
gushed into it.
Only two bodies have
been recovered from the mine
so far.
The top court is hearing a
plea which had sought urgent
steps for rescuing the miners
trapped in the rat-hole mine.

A bench of Justices S A
Bobde and S K Kaul told the
petitioner to ask the family
members of the trapped miners as to whether they want to
get the bodies recovered.
"The petitioner is directed
to ascertain from the relatives
of the deceased if they wish to
have the bodies recovered
having regard to the fact that
they may be already in a completely decomposed condition," the bench said in its
order.
The top court also directed Dr Sudhir Kumar,
Hydrologist of Roorkee's
National
Institute
of
Hydrologist to visit the site and
after re-appraisal, submit a
report pointing out if pumping
of water being done there for
de-watering is adequate. PTI

n one of the rare instances,
President R am Nath
Kovind on Tuesday awarded
Shaurya Chakra to 16-yearold Irfan Ramzan Sheikh
for fighting terrorists who
attacked his residence in
Shopian district of Jammu &
Kashmir. Shaurya Chakra
is usually awarded to armed
forces and paramilitar y
personnel for "gallantry otherwise in the face of the
enemy".
This apart, Kirti Chakras
were awarded to Sowar Vijay
Kumar of the Armoured
Corps and Constable Pradip
Kumar Panda of the Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF).
The two died in two separate
operations in Jammu &
Kashmir. Besides Sheikh, rifleman Jaiprakash Oraon and
Sepoy Ajay Kumar were also
awarded Shaurya Chakras for
their role in counter terror
operations in Manipur and

Jammu & Kashmir respectively.
During the intervening
night of October 16-17 of
2017, terrorists cordoned off
the house of Sheikh. His
father Mohammad Ramzan
was an ex-sarpanch with affiliations to the People's
Democratic Party (PDP).
When Sheikh, the eldest
son of Mohammad Ramzan,
opened the door, he found
three terrorists in the verandah of the house armed with
rifles and grenades. Sheikh,
who was 14 years old then,
put a brave fight with the terrorists by pouncing on them,
which led to the terrorists to
r un away f rom area.
Currently, studying in Class
X, Sheikh aspires to become
an Indian Police Service (IPS)
officer.
The terrorists resorted to
indiscriminate firing, resulting in severe injur y to
Sheikh's father, who later
died.
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s mark of respect to the
casualties suffered by its
A
personnel in Pulwama, the
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New Delhi: Former Supreme
Court judge Justice Pinaki
Chandra Ghose was on Tuesday
appointed as the country's first
Lokpal, the anti-corruption
ombudsman, according to an
official communique.
Former Sashastra Seema
Bal (SSB) chief Archana
Ramasundaram,
exMaharashtra Chief Secretary
Dinesh Kumar Jain, Mahender
Singh and Indrajeet Prasad
Gautam have been appointed as
non-judicial members of Lokpal,
it said.
Justices Dilip B Bhosale,
Pradip Kumar Mohanty,
Abhilasha Kumari and Ajay
Kumar Tripathi have been
appointed as judicial members
in the anti-corruption ombudsman, the communique issued by

Rashtrapati Bhavan said.
These appointments were
recommended by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi-led
selection committee and
approved by President Ram
Nath Kovind.
"The above appointments
will take effect from the dates
they assume charge of their
respective offices," it said.
Justice Ghose, 66, retired as
Supreme Court judge in May
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Ne w Delhi: India and
Pakistan on Tuesday held a
meeting of technical experts
to discuss issues related to the
Kartarpur corridor, including its alignment, coordinates,
and other engineering aspects
of the proposed crossing
points, sources said.
The meeting comes days
after the two countries held
talks to finalise the modalities
for the corridor linking
Gurudwara Darbar Sahib in
the Pakistani town of
Kartarpur with the Gurdaspur
district in Punjab.
The technical meeting at
the level of experts, including
engineers and surveyors, was
held at "proposed zero points"

in the follow up to the decision reached on the March 14
meeting, the sources said.
India has been seeking
this meeting for long time and
had even suggested to hold it
on Februar y 15, 2019.
Pakistan, however, had linked
it to the meeting on the draft
agreement.
The experts discussed the
alignment of the corridor, the
coordinates, and the engineering aspects of the proposed crossing points, the
sources said.
The outcomes from
Tuesday's site visit and survey
would be further discussed at
a meeting on April 2, they
said.
PTI

2017. He is a member of the
National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) since
June 29, 2017.
These appointments are
likely to trigger a political controversy as Congress leader
Mallikarjun Kharge, who is
member of the Lokpal selection
panel, had boycotted its latest
meet on Friday.
The Lokpal and Lokayukta
Act, which envisages appointment of a Lokpal at the Centre
and Lokayuktas in states to look
into cases of corruption against
certain categories of public servants, was passed on 2013.
The Appointments comes a
fortnight after the Supreme
Court asked Attorney General K
K Venugopal to inform it within 10 days about a possible date

for meeting of the selection
committee.
A bench of Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justices S A
Nazeer and Sanjiv Khanna was
on March 7 informed by
Venugopal that the Lokpal
search committee headed by former apex court judge Ranjana
Prakash Desai recommended
three panels of names to the
selection committee for appointment of chairperson, judicial
and non-judicial members in the
anti-graft body.
The attorney general had
told the bench that he will ask
the secretary of the Department
of Personnel and Training to
ensure that the meeting of the
selection committee is convened as early as possible.
Following the court's pro-

ceedings, a meeting of selection
panel was held on March 15.
The Supreme Court had on
January 17 set up a Februaryend deadline for the Lokpal
search committee to send a
panel of names who could be
considered for the appointment
as its chairman and members.
According to rules, there is
provision for a chairperson and
a maximum of eight members
in the Lokpal panel. Of these,
four need to be judicial members.
Not less than 50 per cent of
the members of the Lokpal shall
be from amongst the persons
belonging to the Scheduled
Castes, the Scheduled Tribes,
Other Backward Classes,
minorities and women, the rules
say.
PTI

CRPF has decided against officially celebrating Holi this
year and directed all the formations across the country not
to celebrate the festival of
colours.
"As a mark of solidarity
with the families of our 40
brave jawans who attained
martyrdom in Pulwama on
14/02/2019, the Competent
Authority has desired that
there will be no official Holi
celebrations this year in all our
formations," reads an internal
message circulated to all the
formations of the CRPF on
Tuesday.
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SS chief Mohan Bhagwat on
Tuesday paid tributes to late
BJP leader and former Goa
Chief Minister Manohar
Parrikar describing him as a
political personality who always
worked for national interest.
Parrikar was diligent, committed and focused in his goals,
Bhagwat said in a statement
issued by the RSS.
He said Parrikar, the former
head of Sangh's Goa unit, was a
leader who dedicated everything for development of his

state with due diligence.Talking
about Parrikar's tenure as
Defence Minister, Bhagwat said
he guided the defence establishment in a new direction.
"Amiable, studious, strongwilled, work-oriented and someone who had no other thought
in his mind except national
interest, Manohar Parrikar was,
indeed, a rare public figure,"
Bhagwat said, adding that he will
always be remembered as an
ideal social, political worker.
Parrikar, 63, passed away on
March 17. He was battling with
cancer for more than a year.
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he India Meteorological
Department (IMD) has
T
found that in 2018 citizens
across a vast swathe of India
suffered from heat wave for
over 50 days spanning April,
May and June. The heatwave
days were 25 in May and 17 in
June. Interestingly, April also
reported 12 days of heatwave
last year. The IMD had forecast
last year that in 2019, along
with expected increase in the
duration and frequency of heat
waves, numbers of hot days are
also expected to increase.
As per the IMD, heatwave
is considered if maximum temperature of a station reaches at
least 40°C or more for plains,
37°C or more for coastal stations and at least 30°C or more

for Hilly regions.
The regions falling under
the core heat wave zone are
Delhi, Punjab, Har yana,
Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Bihar, Jharkhand,
West Bengal, Orissa and
Telangana, and meteorological
subdivisions of Marathwada,
Vidarbha, central Maharashtra
and coastal Andhra Pradesh.
"The heat wave was reported over some parts of
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Vidarbha, northeast, Jammu &
Kashmir, Odisha, cCoastal
Andhra Pradesh and along
west coast. Over some parts of
Kerala, maximum temperature was greater than 90th percentile for more than 50 to 60
% of the days in April, May and

June," the IMD report said.
According to report, there
were many underlying mechanisms which contribute to
the development of a heat
wave. "It can form when a
warm high pressure system
stalls in a region. The high and
the associated anti cyclonic
flow cause a sinking motion
which leads to increased surface temperatures due to adiabatic compression. The outward anti cyclonic flow makes
it difficult for other systems to
enter the area. Variations in jet
stream, flow of air that steers
movement of high and low
pressure areas which transports hot dry air into a region
were favorable conditions for
development of heat wave," it
said.
In 2018, there were 70

tropical cyclones all over the
world, while the long term
average is 53. Due to impacts
of warmer surface temperatures and more ocean heat
will be greater occurrence of
extreme weather events such as
tropical cyclones, heat waves,
floods and droughts.
The IMD has predicted
the average temperature in
most parts of north India
northeast regions, northwest
India and southern parts of
west coast to remain higher
than normal by 0.5-1.0 degree
Celsius during March, April,
May this year. The rest part of
the country is expected to see
normal temperature during
summer. "The heat wave is
expected to hit 16 States due to
various reasons in 2019.
However, normal heat wave -

like conditions will prevail over
the country's core heat wave
zone. Central and northern
India are generally considered
the core heat wave zones,"
IMD officials said.
The past four years, from
2015 to 2018, were the warmest
ever recorded years. In fact, the
20 warmest years on record
have occurred in the last 22
years. This trend also sits in
perfectly with the emission
rates of greenhouse gases
(GHGs), which were at a record
high in 2018 according to the
World
Meteorological
Organisation (WMO).
As per latest Global climate
risk index 2019 report, the
world lost more than 5 lakh
people to such events in the last
20 years along with an economic
loss of $ 3.47 trillion.

Officials said, in normal
case Holi is celebrated a day
before the actual observance of
the festival and the seniormost
official of the force in all the
formations meet all the personnel under his or her command, wishes them and offers
sweets and snacks.
However, the programme
has been cancelled this year as
a Jaish-e-Mohammad suicide
bomber hit his explosive-laden
car into a bus of the CRPF convoy on February 14 killing 40
men which triggered air raid by
the Indian Air Force in Balakot
at the terror group's facility.
Union Home Minister
Rajnath Singh has also decided to skip Holi celebrations as
a mark of respect to the
Pulwama martyrs.
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he
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
T
Tuesday said it has attached 13

properties worth C1.22 crore
owned by Mohammad Shafi
Shah and six other terrorists
of Hizbul Mujahideen in terror financing case against
Pakistan-based chief of the
outfit Mohammad Syed
Salahuddin.
The ED said the properties belonged to Mohammad
Shafi Shah, a resident of
Bandipora, and six other residents of Jammu & Kashmir,
who allegedly worked for the
terror outfit.
The agency said it filed a
criminal case of money laundering after taking cognisance of a National
Investigating Agency (NIA)
charge sheet filed against
Salahuddin, Shah and others
under the Unlawful Activities
Prevention Action (UAPA)
and other sections of the
Indian Penal Code.
"Hizb-ul-Mujahideen, the
most active terror outfit in
Kashmir, has been responsible
for funding terrorist and
secessionist activities in
Jammu & Kashmir.
"Headed
by
Syed
Salahuddin, its self-styled
commander based out of
Rawalpindi in Pakistan, it
funds terrorism on Indian
soil through monies organised
by a trust called JKART
(Jammu & Kashmir Affectees
Relief Trust) in alleged connivance with the ISI and other
Pakistan-based entities," the
ED said in a statement.
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ustodial killing of a private
schoolteacher, picked up by
the police in pursuance of a terror case investigation few days
ago, sparked off fresh protests
in Awantipora area of South
Kashmir's Pulwama district on
Tuesday soon after news of his
death spread like wild fire in
the area.
Large number of local residents took to streets and raised
'provocative' slogans.
To contain public anger, a
magisterial probe was
announced in addition to separate police investigation in the
case.
Clashes, however, continued in the Awantipora town
between the security forces
and stone-throwing youths for
several hours.
In a statement, police
spokesman said, "the school
teacher identified as Rizwan
Asad Pandit, was in police
custody in pursuance of terror
case investigation. The said
person died in police custody.

AXifP]0bPS?P]SXc

In this matter while following
the procedure laid down in section 176 of CrPC a magisterial enquir y is under way.
Separately, police investigation
has also been initiated in the
jurisdictional area of incident".
Meanwhile, local reports
and family members of the
deceased school teacher
claimed local police officers
had picked Rizwan Pandit from
his house few days ago.They
said, Tuesday morning when
they went to see him in the
police station they came to

know about his custodial death.
Strongly condemning the
incident several Kashmir based
political parties, including the
National Conference, Peoples
Democratic Party, People's
Conference, the CPI-M,
Congress, Awami Attehad
Party and others have demanded exemplary punishment to
those found guilty in the custodial death of the youth.
The Separatist conglomerate, Joint Resistance Leadership
(JRL) headed by Syed Ali
Geelani, Mirwaiz Umer Farooq
and Yasin Malik have called for
a Valley-wide protest shutdown on Wednesday against
the custodial death.
Shahid Iqbal Choudhary,
district magistrate Srinagar has
said that the magisterial inquiry
is being held by additional
deputy commissioner Srinagar
who has already visited the spot
where the youth was held in
custody.
The district magistrate has
said the inquiry would be completed soon and its findings will
be made public.
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he coalition partners
Congress and the JD(S) in
T
Karnataka announced a slew of
measures to take on the BJP, in
Karnataka. In a joint Press conference in Bengaluru on
Tuesday the Congress and JD(S)
leaders decided to work together to decimate the BJP. Former
prime minister and JDs chief
HD Devegowda who was part
of the discussion on working
out strategies to counter BJP has
vowed to reduce them to a single digit. The leaders including
former chief minister and chairman of coordination committee
Siddaramaiah, Chief Minister
HD Kumaraswamy and other
leaders jointly announced a
slew of measures to ensure
their alliance worked without
any glitches.
Maintaining suspense
about contesting Lok Sabha
polls, JD(S) patriarch H D
Deve Gowda said he is yet to
decide, and was thinking about
his "usefulness" in the national capital. The 85-year-old former Prime Minister citing his
age said, he lacks the strength
that he had in 1996, when he
became the Prime Minister, but
there is "enthusiasm".
He said “Our opponents
today are not Congress, it is BJP.
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even hardcore ULFA(I) militants surrendered in
STinsukia
district following a
joint operation by a team of
Assam Police and the Indian
Army, a senior official said on
Tuesday.
The militants joined the
mainstream on Monday, while
a huge cache of arms and
ammunition were also recovered from them during the
operation, Col S Karki,
Commanding Officer of 21
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Jodhpur: The trial in the
Bhanwari Devi abduction and
murder case has been stuck for
about two years as American
DNA expert Amber B Carr has
failed to appear in court, a
defence counsel argued here
while demanding the removal
of her name from the list of
prosecution witnesses.
The expert who works with
the FBI has not appeared in the
court despite being issued five
summons. She was first issued
summons in May 2017.
The CBI has been pleading
for her to be examined through
video-conferencing but the
defence has been protesting
against it.
"We want her to be examined in person but the insistence of the CBI on video-conferencing, despite the court's
refusal, is nothing but a tactic
to delay the trial," defence
counsel Jagmal Singh
Choudhary claimed.
PTI

Para Special Forces of the
Army, told reporters here.
"The surrender was possible because of our operation on
March 7 that was based on specific intelligence," he said.
Karki, however, declined to
share the location of the exercise and said that 15-20
columns were engaged.
"We got information that
the ULFA cadres were hiding at
a place. We persuaded them
and recovered the arms.
Ultimately, they surrendered,"
the Army official said.
Karki said the security personnel recovered three AK-81
rifles, two HK-33 rifles and one
AK-56 rifle and 17 magazines.
Besides, 617 rounds of
ammunition and one hand
grenade were also seized from
the militants, he added.
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NCP
leader
Dhananjay Munde Tuesday
Shitenior
out at Maharashtra Chief
Minister Devendra Fadnavis
for "covering up" corruption
charges against "16 of his ministers".
He was speaking at a function "Rashtra Maharashtra"
organised by the BBC Marathi
News Service.
"We have nailed 16 ministers in the Devendra Fadnavis
government on corruption
charges with clinching evidence. However, Fadnavis has
tried to cover them up and has,
therefore, committed a sin,"
Munde, the Leader of
Opposition in the Maharashtra
Council, claimed.
Munde said there were no
charges of corruption against
Fadnavis, though he added

that he would continue to
probe to find out more.
Hitting out at the ruling
BJP for "politicising" the martyrdom of soldiers, Munde
said the party was taking credit for the brave deeds of the
armed forces personnel.
On Amit Shah's claim, at
some political rallies, that 250
terrorists perished in the
February 26 IAF air strike on
a Jaish-e-Mohammed camp in
Balakot in Pakistan, Munde
wanted to know where the
BJP chief was getting such figures which even security agencies were not privy to.
Against the backdrop of
NCP chief Sharad Pawar withdrawing from the April-May
Lok Sabha contest, Munde refuted insinuations that all was not
well in the Pawar household.
"Pawar
saab
had
announced long back he would

might retain Hassan where he
is confidant of sailing through.
Karnataka has 28 Lok Sabha
seats and will go to polls on April
18 and April 23. As part of a prepoll alliance, the Congress will
contest 20 seats and the JD(S)
eight. He said "Nominations
have started and time is very less.
Whatever misunderstanding we
have between us, we have to
resolve them now without letting
them to continue."
However senior dalit leader
and deputy chief minister G
Parameshwara was conspicuous of his absence.

myself about my usefulness in
Delhi, I'm watching it…I will
decide," Gowda said.
Pointing out that a few days
ago while speaking in the
Parliament, he had indicated
that it was his last speech, he
said, but a few friends had
asked him to contest this time.
"I'm yet to decide."
On deciding to contest, he
along with coalition leaders
including Chief Minister HD
Kumaraswamy and former
Chief Minister Siddaramaiah
will decide on the constituency, he added.
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Lucknow: Even as the SP-BSPRLD alliance will formally
launch its poll campaign from
Deoband on April 7, the leaders of these parties have
stepped up efforts to tighten the
loose ends at the grass-root
level. The BSP, SP and RLD
brass are going down to the
brass tacks to ensure that every
vote is transferred to one of the
alliance partners as their
chances of winning depend
on this arithmetic.
The grand alliance is focusing on the first phase on April
11, when eight Lok Sabha seats
of east UP will go to polls. “In
the first round, we have completed Lok Sabha-wise meetings
of party workers from all three
parties. For the second phase, we
have started Assembly segmentwise meetings of party workers,”
said Sudhir Pawar who contested the 2017 Assembly elections
from Shamli.
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Amid lack of clarity on
contesting polls, speculations
are rife that Deve Gowda, who
has conceded his constituency
Hassan to grandson Prajwal
Revanna will be contesting
from either Bangalore North or
Tumkur constituency.
His
another grandson and Chief
Minister Kumaraswamy's son
Nikhil Kumaraswamy is contesting from Mandya Lok Sabha
seat, another party bastion.
There is also speculation in the
political circles that he may not
contest at all. JDs sources say
that in view of the backlash he

So if I'm able to do even a bit
for this country under the leadership of Rahul Gandhi, I can
stand along with him… Still I
have not made up my mind. I'm
still thinking, from other states
also leaders are saying- you are
an elderly person, having the
experience of governing the
country- it is a different matter, we will sit and decide…." .
"From where should I be
contesting or not to, I think I
have that much of basic freedom to decide….let's decide on
it within a few days, there is no
problem. But, I'm thinking to

not contest Lok Sabha polls
anymore. But we had requested him to fight the 2019 polls
to send a strong message,
which he had said he would
consider," Munde said, terming
Pawar's decision to withdraw
from Lok Sabha polls as right.
On queries that the "mahagathbandhan" had no face
(prime ministerial candidate) to
challenge Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, he said, "Please
don't forget even the NDA has
lost several alliances which raise
question marks over Modi's
acceptability. This is Modi's
incompetence. Besides, several
parties in different states have
started uniting themselves."
He also refuted talk that he
was part of dynastic politics by
claiming he had broken ties in
2012 with the family of BJP
stalwart late Gopinath Munde,
who is his uncle.
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ith just 30 days remaining for the April 18 elecW
tion to Lok Sabha from Tamil
Nadu, the AIADMK and the
DMK, leading the two rival
fronts in the State came out on
Tuesday with their election
manifestos which are enticing
and capable of creating irresistible temptation in the minds
of the electorate.
The AIADMK, contesting
in 20 Lok Sabha seats from the
State, has declared that if elected, the party would ensure the
implementation of Amma
National Poverty Eradication
Initiative (ANPEI), a scheme by
which all needy families in the
country would be paid Rs
1,500 per month as direct
transfer to their bank accounts.
The party wants the poor
and the deprived people living
below poverty line, destitute
women, widows without
income, differently-abled, landless agricultural labourers, rural
and urban manual labourers,
destitute senior citizens should
be the beneficiaries of this
scheme.
It has also promised to
waive off all educational loans
availed by students and agricultural loans availed by small
and medium farmers of the
country.
Though the AIADMK and
the DMK are in the diametrically opposite poles of the
political spectrum and known
for their hatred towards each
other, there is convergence of
thoughts in their offers to the
electorate. Both the parties
have assured the voters that
they would pressurise the
Centre to release from prison
the seven accused in the Rajiv
Gandhi assassination case serving life term. Both the parties
want the abolition of National
Eligibility and Entrance
Examination (NEET), the qualifying test for admission to
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undergraduate and post graduate medical courses in the
country. The demand to do
away with the NEET comes at
a time when the Centre is seriously mulling over the possibility of bringing a common
entrance examination for
admission to engineering colleges too.
The DMK assured the voters that if voted to power, the
party would abolish the present
pricing system of petroleum
products and revert to the
Administered
Pricing
Mechanism.
Catering to the demands
raised by the minority communities in the country, the
AIADMK said it would impress
upon the President not to
amend the constitution to bring
in Uniform Civil Code. The
AIADMK also promised the
electorate that it would urge
Government of India to enact
due legislation to enable the
implementation of Reservation
Policy in Private Sector also, in
order to provide social justice
to the SC/ST, MBC and BC categories of our people.
The party also said that it
would urge the Government of
India to accept the recommendation of Justice Sachar
Committee to treat the

Christian - converted SCs/STs,
BCs and MBCs and the
Muslim-converted
SCs/STs/BCs/MBCs as regular
SCs/STs/BCs/MBCs and provide them with all concessions
now provided for the regular
SCs/STs/BCs/MBCs.
The DMK’s manifesto,
release by party chief M K
Stalin said it would ask the
Centre to appoint 10 million
youth who have studied upto
10th standard as road workers
to maintain roads in the country. The DMK also wanted the
Income Tax limit to be raised
to Rs 8 lakh.
The DMK also demanded
that 60 per cent of the total tax
revenue of the Centre should
be shared with the States. The
party manifesto insists that
only the Inter-State Council
should decide the terms of
reference of the constitution of
the Finance Commission. Also,
the criteria for allocation of tax
revenue should give equal
weightage for performance and
equity so that States such as
Tamil Nadu get their due share
that will encourage further
growth.
The AIADMK manifesto
was released by Chief Minister
Edappady Palaniswamy and
his deputy O Panneerselvam.
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lose on the heels of senior
Congress
leader
C
Radhakrishna Vikhe-Patil’s son
Dr Sujay Vikhe-Patil joining
the BJP, it is now the turn of
Ranjitsinh – son of Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) MP and
former Deputy Chief Minister
Vijaysinh Mohite-Patil – to
join principal ruling party.
After weeks of speculation, Ranjitsinh Mohite-Patil
on Tuesday resigned from the
NCP and announced in
Solapur
in
western
Maharashtra that he would
join the BJP on Wednesday.
Ranjitsinh, who had
unsuccessfully been lobbying
for a NCP ticket to contest the
Lok Sabha polls from Madha
constituency in western
Maharashtra, said that his supporters could no longer wait for
the NCP to nominate him as its
candidate. “For how long
should my supporters tolerate
this kind of injustice and now

it is time for me to take the final
decision,” he said.
“Should we keep tolerating,
or hit back for our future,
progress and development?
You decide whatever you want
and it will be my decision to
quit” Ranjitsinh said, while
addressing a meeting of his
supporters for this evening at
Akluj in Solapur district.
Ranjitsinh, who resigned
from the primary membership NCP on Tuesday, will formally join the BJP on
Wednesday afternoon, in the
presence of Maharashtra chief
minister Devendra Fadnavis,
state party chief Raosaheb
Danve-Patil and other leaders
in Mumbai.
It may be recalled that on
March 11, NCP chief Sharad
Pawar had backed out of the
contest, setting the stage of the
entry of his grandson Parth
Pawar into electoral politics.
A month after he indicated that he would contest from
Madha Lok Sabha constituen-

cy in western Maharashtra,
Pawar, announced that he had
decided not to contest the 2019
Lok Sabha polls from Madha
constituency or any other constituency.
Pawar’s announcement had
come after he met the party
office bearers from Solapur in
western Maharashtra – at
which he urged his party workers to support the NCP’s sitting
MP Vijaysinh Mohite-Patil,
who will re-contest the Lok
Sabha polls from Madha constituency.
However, in the subsequent days, Ranjitsinh also
began to lobby for the Madha
seat. However, senior Mohite
Patil—who is the close confidant of Pawar for very many
years, appears to have had way.
Vijaysinh will in all likelihood
be nominated as the NCP candidate from Mahada constituency.
Ranjitsinh is the second
Opposition leader to have
joined the BJP in recent weeks.
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he Narendra Modi
T
Government on Tuesday
came under fire from Mamata
Banerjee for failing to construct
Ram Temple in Ayodhya and
“yet trying to lecture others on
how they should practice their
religions.”
The Bengal Chief Minister
was addressing a select audience of the Marwari community which has a sizeable presence in North Kolkata and
Howrah constituencies.
“Some people have been
lecturing me on religion. They
(BJP) say that Hindus are not
free to practice their faith freely
in Bengal but I want to ask you
whether you celebrate Durga
Puja, Holi, Navaratra, Guru
Parab freely or not.
“I want you to tell them how
splendidly my Government has
renovated the temples in Bengal.
What is your experience about

the new-look Dakshineswar
Temple … what is the experience of the 40 lakh pilgrims who
visited Ganga Sagar this year,”
Banerjee said reminding the
Modi Government’s failure to
construct the Ram Temple.
“I have constructed and renovated so many temples in
Bengal but you (Modi) not been
able to construct a single temple
that you promised… You failed
to build the Ram Temple.”
Attacking the BJP for dividing
the people in the name of Faith,
Banerjee said, “those who come
from Delhi to lecture us on religion set people of one people
against the other. This is anything
but religion. Bengal is the most
peaceful State where we practice
only one religion which is the
religion of humanity that unites
and does not divide people.”
Attacking the BJP
Government for playing politics
over the death CRPF jawans the
Chief Minister said “I was very

much pained at the brutal attack
on the Indian security forces.
But I never played politics with
that. But there are some people
who do politics on jawans death
which is not right.”
Asking the Marwari,
Gujrati and Punjabi business
community to “keep in touch
with me,” Banerjee said “I want
to visit your faces more often
but that I cannot do because if
I visit your places then they
(BJP) will sent ED and CBI to
your houses. I am not afraid of
central agencies but I cannot see
you being harassed by them so
I do not visit you often.”
The ruling Trinamool
Congress is going all alone in the
general elections with Banerjee
vowing to win all the 42 parliamentary seats. The BJP has
emerged as the main contender
replacing the Left Front with its
all-India president Amit Shah
setting a target of at least 23 seats
from the State.
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ven as the seat-sharing talks
between the CPI(M) and
E
the Congress reached a dead
end with the latter deciding to
go it alone in the general elections a desperate Left Front on
Tuesday extended its deadline
by another 24 hours for the tricolour outfit to reconsider its
stance. “Till that time we will
not announce candidates for
the 4 seats that the Congress
had won in 2014.”
The Left had at the outset
of alliance talks said the two
sides should not contest on
seats they won in 2014. The
CPI(M) had won Raiganj and
Murshidabad seats while the
Congress had bagged,
Behrampore, North and South
Malda and Jangipur.
This time round the
Congress had been demanding
17-18 seats while the Left was
not willing to leave them more
than 11-13 seats.
Against this backdrop the

Congress
on
Tuesday
announced the candidates list
for 11 seats. The Left had already
announced its list of 25 candidates last week. On Tuesday it
announced a list of another 13
candidates leaving aside 4 seats
currently held by the Congress.
“We still want that the two
parties should come to an understanding so that the anti-TMC
and anti-BJP votes can be consolidated in one place. For that
we are not announcing our candidates for the four seats that they
won last time. Now it is up to the
Congress. If they fail to respond
favourably then we will be forced
to go ahead with our list unilaterally,” Left Front chairman
Biman Bose said on Tuesday.
The Congress however
reacted sharply saying the possibility of alliance had ended.
“We also know that there is a
need to defeat the TMC and the
BJP but we cannot ally with the
Left at the cost of our party’s dignity. They are trying to blackmail us which is not acceptable

to us. So consider the alliance
talks as good as over,” PCC president Somen Mitra said.
Congress MP Adhir
Chowdhur y told from
Behrampore that “the Left had
done a big mistake by unilaterally declaring its first list of
25 candidates when the talk
process was on. Now they are
trying to apply some balm on
that injury. I wonder this balm
will work now.”
Meanwhile, the political
experts said that the TMC and
the BJP will benefit the most
from a four-cornered contest.
“Instead of wasting their votes
the voters will either vote for
the BJP or the TMC in that
case. Currently the Left voters
are so much annoyed with the
TMC that they will finally vote
for the BJP. But the Muslim
supporters of the
Left will vote for the TMC
in which case both these parties will benefit from the LeftCongress divide,” said political
analyst BN Majumdar.
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ooting for “Modi Mukt
Bharat”, MNS chief Raj
R
Thackeray said here on
Tuesday all the Opposition
should come together to show
the door to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in the 2019 Lok
Sabha polls and exhorted the
voters not to fall into the “trap”
of "Main Bhi Chowkidar” campaign which has been launched
by the BJP to divert the attention from the “failures” of the
Modi Government.
Addressing his party workers two days after his party
announced that it would not
contest the Lok Sabha polls, Raj
said, “I have all along told the
Opposition parties that I have
no interest in contesting the
Lok Sabha but whatever I do
will be beneficial to you. This
election is: Modi-Amit Shah vs
the entire country. Like I had
earlier in my Gudi Padva rally,
the country should be become
‘Modi Mukt Bharat’ and for the
purpose, all the parties should
come together".
Reiterating that his party
would not field candidates in
the Lok Sabha polls, Raj told his

partyworkers: “But whatever
the election rallies I will hold
will be against Modi and Amit
Shah. Even whatever you say or
do anything, it should be
against Modi-Amit Shah and
the BJP”.
Ridiculing the ruling BJP
for launching the "Main Bhi
Chowkidar” campaign ahead of
the Lok Sabha polls, the MNS
chief said: “What is "Main Bhi
Chowkidar”? Are we witnessing elections in India or Nepal?.
How can a Prime Minister
have such a tiny mindset?. The
Prime Minister should have a
larger vision for the country
instead of going around and
calling himself as a chowkidar”.
Advising his party workers
not fall into the “trap” of "Main
Bhi Chowkidar” campaign, Raj
said: “I am telling all of you not
to get involved in the whole
thing. This campaign is a farce
and a trap. The BJP has
launched this campaign to
divert the attention of the peo-

ple from the destruction that
Modi has wreaked in the country during the last five years.
The BJP wants you to get
trapped in this campaign. But,
I am advising you and all others not to get carried away by
this campaign”.
“I am appealing to the traditional voters of the MNS
that the country is currently
passing through a critical period. It is important that we
should get over this phase.
The BJP workers will come to
you with money bags. You may
take the money from these
people. After all they looted the
country for the last five years.
It is time for us to loot them.
Mind you, this is not my directive to you,” the MNS chief said.
“This election is not about
any political party. Even the
people in the BJP are fed up
with the happenings within the
party. The moment these two
persons (Modi and Shah) are
removed from the political

horizon of the country, then the
contest will be among various
political parties. As of today, the
contest is not among political
parties. The issue before the
people is not to vote for ModiAmit Shah duo and in effect
not to vote for the BJP,” Raj
said.
Slamming the ruling BJP
for whipping nationalist fervour among the people using
the Pulwama terror strike and
subsequent air strikes on terror
camps in Pakistan, Raj said:
“Here’s government that asked
C3 lakh crore from the RBI and
received C28,000 crore. Then
RBI Governor Urjit opposed
the Government’s demand and
resigned from the post The
Government tried to create a
bogie of war with Pakistan. You
need money for the waging a
war”.
“The Government does
not have money and it is begging the RBI for assistance.
Where would it have mobilised
money... No wonder the atmosphere of war is no longer there
and no one is now speaking
about either Pulwama attack or
the subsequent air strikes.
Modi realised that the BJP will
not get votes by whipping
nationalistic fervour. That’s the
BJP stopped campaigning on
these issues,” the MNS chief
said.
Raj, who devoted his entire
speech to castigate the Modi
government and the BJP, said
that he would speak at length
at his Gudi Padva rally.

It may be recalled that on
March 10,the MNS chief had
accused the Narendra Modi
government of ignoring the
intelligence information inputs
received ahead of the Pulwama
terror attack and apprehended
that one more Pulwama-like
attack would be “engineered” in
the middle of Lok Sabha polls
and the ruling BJP would try to
exploit the incident by whipping up patriotic sentiments.
Addressing party workers
at Rangsharada auditorium on
the occasion of 13th anniversary of his party, Raj said: “I
have a strong hunch that in the
next month or two—right in
the middle of Lok Sabha elections, one more Pulwama-like
attack will be engineered... I
repeat the attack will be engineered. Once again, the attention of the people will be
diverted and we will once again
to get see speeches on patriotism”.
Attributing the need to
create a war-like situation in the
country to the Modi government’s “failure” to deliver on its
various promises, Raj charged
that the BJP was trying to
“divert” the attention of the
people from its failure on various fronts. “The BJP has
realised now that it has failed
to deliver on all its promises—
be it “Make in India”, “Start up
India”, or “2 crore employment a year promise” etc .....
The BJP could not use the
Dawood deportation issue and
Ram Mandir issue.....”
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ontinuing his tirade against
the Congress, Samajwadi
C
Party chief Akhilesh Yadav
accused the former of weakening the fight against the BJP
by spreading confusion. His
response came after Congress
general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra reminded the SP
and BSP chiefs that their common objective was to defeat the
BJP.
“Earlier there used to be a
lot of time, almost a year for
fighting elections and campaigning. But at a time when
elections are around the corner,
your creating confusion weakens the fight against a common
enemy, an enemy who is an
expert in diverting people from
core issues,” Akhilesh said in
Lucknow on Tuesday.
The SP-BSP alliance has
been at loggerheads with the
Congress ever since they
announced their tie-up on
January 12, leaving only
Amethi and Rae Bareli for the
grand old party.
The situation aggravated
after the Congress returned the
favour on March 17 and
announced that it would not

field candidates on seven seats
to be contested by important
leaders of the SP and BSP.
Mayawati dismissed the
Congress offer saying that the
alliance was competent to
defeat the BJP on its own and
they did not need the help of
the Congress. “It is really difficult to say how much the
Priyanka factor will work in
Uttar Pradesh. The Congress
might have a separate strategy
for defeating the BJP, but their
candidate selection tells a different story,” said Akhilesh.
The former UP CM also hit out
at the BJP saying that merely
prefixing ‘chowkidar’ to party
leaders’ Twitter handles would
not yield political dividends for
the ruling party.

“The BJP has done
absolutely nothing in the past
five years. When you call yourself a ‘chowkidar’ then you
should also work like one.
However, during the BJP
regime, the work done has
been contrary to what they
claim. The meaning of
Akhilesh is God of Gods. Will
that make me one,” he quipped.
The SP chief ’s remarks
were directed at BJP leaders like
Narendra Modi, Amit Shah
and Piyush Goyal, who prefixed
‘chowkidar’ to their names on
Twitter on Sunday. Akhilesh
also slammed the ruling party
for weaving a narrative around
the recent Pulwama attacks
and the release of Wing
Commander Abhinandan by
Pakistan ‘for political gains’.
“It is unfortunate that so
many soldiers were martyred,
intelligence agencies failed,
RDX was used in such a huge
quantity, but the BJP is busy
building a narrative out of it for
political gains. The BJP government lathicharged former
soldiers demanding ‘One rank,
one pension’. They should tell
what they have done for the
Army personnel in the last five
years,” the SP chief said.
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(YHQDIWHUWKHVSOLWSUREOHPVRYHUWKHSULFHRIJDVH[WUDFWHGIURPWKH.ULVKQD
*RGDYDULEDVLQWKDW0XNHVKZDVWRVXSSO\WR$QLO·VILUPVEHFDPHDPDMRUOHJDO
EDWWOH$KXJHSHUFHSWLRQEDWWOHRQWKHVDPHFDVHZDVDOVRIRXJKWLQWKHSDJHV
RIWKHPHGLD,QGHHGWKLVZDVWKH´RWKHUµXQGHUO\LQJLVVXHLQWKHLQIDPRXVSKRQH
LQWHUFHSWVRISXEOLFUHODWLRQVPDYHQ1LUD5DGLD$QLOVHHPHGWREHGHWHUPLQHG
WRSURYHWRWKHZRUOGWKDWKHFRXOGEHDVJRRGDEXVLQHVVPDQDVKLVEURWKHU
DQGDJJUHVVLYHO\EXLOWXSKLVWHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQVHPSLUHEX\LQJXSJOREDOGDWD
DVVHWVDQGODXQFKLQJDSULFHZDUDJDLQVWLQFXPEHQWVOLNH%KDUWL$LUWHODQG9RGDIRQH
:KLOHWKH*VFDPGLGQRWLPSDFW5HOLDQFH&RPPXQLFDWLRQVGLUHFWO\LWGLGGDP
DJHLWZKLOHLWVDPELWLRXVRYHUH[SDQVLRQOHGWRXQSDLGELOOVWRYHQGRUV7KLVLV
ZKDWZDVWREULQJ$QLO$PEDQLFUDVKLQJWRWKHJURXQGHYHQWXDOO\ZLWKGXHVWR
6ZHGHQ·V(ULFVVRQDQGDSHUVRQDOJXDUDQWHHFRPLQJKRPHWRURRVW
'LGKHQHHGWRJREDFNDQGDVNKLVEURWKHUIRUDGHVSHUDWHKDQGRXW"$IWHU
DOOWKHVXPRIPRQH\GLGQRWVHHPWKDWODUJHIRUDSHUVRQOLNH$QLO$PEDQLHVSH
FLDOO\ZLWKKLVQDPHEHLQJEURXJKWXSDVDEHQHILFLDU\RIDVXSSRVHGGHIHQFH
VFDPE\&RQJUHVVSUHVLGHQW5DKXO*DQGKL+RZHYHULWDSSHDUVWKDWWKLQJVZHUH
EOHDNHUIRUWKH\RXQJHUEURWKHUWKDQSUHYLRXVO\WKRXJKWDQG0XNHVKFDPHWR
WKHUHVFXHDORVWERQKRPLHEHWZHHQWKHEURWKHUVEHLQJUHVWRUHGGXULQJWKHZHG
GLQJVRIWKHODWWHU·VFKLOGUHQ3RVVLEO\WKHVKDPHRIDQ$PEDQLSRWHQWLDOO\JRLQJ
WRSULVRQIRUXQSDLGGXHVRUZRUVHWKHVKDPHRIQRWKHOSLQJKLVEURWKHUZKHQ
KHFRXOGKDYHPRWLYDWHG0XNHVK:KDWHYHUWKHUHDVRQVRPHEHOLHYHWKDWWKLV
EDLORXWPDUNVWKHHQGRIWKHVSOLWDQG$QLO·VSDUWRI5HOLDQFH,QGXVWULHVZLOOEH
PHUJHGEDFNLQWRWKHPRWKHUFRPSDQ\FORVLQJRQHRIFRUSRUDWH,QGLD·VPHVVL
HVWFKDSWHUV%XWWKDWUHPDLQVWREHVHHQ

HRc`Wh`cUd

5DKXOPD\KDYHJLYHQWKHSROOVORJDQZLWKFKRZNLGDU EXW
QRZ0RGLLVKHOOEHQWRQDSSURSULDWLQJLWWRKLVDGYDQWDJH

:

KDWLVHOHFWLRQVHDVRQZLWKRXWDZDU
RIZRUGVE\ULYDOSDUWLHV"2USRSXS
VORJDQVWKDWVHHWKHFRXQWU\·VWRS
VSLQGRFWRUVDQGDGJXUXVDWSOD\SUHSDULQJ
WKHPVHOYHVIRUDFDPSDLJQWRFDWFKWKHIDQF\
RIWKHYRWHUZHDU\ZLWKFLUFXPVWDQFH"%XW
LVGLIIHUHQWZLWKVRFLDOPHGLDEHFRP
LQJDGRPLQDQWSODQNDQGHDFKSROLWLFDOOHDGHU
UK\PLQJKLVRZQVHOOSRLQWVSXWWLQJKLPVHOI
RXWWKHUHZLWKRXWPLQFLQJZRUGVDQGFOLPE
LQJ WKH WUHQG PHWHU 0XVW VD\ WKDW LQ WKLV
UHVSHFWWKH&RQJUHVVSDUWLFXODUO\LWVSUHVL
GHQW5DKXO*DQGKLKDVZRUNHGXSDIHZSXQFKOLQHVDQGFRXQWHUVWKDWKDYHEHHQ
PRUHVXFFHVVIXOLQVWLWFKLQJXSDWKHPHWKDQLWVQDUUDWLYHRIDOOLDQFHVLQVWDWHV
FRQVLGHULQJWKH%-3·VDFKFKHGLQ DQGVDENDVDDWKFXUUHQWO\OLHLQWDWWHUV$QG
WKRXJKWKH5DIDOHGHDOKDVQRWTXLWHZDVKHGZLWKWKHPDVVHVRUFODVVHV5DKXO·V
VORJDQDURXQGLWLPSOLFDWLQJ3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGLIRUIDYRXULQJFURQ\
FDSLWDOLVWVLQWKHMHWGHDODQGRWKHUVFDPV³FKRZNLGDUFKRUKDL ZDWFKPDQLV
WKHUHDOWKLHI ³KDVJUDEEHGH\HEDOOV%XWZKDW5DKXOKDGQRWEDUJDLQHGIRU
ZDVWKDWKHKDGXQZLWWLQJO\JLIWHG%-3DFRS\ZULWHU·VJHPDWDWLPHZKHQWKH
ODWWHUZDVVWUXJJOLQJWRJHWDWRSRIWKHPLQGUHFDOO6RLWKDVWXUQHGWKHVORJDQ
RQLWVKHDGVFUHDPLQJ0DLQ%KL&KRZNLGDU DQGHPSKDVLVLQJZK\YLJLODQWHV
DUHQHHGHGWRVDYHWKHFRXQWU\IURPG\QDVWLFHQWLWOHPHQWVDQGLQVWLWXWLRQDOFRU
UXSWLRQ:KLOH0RGLKLPVHOIKDVXVHGWKHMLEHWRMXVWLI\KLVJDWHNHHSLQJGXWLHV
IRUWKHQDWLRQDVDSUDGKDQVHYDNKHKDVDOVRWDNHQRQWKHUDWKHUSDWURQLVLQJ
QDWXUHRIWKHWHUPLQRORJ\OLNHWKHFKDLZDOD FRPPHQWE\&RQJUHVVPHQEHIRUH
WRVXLWDEO\IRFXVRQKLVRULJLQVWKDWWKHSULYLOHJHGDQGWKHFODVVLVWVKDWHWRGLJ
QLI\,QWKLVDVVHUWLRQKHKDVPDGHHYHU\ERG\DVWDNHKROGHUIURPKLVPLQLVWH
ULDODQGSDUW\FROOHDJXHVWRWKHFRPPRQPDQ$XWRPDWHGUHSOLHVLQWKHIRUPRI
´GDUNWZHHWVµZHUHVHQWWRRYHURQHODNK7ZLWWHUXVHUVIURP0RGL·VSHUVRQDOKDQ
GOHRQ6DWXUGD\WKHKDVKWDJGUDZLQJDUHFRUGQLQHODNKWZHHWV2IFRXUVHVHQLRU
&RQJUHVVPDQ3&KLGDPEDUDPWULHGWRUHVFXHWKHGDPDJHVD\LQJ´0DLQEKL
FKRZNLGDUEHFDXVHWKH FKRZNLGDU,KDGDSSRLQWHGLVPLVVLQJµ$QGFKLHIVSRNHVSHU
VRQ5DQGHHS6XUMHZDODOLVWHGKXJHWKHIWVRIWKHFKRZNLGDUFKRUFODLPLQJWKDW
MREVIDUPHUV·ULJKWVZRPHQ·VZHOIDUHDQGEXVLQHVVLQFHQWLYHVZHUHVWROHQIURP
WKHQDWLRQ2IFRXUVHWKHVWURQJHVWUHWRUWFDPHIURP&RQJUHVVJHQHUDOVHFUH
WDU\3UL\DQND*DQGKL9DGUDKHUVHOIGLVPLVVLQJWKH%-3·VEXR\DQF\ZLWKDSLQ
SULFNRIKHURZQZLW³´&KRZNLGDUVDUHIRUWKHULFKµ%XWWKHIDFWLVWKH%-3
UDQDZD\ZLWKWKHDFFXVDWLRQDVLWVDUPRXUFRQYHUWLQJDOLDELOLW\LQWRDQDVVHW
7KHTXHVWLRQLVZKHWKHUWKLVUHDFWLYHDSSURDFKRQUKHWRULFDFWXDOO\ZRUNV
IRUWKH%-3RUSXWVLWLQDVWUDLWMDFNHWRIVLPSOHDQWL&RQJUHVVLVP*RLQJE\SDVW
H[SHULHQFHVSDUWLFXODUO\WKH´VXLWERRWNLVDUNDUµWDXQWRIWKH&RQJUHVVWKH%-3
GLGUHRULHQWLWVVWUDWHJLHVDQGVFKHPHVWRDSSHDUZHOIDULVWWKDQFDSLWDOLVW7RWKH
H[WHQWLWVORZHGGRZQWKHSDFHRIVRPHHFRQRPLFUHIRUPVLQWKHSURFHVV6R
RQHZRQGHUVLIWKH&RQJUHVVSURSDJDQGDPDFKLQHKDVDFWXDOO\UHVWULFWHGWKH
%-3WRDVSHFLILFDQGSUHGLFWDEOHWURSHRUQRW2IFRXUVHWKH%-3LVQRWLRQDOO\
EHWWHUSODFHGIROORZLQJWKH%DODNRWDLUVWULNHVDQGOLQLQJXSDOOLHVRQWKHJURXQG
ZLWKPXFKSUDJPDWLVPDQGDGHJUHHRIKXPLOLW\EXWLWLVFHUWDLQO\QRWWDNLQJD
FKDQFHHYHQZLWKWKHFKRZNLGDUPHPHVDQGGRHVQ·WZDQWWRORVHDQ\GHEDWH
3DUWLFXODUO\ZKHQWKH&RQJUHVVLVDOVRSUH\LQJRQLWV+LQGXWYDEDVHWKHSDUW\
VFLRQVYLVLWLQJWHPSOHVRIIHULQJSXMDDWVKULQHVDQG3UL\DQNDEHLQJFKULVWHQHG
DV*DQJDNL%HWLDVVKHFKRRVHVPRUHSOHEHLDQZD\VRILQWHUDFWLRQOLNHERDW
ULGHVDQGVWUHHWFKDWV1RPDWWHUKRZGHHS\RXUHDULVWRWKHJURXQGLQWKHQHZ
DJHRSWLFVPDNHIRUQHZJODGLDWRULDOVWDNHV&RPH0D\ZHZLOONQRZZKRFDQ
FRQYLQFHXVDERXWEHLQJWKHEHWWHUYLJLODQWHRIVRFLHW\RUWKHDYHQJHURIZURQJV
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he inconclusive vote in the
British Parliament on Brexit
has brought to the surface serious issues that affect not only
the members of the European
Union (EU) but hold major implications
for the rest of the world. The EU has membership of countries, which were at loggerheads and often at war in the past, but have
now come together in a remarkable union
which, perhaps, arouses jealousy among
some others and upsets the global balance
of power among other heavyweights. For
instance, the US President has derided the
EU and its relevance to global developments. It was not long ago that former US
President George W Bush talked about a
new Europe and an old Europe as though
he wished to create divisions between the
two groups. However, what the British
have done with Brexit in some sense represents a retreat from their own welfare
and mutual benefits that accrued within
the EU. Yet, it must be understood that
such decisions are often based on emotion
and cultural values.
For those in South Asia, who dismay at
the collapse of any cooperation between
Saarc nations, the EU still evokes considerable admiration. Today’s EU started with the
formation of a European coal and steel community with only six countries. This was
then followed by what was designated as the
European Economic Community, but now
the EU, including Britain, covers 28 different nations in Europe. What has been particularly significant is the fact that several
countries of Europe, which were not as prosperous as some of the more dynamic
economies such as West Germany, Britain
and even Italy, have prospered substantially not only due to open trade policies within the EU but also because of the collective
economic support provided to economies
less prosperous than theirs in terms of
grants, capacity building for human capital
and investments in infrastructure.
The result is that today, many countries,
which 30 years ago were lagging behind,
appear to have progressed significantly,
including Portugal, Spain and those members that are now in the Balkans.
Significantly, therefore, Western Balkan
countries now clearly aspire to becoming
members of the EU. However, they would
have to attain a certain set of conditions and
standards before they qualify and before they
get accepted into the Union. Some would
require the firm establishment of democracy in these countries, an established rule of
law and, therefore, institutions such as a
robust judiciary. Also necessary would be
a much greater growth in GDP because if
there are major disparities in the economies
of these countries and existing EU nations,
there would obviously be serious problems
on their being inducted.
It is likely that over time, the EU is likely to grow unless we have more departures

like the UK, which, too, cannot
be taken as a foregone conclusion just yet. The important
issue to keep in mind is the need
for a successful Union which
may apply to other regions of
the world as well.
One major issue seldom
discussed is the power of the
EU and its collective efforts to
deal with global issues beyond
those of economic growth,
such as climate change. There
is now no doubt in the minds
of sane and rational individuals that the developed world
has for long been pursuing an
unsustainable path, with consumption and production systems, which unfortunately are
being emulated universally.
It, therefore, makes much
greater sense for a large group
of countries that is bringing
about a transformation towards
sustainable practices and forms
of consumption and production through common policies
than for individual nations, to
do so in isolation. Despite several problems, the EU has
shown the will not only to meet
the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) but to also bring
about implementation of the
Paris agreement on climate
change.
To that extent, it is somewhat incongruous that the UK,
which has had a strong policy
on climate change, may actually fall out of step with the rest
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DUbb_bbQYcUceW\iXUQT
Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Terror has no religion” (March
16). The unhinged White
supremacist crowd would be
proud of Brenton Harrison
Tarrant, the alleged Christchurch
shooter, while the rest of humanity feels devastated by the spread
of a destructive ideology spewing
hate and violence against people
of colour and religions. In this carnage, what also stood out was the
sheer humaneness of New
Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda
Arden.
She rightly denounced the act
of mass terror shooting at two
mosques as one of New Zealand’s
darkest days. The gruesome act
only confirms the danger posed
by fanatic ideology and extremism worldwide, irrespective of any
region or religion. Worst, by
using a helmet camera, the killer
posted a racist manifesto online
and streamed “live: video of the
indiscriminate shooting on
Facebook. The terrible attack
indicates the rising tide of violent
Islamophobia. The world must
take note of this as well.
Padmini Raghavendra
Secunderabad
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of the EU, and this in future
could have implications for
the exportability of products
from the UK since the technologies and systems that they
develop will, no doubt, drop
behind what the rest of the EU
is able to establish, given the
strong commitment that exists
at least on the part of the countries like France, Germany,
Belgium and the Netherlands
towards much more pro-active
and ambitious plans.
It was in 2008 that Britain
enacted its Climate Change
Act, which has some remarkable and forward-looking
objectives, such as an 80 per
cent reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions (GHGs) by 2050
over 1990 levels. In that sense,
the UK has been ahead of the
curve in making sure that
there is not only bipartisan and
secular support for this legislation but has also inspired
other nations to do likewise.
However, given the fact
that the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has brought out a special report on 1.5oC as being
the target that might be set for
the temperature increase by the
end of this century, the EU is
likely to make its targets much
stiffer as compared to the
Climate Change Act of the UK.
If this were to happen, then
there is the possibility that the
members of the EU, in case the

CWTaTX]RPa]PcX^]^UcWT3P[PX
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UaTTSTUT]RT_a^RdaT\T]cUa^\QTX]VbPQ^cPVTSQhaXeP[
\P]dUPRcdaTab_dabdTaTP[XbcXRP\QXcX^]bP]S_aX^aXcXbT
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7_QY^TYcQbbQi
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Death of an icon” (March 19).
In Manohar Parrikar’s untimely
death, the national polity has lost
an able leader. Parrikar has left
behind a fragile Government in
Goa, which survived this long
solely because he acted as the glue
that held the coalition together.

UK is able to implement Brexit,
would come up with technologies and products which
would be far more ambitious
and far more in keeping with
the 1.5oC goal than Britain is
able to achieve through its
own legislation.
If that were to happen,
there would, no doubt, be
restrictions in trade between
the UK and the EU in vital sectors of the economy and more
significantly, there would also
be an impact in terms of global emissions of GHGs because
the UK collectively with other
members of the EU would
certainly have a much more
profound impact on the global situation than if the UK were
to follow its own approach,
even though it has an ambitious Climate Change Act
which has been in existence
over 10 years now.
It is obvious that if the UK
were to remain within the EU
it would not only be able to
match trading opportunities
within the Union but also
expand its markets beyond.
Hence, there are important
long-term considerations
which, perhaps, the Brexiteers
need to evaluate and climate
change, which impacts all of
Europe, is certainly an issue to
consider.
(The writer is former chairman, Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, 2002-15)

cXTabSdaX]VWXbcT]daT7Xb²ZPa\Ph^VXX\PVTT]bdaTS
cWPcWT\P]PVTSc^bcPh^dc^UR^]ca^eTabh¯TeT]cWT
R^]cT]cX^dbAPUP[TSTP[SXS]^cbX]VTWX\B^\TW^f]^
^]TR^d[SQT[XTeTcWPc?PaaXZPaf^d[SQTX]e^[eTSX]P]
d]STaWP]SSTP[;PbchTPaPbRP]RTab[^fTSWX\S^f]
?PaaXZPaU^dVWccWTQPcc[TfXcWU^acXcdSTP[cW^dVWQhcWT
T]SXcbTT\TScWPcWTfPbR[X]VX]V^]c^_^fTa
9B0RWPahP
7hSTaPQPS

The Congress is the single largest
party in Goa but the BJP braved
questions of ethics and managed
to form a Government with
other parties. Parrikar’s indispensability was showcased when
the BJP persuaded him to continue in office after he was diagnosed with a pancreatic condition and had to move between
hospitals in multiple cities.
The unforgiving, if not mer-

ciless, nature of power politics
was also on display with the
Congress openly asserting its
right to form the Government in
Goa as Parrikar battled illness,
even on the day before he
breathed his last. Parrikar’s death
leaves Goa in political uncertainty that it needs to emerge from
at the earliest.
KS Jayatheertha
Bengaluru

1cdedU`_\YdYSYQ^
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Death of an icon” (March
19). In the sad demise of
Manohar Parrikar, the Chief
Minister of Goa and former
Defence Minister, India has lost
one of the most compassionate,
highly educated and tallest leaders of the country.
Despite his connect with
the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS), Parrikar belonged
to a rare bunch of political leaders who rose above caste, religious identities to treat all, particularly those who belonged to
the minority community, with
due respect and equanimity. He
was, therefore, widely acclaimed
as the people’s Chief Minister.
Besides, Parrikar was also a
very humble and down to earth
person. He always bore an inviting smile on his face, which
most of his colleagues fail to possess. In his demise, the nation
has lost a true nationalist par
excellence.
Tharcius S Fernando
Chennai
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\
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QWKHODVWWZRVHULHVRIWKLVFROXPQZHXQGHUVWRRGKRZIXQGD
PHQWDODQDO\VLVERWKTXDQWLWDWLYHDQGTXDOLWDWLYHKHOSVLQYHVWRUV
SLFNVWRFNVIRUORQJWHUPLQYHVWPHQW)XQGDPHQWDODQDO\VLVW\S
LFDOO\DQVZHUVWKHTXHVWLRQ:KDWWREX\2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWHFK
QLFDODQDO\VLVSURYLGHVDQDQVZHUWRWKHTXHVWLRQ:KHQWREX\
7HFKQLFDODQDO\VWVRUWHFKQLFLDQVDQDO\VHPDUNHWDFWLYLW\SULFHV
YROXPHDQGRWKHUVWDWLVWLFVDQGWKHQVHOHFWVWRFNVRQWKHEDVLVRI
JDWKHUHGGDWD7KRVHZKRIROORZWKLVPHWKRGORRNDWGLIIHUHQWLQGL
FDWRUVDQGPDNHLQIHUHQFHVDERXWIXWXUHVWRFNSULFHV
7HFKQLFDODQDO\VLVRUFKDUWDQDO\VLVLVWKHVWXG\RIPDUNHWDFWLRQ
XVLQJSULFHFKDUWVWRIRUHFDVWIXWXUHSULFHGLUHFWLRQ7KHFRUQHU
VWRQHRIWHFKQLFDOSKLORVRSK\LVWKHEHOLHIWKDWDOOIDFWRUVWKDWLQIOX
HQFHPDUNHWSULFH³IXQGDPHQWDOLQIRUPDWLRQSROLWLFDOHYHQWVQDW
XUDOGLVDVWHUVDQGSV\FKRORJLFDOIDFWRUV³DUHTXLFNO\GLVFRXQW
HGLQPDUNHWDFWLYLW\,QRWKHUZRUGVWKHLPSDFWRIWKHVHH[WHUQDO
IDFWRUVZLOOTXLFNO\VKRZXSLQVRPHIRUPRISULFHPRYHPHQWHLWKHU
XSRUGRZQ+HUHDUHVRPHWRROVWKDWDUHXVHGE\WHFKQLFDODQD
O\VWVWRSUHGLFWVWRFNSULFHPRYHPHQWV
6LPSOH0RYLQJ$YHUDJH 60$ 0RYLQJDYHUDJHVDUHRQHRI
WKHPDLQLQGLFDWRUVLQWHFKQLFDODQDO\VLVDQGLVDYDLODEOHIRUGLIIHU
HQWWLPHSHULRGVLHGD\VGD\VDQGGD\V+HUHWKHGDLO\
DYHUDJHLVWDNHQIRUDJLYHQQXPEHURIGD\V7KLVWRROLVXVHGE\
DQDO\VWVWRPDNHEX\LQJRUVHOOLQJGHFLVLRQV,WLVFRPPRQO\XVHG
WRVPRRWKSULFHGDWDDQGWHFKQLFDOLQGLFDWRUV7KHORQJHUWKHSHUL
RGRIWKHPRYLQJDYHUDJHWKHEHWWHUWKHUHVXOWVEXWPRUHODJLV
LQWURGXFHGEHWZHHQ60$DQGWKHVRXUFH3ULFHFURVVLQJ60$LV
RIWHQXVHGWRDFWLYDWHWUDGLQJVLJQDOV:KHQSULFHVFURVVDERYHWKH
60$DQDQDO\VWPD\ZDQWWRJRORQJRUFRYHUVKRUWDQGZKHQ
WKH\FURVVEHORZWKHPRYLQJDYHUDJHKHVKHPD\ZDQWWRJRVKRUW
RUH[LWORQJ60$VDUHRIWHQXVHGWRJHWWUHQGGLUHFWLRQ,IWKH60$
LVPRYLQJXSWKHWUHQGLVXS,ILWLVPRYLQJGRZQWKHWUHQGLVGRZQ
0RYLQJ$YHUDJH&RQYHUJHQFH'LYHUJHQFH 0$&' 7KLVWRRO
LVXVHGWRVSRWPRYLQJDYHUDJHVWKDWVKRZDQHZWUHQGZKHWKHU
LWLVEXOOLVKRUEHDULVK7KRXJKWKLVPHGLXPLVVRPHZKDWWKHVDPH
DV60$LWLVGLIIHUHQWLQWHUPVRIFDOFXODWLRQV,WLVQRWXVHGWRILQG
RYHUERXJKWRURYHUVROGFRQGLWLRQV0$&'LVSORWWHGRQDFKDUWZLWK
]HURDVWKHHTXLOLEULXP7KHDPRXQWRIGLYHUJHQFHEHWZHHQWKHPDLQ
OLQHDQGWKHWULJJHUOLQHLVDOVRSORWWHGRQWKLVFKDUW'XULQJDSHUL
RGZKHQWKHUHLVDVWURQJWUHQGWKHWZR0$&'OLQHVZLOOGLYHUJH
'XULQJVLGHZD\VFRQVROLGDWLRQWKH\ZLOOFRPHFORVHUDQGLVFDOOHG
FRQYHUJHQFH7KLVPLJKWRIWHQOHDGWRFULVVFURVVLQJRQHDQRWKHU
IHZWLPHV0$&'FURVVLQJDERYH]HURLVFRQVLGHUHGEXOOLVKZKLOH
EHORZ]HURLVWHUPHGEHDULVK6HFRQGZKHQ0$&'WXUQVXSIURP
EHORZ]HURLWLVFRQVLGHUHGEXOOLVK:KHQLWWXUQVGRZQIURPDERYH
]HURLWLVFRQVLGHUHGEHDULVK
5HODWLYH6WUHQJWK,QGH[ 56, 7KHUHODWLYHVWUHQJWKLQGH[LV
DPRPHQWXPLQGLFDWRUWKDWPHDVXUHVWKHPDJQLWXGHRIODWHVWSULFH
FKDQJHVWRDVVHVVRYHUSXUFKDVHGRURYHUVROGFRQGLWLRQVLQWKH
SULFHRIDVKDUHRURWKHUDVVHW7KHLQGH[UDQJHVIURP]HURWR
DQGLVFRQVLGHUHGRYHUSXUFKDVHGZKHQDERYHDQGRYHUVROG
ZKHQEHORZ7KHVHWUDGLWLRQDOOHYHOVFDQDOVREHDGMXVWHGLIQHHG
HGWREHWWHUILWVHFXULW\7KLVLQGH[DOVRRIWHQIRUPVFKDUWSDWWHUQV
WKDWPD\QRWVKRZRQWKHXQGHUO\LQJSULFHFKDUWVXFKDVGRXEOH
WRSVDQGERWWRPVDQGWUHQGOLQHV,QDGGLWLRQZKLOHORRNLQJDWWKH
FKDUWRQHVKRXOGORRNIRUVXSSRUWRUUHVLVWDQFHRQWKH56,7KH
GLYHUJHQFHEHWZHHQWKH56,DQGSULFHLVRIWHQDKHOSIXOUHYHUVDO
LQGLFDWRU7KH56,QHHGVDFHUWDLQDPRXQWRIOHDGXSWLPHLQRUGHU
WRRSHUDWHVXFFHVVIXOO\,WKHOSVLQGHWHFWLQJPRYHPHQWVZKLFKPLJKW
QRWEHDVUHDGLO\QRWLFHDEOHRQWKHEDUFKDUW7KHPRVWFRPPRQ
O\XVHGLVWKHGD\56,EXWRWKHUGXUDWLRQ56,VFDQDOVREHXVHG
$OVRLWVKRZVZKHQLWZDVODVWLQWKHRYHUERXJKWRURYHUVROGUHJLRQ
DQGWKHPRYHPHQWFDQEHXVHGDORQJZLWKRWKHULQGLFDWRUVOLNH
%ROOLQJHU%DQGVDQG&DQGOH6WLFNWRGHWHUPLQHSULFHPRYHPHQWV
7HFKQLFDODQDO\VLVKRZHYHULVQRWDORQJWHUPVWUDWHJ\ZKHUH
DFWLRQVDUHWDNHQIUHTXHQWO\E\PRQLWRULQJWKHXSVDQGGRZQVRI
WKHVWRFNPDUNHWFRQVWDQWO\DQGVSHHGLVLPSRUWDQWWRWHFKQLFDODQD
O\VWV6XSSRUWDQGUHVLVWDQFHDUHFRPPRQFRQFHSWVLQWKHZRUOG
RIWHFKQLFDODQDO\VLV7UDGHUVXVXDOO\EX\DQGVHOOVWRFNVDWWKHVH
OHYHOVEHFDXVHWKH\LQGLFDWHKRZZHOODVWRFNPLJKW RUPLJKWQRW
SHUIRUP6XSSRUWDQGUHVLVWDQFHDUHFHUWDLQSUHGHWHUPLQHGOHY
HOVRIWKHSULFHRIDVHFXULW\DWZKLFKLWLVWKRXJKWWKDWWKHSULFHZLOO
WHQGWRVWRSDQGUHYHUVH7KHVHOHYHOVDUHGHQRWHGE\PXOWLSOHWRXFK
HVRISULFHZLWKRXWDEUHDNWKURXJKRIWKHOHYHO
-XVWOLNHDQ\RWKHUVWRFNSLFNLQJVWUDWHJ\WKHWHFKQLFDODQDO\
VLVUHOLHVRQGLIIHUHQWWHFKQLTXHVFRPSDUHGWRIXQGDPHQWDODQDO\
VLV%XWUHJDUGOHVVRIWKHVW\OHXVHGPDVWHULQJWHFKQLFDODQDO\VLV
WDNHVWLPHH[SHULHQFHDQGSUDFWLFDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
7KHZULWHULV$VVLVWDQW3URIHVVRU$PLW\8QLYHUVLW\
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oa Chief Minister Manohar
Parrikar died on March 17 after
battling pancreatic cancer for more
than two years. A pall of gloom
descended over the country as
soon as President Ram Nath Kovind tweeted
about his sad demise. The entire nation is
mourning his untimely death at a comparatively young age of 63, leading to an outpouring
of condolences from people from all walks of
life and even his political opponents. For he
represented what politics needs most today, an
honest sense of mission.
In an era when all and sundry join politics
after failing in many ventures, Parrikar,
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) pracharak
and a brilliant IITian, was pushed into politics
in 1988 when he was asked to join the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP). Ever since he joined politics, he followed his conviction of becoming a
true servant of the people by practising what
he believed. He was a staunch nationalist and
a true patriot with a secular mind, groomed in
pure Indian culture of respecting the feelings
of all religions, caste and creed without any trace
of bias and hatred against anyone.
Parrikar’s simplicity, humble nature, honesty, straightforwardness and good ethics of governance, including his no-nonsense attitude in
administering what he believed, is necessary for
the larger good of people and was writ large on
his smiling face all the time. People will never
forget the Chief Minister and the workaholic
presenting the budget in the Goa Assembly on
January 30 this year with a nasal tube on, a cap
and assisted by his staff. During his political
sojourn, he exuded hope and unbound energy
in his personal gaiety which made him
immensely popular all over the country.
He outgrew his tiny State of Goa and
became a colossus in Indian politics. He served
Goa with full dedication and made it a very
well-administered State by setting personal
examples like riding pillion on scooters,
standing in queue at the airports, shops and
collecting his own baggage from the airport
belt and elsewhere. These were some of the
high marks of his belief in disdainfully trashing the thriving VIP culture in our country. He
fought his pancreatic cancer, which was
detected in an advanced stage, with courage
and fortitude not seen in ordinary mortals, and
till his last breath was fully engaged in running
the state administration.
Parrikar was the saving grace of Indian
polity in which many politicians have scant
regard for probity and genuine welfare of people and the country. His death has created a
big void which will be difficult to fill. Erudite
and brilliant politicians like Manohar Parrikar
with exceptional charisma are born once in a
century. They are the saving grace for their
class as people’s hopes and aspirations hinge
on them rather than on lesser mortals in their
fraternity.
This writer had a personal encounter with
his simplicity and ethics in 2003 when Parrikar
was the Chief Minister of Goa and the then
Environment and Forest Minister, TR Baalu,
took the Ministry’s statutory body, Forest

Advisory Committee (FAC), to Panaji for
deciding the mining cases of Goa. This was a
rare occasion when this committee held its
meeting outside Delhi.
This writer was the Member-Secretary of
FAC by virtue of working as InspectorGeneral of Forests in the Ministry. The then
Director-General of Forests and other members were having dinner in the hotel garden
in Panaji when we noticed one informally
dressed man coming towards us along with one
of his colleagues and before we could guess
who he was, he walked straight to us and shook
hands with all of us even as he said as the Chief
Minister of Goa, he had come to welcome us
to his State. He was none other than Manohar
Parrikar, accompanied by his Forest Minister
Vinay Tendulkar.
We could never imagine that the Chief
Minister of a State would walk in his Kolhapuri
slippers with his untucked half-sleeve shirt and
of course, without the customary security of
a VIP. He never talked about any proposal of
the State and was with us for half an hour, having just a glass of water.
Parrikar will be remembered for a long
time for his foresight in turning the destiny of
India’s politics and that of the BJP’s by proposing the name of Narendra Modi as the party’s
prime ministerial candidate in the BJP’s
September 2013 National Executive meeting
in Goa. It has been a history since then.
As soon as the BJP won the 2014 election,
he was uprooted from Goa and made the country’s Defence Minister, an anointment which
spoke how the Modi-led team held him in high
regard for his integrity and simplicity. But all
the while, his heart was in Goa where he
eventually went back ultimately in 2017 as the
Chief Minister.
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As Defence Minister, he was responsible
for bringing professionalism, removing decision paralysis in procurement and transparency in the overall working of the crucial
Defence Ministry. He will be remembered by
ex-soldiers among others for allowing one rank
one pension for the defence personnel.
The Rafale procurement was one that he
very deftly handled, including killing the note
engineered by his then Defence Secretary. The
deal was sealed ultimately. However, he will be
most remembered for providing astute leadership during the 2016 surgical strikes by the
Indian Army across the Line of Control
against Pakistan-sponsored terror camps.
Parrikar had personally monitored the surgical strikes. His conviction as the country’s
Defence Minister can be best explained in his
own words. He once said, “I gave instructions
to the armed forces personnel to shoot at any
one possessing an AK-47 machine gun as it is
obvious that they do not have any good intentions.” It is this conviction that made Prime
Minister Modi’s task easy to conduct the surgical strike. His death is an irreparable loss for
the country and more so for Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his party. His successor to
the Goa Chief Minister’s chair, Pramod Sawant,
will have very large boots to fill.
Apart from other achievements, this
four-time Goa Chief Minister brought the
State’s Christian lobby in the BJP’s fold, which
is not a mean achievement. It was also his
charismatic personality that was largely responsible for arresting the infamous AayaramGayaram political culture in Goa for a while.
The entire country is in shock and tears on
the departure of this prodigious son of India.
Rest in peace Manohar Parrikar.
(The writer is a retired civil servant)
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ith high-stake polls round the
corner, several important factors come into play for an
electoral victory for any party. These
components often influence the voters
but are not constant as they keep changing according to the political situation
at a particular period of time.
As in every election, several important aspects are emerging in the coming polls, too. For instance, the ‘Modi
factor’ could play a key role. The BJP
believes that ‘Modi magic’ will work this
time too as India is gradually accepting of personality politics. However, the
Modi of 2014 was a relatively new phenomenon. After five years of the BJP’s
rule, the people have seen him, heard
him and assessed his performance.

Anti-incumbency can be an important
factor for Modi as his report card is not
very flattering. The bottomline is
whether people are willing to give him
one more chance or not.
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, the latest
entrant into politics as the Congress’
general secretary, has also emerged as
a significant factor. There is a kind of
newness and untested quality about her
and through her articulation, presentable persona and the Gandhi family’s mystique, she can play a disruptive
role. However, political analysts feel
Priyanka Vadra will have a “limited
impact” as political arithmetic, caste
politics and alliance challenges might
make the going tough for her. Also, she
joined politics too late.
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) supremo Mayawati has been in politics for
decades now but she has emerged as a
force this time because the BSP is being
touted as an important player. Many
parties are turning to Mayawati because
the BSP’s votes are transferable. In Uttar
Pradesh, if the gathbandhan wins a sizeable number of seats, she will play the
role of a king-maker in case there is a
hung Parliament. She also has prime

ministerial ambitions.
Rashtriya Janata Dal chief Lalu
Prasad, though serving his sentence in
Ranchi jail, is an astute player in Bihar.
Feedback from the State is that the jail
sentence has created sympathy for the
leader and using this, he is planning to
turn the tide in favour of the RJDCongress alliance.
National security has become a
crucial factor, which the BJP wants to
milk to the full extent as Pulwama and
the retaliatory Balakot air strikes have
become the pivot of the party’s poll narrative. However, it may be difficult to
sustain the momentum for the next two

months as the Opposition wants to
bring back real issues like jobs, demonetisation, Goods and Services Tax and
agrarian distress among others.
Rural distress is expected to tilt the
scales too. Though the BJP is seen as
an urban party, rural voters played a big
role in 2014 and endorsed Modi. But
they all stand disenchanted with the
party after five years. Agrarian distress
is an equally important component in
view of the increasing number of
farmers’ suicides. This was said to be
one of the reasons for the BJP’s defeat
in the three States in the Hindi heartland in December. The farmers must

be wooed and cajoled if Modi wants to
come back.
Jobs might be yet another determinant as the youth are disillusioned
ahead of polls. Modi has not been able
to provide the number of jobs he had
promised in 2014. The unemployment
rate rose to a 45-year high during 20172018. This issue could overtake all other
issues for young people.
Then the 130 million first-time voters are crucial. In 2014, about 150 million first-time voters chose Modi.
About 1.5 lakh first-time voters have
registered for each seat and most of
them are not tied to any ideology. Most
political parties have made them their
focus group for the coming polls.
Women voters, too, have become
important for political parties.
According to data from the Election
Commission of India, the average
turnout in general elections increased
significantly in 2014 and the gender
gap in terms of voter turnout was also
lowest in the last general elections
since independence. Significantly,
the BJD has announced 33 per cent
reservation for women in the coming Lok Sabha polls. The Trinamool

Congress has set aside 41 per cent of
the seats while Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi has announced 33 per cent
reservation for women in
Government jobs. The BJP, too, is
wooing the women through many
Government programmes.
World over, many leaders have
won and lost the election on the economy factor. In fact, Modi came to power
riding on economic issues. However,
initiatives like demonetisation and
GST did not go down well with the
electorate. The Opposition is hoping to
pin him down on economic issues.
Caste is a reality in every election
and the electoral arithmetic is mainly
based on this. Most parties select their
candidates based on their caste. Above
all, social media has become an important factor for the campaign and influencing voters. All parties used this
medium in 2014 and more so now. The
interplay of these factors or a combination of them would be important for
the results of the poll. Parties have to
develop a multi-pronged strategy to
emerge victorious.
(The writer is a senior political commentator and syndicated columnist)
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he umbrella body of the
domestic pilots of the
T
nearly crippled Jet Airways
on Tuesday threatened to
stop flying from April 1, if
the resolution plan is delayed
and salar y dues are not
cleared by the end of this
month.
The decision was taken at
the annual meeting of Jet
Airways domestic pilots body
National Aviators Guild after
a meeting here lasting for
over 90 minutes.
The guild, which came
into being almost a decade
ago, represents around 1,000
domestic pilots at the airline.
“If there is no proper
clarity on the resolution
process and salary payments,
by March 31, we will stop flying from April 1,” the guild
said.
The pilots and other
senior staff have not RPT not
been getting their full salaries
since December.
Having failed to get any
assurance from the management on salaries, the guild
last week had written to
Union labor minister Santosh
Gangwar, seeking his intervention.
Me anw h i l e, Av i at i on
Minister Suresh Prabhu on
Tuesday also directed his the
secretary to hold an emergency meeting on the debtridden airline that has been
cancelling flights abruptly
following grounding of a
large part of its fleet.
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viation watchdog DGCA
said on Tuesday 41 Jet
Airways flights are currently
available for operation and
there may be “further attrition”
of flights “in coming weeks” as
it observed the situation as
“dynamic”.
As per the Jet Airways’
website, it has a fleet of 119 aircraft in total. For the past few
weeks, passengers have been
venting their ire on social
media as the airline’s flight
cancellations have increased
gradually due to the rising
number of grounded aircraft.
Grappling with financial

woes, the carrier has been
looking at ways to raise fresh
funds.
DGCA spokesperson said
Tuesday,”The DGCA reviewed
the performance of Jet Airways
on operational, airworthiness &
passenger facilitation today.
Current availability of aircraft
in the fleet for operation is 41
and accordingly scheduled for
603 domestic flights and 382
international flights has been
drawn. However, it is a dynamic situation and there may be
further attrition in coming
weeks.”
The spokesperson added
that the DGCA has instructed
the airline to comply with “the

relevant provisions of the
applicable CARs (Civil Aviation
Requirements) for facilitation
of passengers regarding timely communication, compensation, refunds and providing
alternate flights wherever
applicable”.
He said the data is being
monitored by the DGCA on a
regular basis.
The Jet Airways’ Aircraft
Maintenance Engineers’ Union
wrote to the aviation regulator
on Tuesday morning that three
months’ salary was overdue to
them and flight safety “is at risk”.
The DGCA spokesperson
said the aviation watchdog is
ensuring that all aircraft in the
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viation Minister Suresh Prabhu on
Tuesday directed his Ministry’s
A
secretary to hold an emergency meeting on the debt-ridden Jet Airways
massively cancelling flights after
grounding of a large part of its fleet.
The Minister’s direction came in
the wake of the airliner drastically
reducing its operations due to liquidity crunch.
“Directed Secretary, @MOCA
GOI to hold an emergency meeting
on grounding of flights by Jet

Airways, advance bookings, cancellations, refunds and safety issues,
if any,” Prabhu said in a tweet.
“Asked him (civil aviation secretary) to get a report on Jet compliance issues immediately from
DGCA,” he added.
Earlier Monday, Jet Airways
engineers’ body wrote to aviation
regulator DGCA, seeking its intervention in the recovery of their
salary dues, saying non-payment
was affecting their psychological
condition which, in turn, was a “risk”
to the airline’s flight operations.

%DQNVPD\LQIXVHIXQGVSURYLGHG
PDMRUVKDUHKROGHUVSOHGJHVKDUHV
New Delhi: Banks are likely to infuse fresh funds into
cash-strapped Jet Airways provided major shareholders of the airline, including Gulf carrier Etihad Airways,
pledge their shares as collateral, sources said.
With the airline unable to get fresh funds, the
options are limited now, they added.
The full service carrier is grappling with acute financial woes that has resulted in grounding of a significant
number of planes, defaulting on debt repayments
And delay in payment of salaries to pilots and other
senior officials.
Founder Chairman Naresh Goyal and his family
owns around 52 per cent stake in Jet Airways while
Etihad, a strategic partner, has 24 per cent shareholding. The sources said that banks can provide further
loans if major stakeholders — Goyal and Etihad — agree
to pledge their shares as security.
PTI
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he Reserve Bank of India
has moved the National
Company Law Appellate
Tribunal (NCLAT) over the
order passed regarding classification of debt of IL&FS group
companies as NPA.
A two-member NCLAT
bench, headed by Justice S J
Mukhopadhaya, has said that it
would hear the RBI on the
issue.
The RBI is seeking modification of the order passed by
the tribunal which has provided moratorium on repayment
of loans regarding the accounts
of IL&FS and its over 300
group companies.
During the proceedings,
RBI’s counsel said that there
was a overlap of power on the
issue.
The tribunal has also asked
the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs about the progress
made with respect to resolution
of IL&FS issues.

alting its six-day winning
run, the Indian rupee
Tuesday edged lower by 43
paise to close at 68.96 to the US
dollar on emergence of
demand for the greenback
from importers.
The local currency also
came under pressure due to
rising crude pressure and a
caution ahead of the outcome of the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC)
meeting.
At the Interbank Foreign
Exchange (forex), the domestic currency opened at 68.53 a
dollar and fell further to touch
the day’s low of 69.05. It finally settled at 68.96 per dollar,
down 43 paise over its previous
close.
The Indian rupee on
Monday had surged by 57
paise to close at an over sevenmonth high of 68.53 against the
US dollar.
“The rupee has depreciated today on account of
importers demand at lower
levels. However broad sentiments remain positive due to

foreign fund inflows in the debt
and equity market. In the near
term, the rupee may trade in
the range of 68 and 69.50,” said
Rushabh Maru, Research
Analyst - Currency and
Commodity, Anand Rathi
Shares and Stock Brokers.
Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the greenback’s strength against a basket
of six currencies, fell 0.18 per
cent to 96.35, ahead of the
Federal Reserve policy decision
tomorrow.
The euro traded near a
more than two-week high as
front-end calls were in
demand, while the pound rose
as UK Prime Minister Theresa
May looks set to seek a long
extension to the Brexit deadline.
According to Vinod Nair,
Head of Research, Geojit
Financial Services, “The rupee
witnessed selling pressure following a continuous surge
while domestic bond yields
inched higher as investors
awaited the US FED policy outcome.”
Meanwhile, brent crude,
the global oil benchmark, was

fleet “whether in operation or
on ground” are maintained in
accordance with Approved
Maintenance Programme
(AMP).
“The operator was also
directed to ensure that no
pilots/cabin crew/AMEs be
rostered on duty who had
reported stress of any nature.
Additionally, all such staff
should be current with all
mandatory training requirements.
“The DGCA is continuously monitoring overall situation and based on the same,
will take appropriate steps by
the end of the month, if needed,” the spokesperson added.

trading at $68.02 per barrel,
higher by 0.71 per cent.
“Bargain buying from
importers and profit booking
after the recent rally ahead of
the financial year closing
could be the one of the reason
for depreciation,” said VK
Sharma, Head PCG & Capital
Markets Strateg y, HDFC
Securities.
Foreign institutional
investors (FIIs) put in C2,132.36
crore on a net basis on Tuesday,
provisional data showed.
Benchmark equity indices
continued their winning run
for the seventh consecutive
session Tuesday. The 30-share
BSE Sensex closed at 38,363.47,
recording a rise of 268.40, or
0.70 per cent. The 50-share
NSE Nifty closed at 11,509.80,
higher by 70.20 points, or 0.61
per cent.
Meanwhile, the Financial
Benchmark India Private Ltd
(FBIL) set the reference rate for
the rupee/dollar at 68.5847
and for rupee/euro at 77.8185.
The reference rate for
rupee/British pound was fixed
at 91.0069 and for rupee/100
Japanese yen at 61.66.
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ndia’s fuel demand rose 3.8
per cent in February as free
Icooking
gas connections
spurred LPG consumption
while petrol and diesel use
continued to rise.
Fuel consumption in
February totalled 17.41 million
tonnes as compared to 16.77
million tonnes in the same
month last year, data from the
Petroleum Planning and
Analysis Cell (PPAC) of the Oil
Ministry showed.
Consumption rose for
the third month in a row as
ensuing general elections are
likely to spike demand further.
With retail prices moderating, petrol consumption
soared 8 per cent to 2.25 million tonnes while the
Government push to give every
household a cooking gas connection led to LPG demand
spiking by 14.2 per cent to 2.2
million tonnes.
Hectic campaigning is likely as India goes to poll over the
next two months, which will
boost the use of transportation
fuel as political parties traverse
the country courting voters.
General elections will be held
in seven phases starting on
April 11.
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ermany launches its auction on Tuesday for the
G
construction of an ultra-fast 5G
mobile network as a transatlantic dispute rages over security concerns surrounding
giant Chinese telecoms equipment maker Huawei.
The United States has
threatened to end intelligence
sharing with Berlin if it does
not exclude hardware made by
Huawei from the infrastructure, arguing that Chinese
equipment could help Beijing
spy on Western companies and
governments.
Attempting to play down the
row on Monday, Jochen
Homann, chairman of the
German Federal Network
Agency (BNA), said: “No matter
whether a supplier comes from
Sweden or China, companies
must meet certification requirements and security checks.”
‘5G’ — ‘fifth generation’ —
is the latest, high-speed generation of cellular mobile communications and Berlin will
require winning bidders to
offer 5G service to at least 98
percent of German households,
motorways and rail lines.
Germany, Europe’s biggest
economy whose wireless networks rank 46th in the world
for download speeds, wants to
close the sizeable digital gap by
making the shift to the ultrafast 5G system.
The BNA starts the auction
in Mainz at 0900 GMT on
Tuesday and the process will
allocate 41 different frequency
blocks.
Four operators are in the
running, among them
Germany’s three main mobile
network providers — Deutsche
Telekom, Vodafone and
Telefonica Germany (O2) —
plus United Internet (1&1), a

1dbX]Tbb2^a]Ta

German company specialising
in internet services.
Chinese firm Huawei is not
one of the bidders but provides
the four German companies
with essential hardware —
such as antennas and routers.
The US has accused Beijing
of using Huawei’s 5G network
gear as a Trojan horse, forcing
operators to transmit data to
the regime, but Washington has
not provided evidence to support their suspicions.
Huawei has strenuously
denied allegations its equipment could be used for espionage.
Chinese Foreign Minister
Wang Yi on Monday lashed out
at what he called “abnormal,
immoral” attacks on Huawei
and demanded a “fair and just
competition environment” for
Chinese firms.
US-led attempts to encourage other nations to ban
Huawei equipment from their
telecoms infrastructure suffered a setback when
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
government decided against
imposing company specificrestrictions on the 5G auction.
US ambassador to
Germany Richard Grenell last
week warned that Washington
could stifle intelligence cooperation unless Berlin agreed a
Huawei ban.
In a letter, Grenell told
Peter Altmaier, Germany’s
economy minister, that intelligence-sharing cooperation
could cease if Berlin allows the
Chinese firm to be part of the
5G network.
The threat escalated last
week when NATO’s Supreme
Allied Commander in Europe,
US General Curtis Scaparrotti,
warned Germany that NATO
forces would cut communications if Berlin works with
Huawei.
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tate-owned Indian Oil Corp
(IOC) on Tuesday declared
Sa second
interim dividend of

C1,412 crore for the current
financial year and ONGC
agreed to do so next week to
help the Government meet its
tax revenue target.
In a stock exchange filing,
IOC, the nation’s biggest oil
firm, said its board at a meeting on Tuesday approved payment of C1.50 per share of 15
per cent in second interim
dividend for 2018-19 to shareholders.
“The dividend will be credited to the account of the
shareholders or the dividend
warrant in respect thereof will
be dispatched on or before
April 10, 2019,” it said.
The Government owns
53.88 per cent stake in IOC and
stands to get about C761 crore,
excluding dividend distribution
tax.
Separately, Oil and Natural
Gas Corp (ONGC), which had
initially resisted a government
demand seeking a second interim dividend, said a board

meeting has been convened on
March 23 to consider and
declare an interim dividend.
Grappling with a possible
C80,000 crore shortfall in direct
and indirect tax revenues that
will make it difficult to meet a
revised fiscal deficit target, the
Government has been tapping
cash-rich PSUs for second
interim dividend.
Coal India Ltd on March
14 declared a second interim
dividend of C5.85 per share.
The Government holds
72.91 per cent stake in Coal
India and stands to get C2,647
crore, excluding dividend tax.
Initially, ONGC had resisted paying a second interim dividend on grounds that it does
not have surplus cash to make
such payments within a month
of an interim dividend payout,
sources with direct knowledge
of the development said.
According to regulations, a
company cannot declare a second dividend within a month
of the previous payout and
companies like ONGC would
need to seek approval of markets regulator Sebi to make
such a payment.
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eserve Bank governor
Shaktikanta Das on Tuesday
R
underlined the need for sticking
to the fiscal roadmap by adopting a commonly agreed expenditure code-based spending
plan to address the socioeconomic challenges. He also advocated giving permanent status
to the finance commission.
The comments from the
former-economic-affairs- secretary-turned-central banker
assume importance as the
Government for two consecutive
terms have missed it fiscal deficit

targets by 10 bps in the outgoing
fiscal year. Many analysts fear that
even the upwardly revised fiscal
deficit target of 3.4 percent may
be difficult to meet given the
massive shortfall indirect tax
collection and also shortfall in
other budgeted non-tax revenue.
Das, speaking at the launch
of a book ‘Indian Fiscal
Federalism’, by former RBI
governor YV Reddy along with
GR Reddy here this evening,
Das said there is now general
agreement about the importance of fiscal consolidation
roadmaps both at national and
state levels.
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enchmark equity indices
continued their winning
B
run for the seventh consecutive
session Tuesday closing at an
over six-month high led by
gains in index heavyweights
like ITC, RIL and Infosys amid
positive domestic cues and
sustained foreign fund inflow.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
touched a high of 38,396.06
before winding up at 38,363.47,
recording a rise of 268.40, or
0.70 per cent. Intra-day it also
hit a low of 38,078.23.
The gauge had climbed
over 1,420 points points in the
previous six sessions.
The 50-share NSE Nifty
closed at 11,509.80, higher by
70.20 points, or 0.61 per cent,
after hovering between
11,543.85 and 11,451.55.
These are the highest levels for both indices since
September 7, 2018.
“Better liquidity conditions, stable rupee, and positive
movements in all major global markets have been the supportive factors for the domestic markets,” said Joseph
Thomas, Head ResearchEmkay Wealth Management.
Besides, it may be noted
that when the global markets
were rising almost a month
back, the domestic markets
were sliding. The domestic

market is gradually catching up
with the other markets, he
added.
In the Sensex kitty, ITC
turned star performer by surging 2.45 per cent, followed by
NTPC rising 2.19 per cent.
Other gainers that finished
higher were HCL Tech, RIL,
Bharti Airtel, ONGC, SBI, Yes
Bank, PowerGrid, Axis Bank,
M&M, Sun Pharma, Asian
Paint, HUL, HDFC, Tata Steel,
HDFC Bank, Tata Motors,
IndusInd Bank, ICICI Bank
and Kotak Bank, rising up to
2.18 per cent.
Software exporter stocks
such as Infosys and TCS were
back in demand, gaining up to
1.66 per cent, after the USD
dollar recovered against the
rupee.
In
contrast,
Hero
MotoCorp, L&T, Maruti
Suzuki, Bajaj Auto, Coal India,
Vedanta and Bajaj Finance
ended in the red due to profitbooking and lost up to 2.10 per
cent.
Sector-wise, BSE PSU
gained the most rising 1.88 per
cent, followed by power index
1.32 per cent, FMCG 1.14 per
cent, oil and gas 1.0 per cent,
teck 1.03 per cent, IT 0.94 per
cent, bankex 0.62 percent and
consumer durable 0.62 per
cent.
However, capital goods
dropped by 0.61 per cent, auto
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index fell 0.61 per cent and
metal 0.11 per cent.
The broader markets too
depicted a better trend as
investors raised bets. The midcap index rose 0.52 per cent
and small-cap index was up
0.37 per cent.
Shares of Reliance
Communications zoomed 10
per cent after the company
cleared dues of Swedish service
provider Ericsson.
The scrip jumped 10 per
cent to C4.40, its upper circuit
limit, on the BSE.
Brokers said sustained foreign fund inflows, widening of
portfolios by retail investors
and a mixed global cues ahead
of the US Federal policy meet,
influenced the market here.
On a net basis, foreign
institutional investors (FIIs)
bought shares worth Rs 1,823
crore, while domestic institutional investors (DIIs)
offloaded equities to the tune
of C1,269 crore Monday, provisional data showed.
Participants continued to
remain bullish despite profitbooking at current levels by
speculators, traders added.
Most other Asian markets
held steady ahead of a Federal
Reserve policy meeting later
this week, but were broadly at
near six-month highs on expectations the US central bank
might strike a dovish tone.
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Korean automobile major
Hyundai Motor group Tuesday said
Sit isouth
investing USD 300 million in ride
hailing service provider Ola, identifying India as the centrepiece in its
strategy to gain leadership in global
mobility market.
The investment will be jointly
made by group firms -- Hyundai Motor
Company and Kia Motors Corporation
-- and under a tripartite agreement with
Ola, the companies will jointly develop electric vehicles ecosystem and fleet
services for global markets.
Under the partnership, the three
firms will also aim to develop electric
vehicles (EVs) and charging infrastructure customised for Indian market, the companies said in joint statement.
“Hyundai and Kia will invest a total
of USD 300 million in Ola,” it said.
This will be the biggest combined
investment as on date by the two automobile companies.
Commenting on the development,
Hyundai Motor Group Executive ViceChairman Euisun Chung said: “India is
the centrepiece of Hyundai Motor
Group's strategy to gain leadership in
the global mobility market, and our
partnership with Ola will certainly
accelerate our efforts to transform into
a smart mobility solutions provider.”
Hyundai Motor Group expects to
accelerate its transition from a car manufacturer into a smart mobility solutions
provider, as the partnership initiatives
will allow it to engage in all aspects
across the entire mobility value chain
including vehicle production, fleet

operation and mobility services, it
added.
Already, Hyundai has invested in
car-sharing startup Revv, which had last
year raised C100 crore in a new funding round led by the South Korean auto
major.
Revv plans to plans to increase its
geographical footprint to 30 cities in
India within a year from 11 cities.
Starting from this month, Hyundai
Motor India has launched a pilot project offering customers to experience its
products through a subscription model
in partnership with Revv. The initiative
will cover six cities -- Delhi-NCR,
Mumbai, Kolkata, Pune, Bengaluru
and Hyderabad.
As part of the investment in Ola, the
group said the companies have agreed
to co-create solutions to operate and
manage fleet vehicles, marking the
Hyundai's first foray into the industry,
as they expand operations from automobile manufacturing and sales to total
fleet solutions.
Ola co-founder and CEO Bhavish
Aggarwal said the partners will bring
to market a new generation of mobility solutions, and constantly expand
their range of offerings for consumers.
“This partnership will also significantly benefit driver-partners on our
platform, as we collaborate with
Hyundai to build vehicles and solutions
that enable sustainable earnings for millions of them, in the time to come,” he
added.
Hyundai, Kia and Ola have also
agreed to coordinate efforts to develop
cars and specifications that reflect the
needs of the ride hailing market (both
users and drivers), the statement said.

New Delhi: Jaguar Land Rover India Tuesday said it will increase prices of
select products by up to 4 per cent with effect from April 1. The company, however, did not specify which models will be affected by the price hike. “This increase
in price is purely inflationary and we are certain that the two global iconic brands,
Jaguar and Land Rover, will continue to attract existing and new customers,” Jaguar
Land Rover India President & Managing Director Rohit Suri said in a statement.
JLR India's products under the two brands Jaguar and Land Rover ranges from
Jaguar XE with price starting at C40.61 lakh to Range Rover tagged at C1.79 crore.
Last week, Toyota Kirloskar Motor (TKM) had also announced that it would
increase prices of some of its products from next month in order to offset rise
in input cost. TKM, however, did not disclose the quantum of hike and the models that would become costlier.
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New Delhi: The Reserve Bank of India has moved the National Company
Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) over the order passed regarding classification of debt of IL&FS group companies as NPA. A two-member NCLAT bench,
headed by Justice S J Mukhopadhaya, has said that it would hear the RBI on the
issue. The RBI is seeking modification of the order passed by the tribunal which
has provided moratorium on repayment of loans regarding the accounts of IL&FS
and its over 300 group companies. During the proceedings, RBI's counsel said
that there was a overlap of power on the issue. The tribunal has also asked the
Ministry of Corporate Affairs about the progress made with respect to resolution of IL&FS issues. Further, the tribunal has sought company-wise updates from
the Committee of Creditors (CoC) and Resolution Professional (RP).
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New Delhi: Realty firm Parsvnath Ltd Tuesday said the Delhi High Court
has upheld its claim of C1,034 crore in a dispute with Rail Land Development
Authority related to a project in the national capital. In February 2016, Parsvnath
Developers had terminated its development agreement with RLDA due to a title
dispute related to a 38-acre land stretch that the company had bought for C1,651
crore. Parsvnath Rail Land Project Pvt Ltd (PRLPPL), a special purpose vehicle
(SPV) created to develop this project, had gone into the arbitration process to
settle the issue. In a regulatory filing, Parsvnath Tuesday informed that the division bench of the Delhi High Court dismissed the plea of RLDA, which had challenged a single judge order that upheld arbitral award of C1,034 crore. “We have
perused all the submissions and findings of the court and find no infirmity in
the decision of the learned Single Judge. Accordingly, the appeal stands dismissed,"
the division bench said in its recent judgement while dismissing RLDA's appeal.
The division bench of Justices G S Sistani and Sangita Dhingra Sehgal, in its March
14 order, has dismissed the RLDA’s appeal and upheld the arbitral award dated
November 25, 2017 and the judgment of single Judge of Delhi High Court.
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122.90
1429.80
166.00
149.40
46.95
125.85
725.90
137.25
137.95
150.30
163.15
89.30
97.00

Low
LTP
6.83
6.99
6.13
6.20
13.55
13.89
11.11
11.21
1343.00 1375.25
136.10 137.20
224.00 229.05
87.50
90.50
186.45 188.75
620.35 624.35
299.00 302.75
245.00 249.00
1347.95 1356.75
102.15 104.65
95.30 100.60
697.00 708.65
939.00 943.00
749.00 761.00
114.80 120.45
1391.55 1399.40
161.10 162.10
143.55 146.35
44.30
46.55
121.00 124.30
707.80 721.50
130.65 135.10
134.20 136.25
144.70 148.40
155.25 157.00
84.00
87.75
93.50
96.40

TATAMOTORS
ICICIBANK
NBCC
HEROMOTOCO
LTI
JMFINANCIL
STRTECH
SPICEJET
TCS
GRANULES
MEGH
TATASTEEL
ANDHRABANK
MARUTI
SUNPHARMA
IBREALEST
ITC
CANBK
ENGINERSIN
NCC
SAIL
INFRATEL
BAJFINANCE
EDELWEISS
FSL
ORIENTBANK
IBULHSGFIN
PRESTIGE
HDFCBANK
ESCORTS
HINDPETRO
M&MFIN
BEML
TORNTPOWER
ZEEL
COALINDIA
ASHOKLEY
RCOM
IDFCFIRSTB
JINDALSTEL
M&M
WIPRO
ALBK
KOTAKBANK
GODREJPROP
AVANTI
BPCL
CANFINHOME
AUROPHARMA
FORCEMOT
INDIACEM
DLF
HDFCLIFE
JSWSTEEL
STAR
TVSMOTOR
VEDL

182.00
397.50
68.00
2671.70
1580.00
87.70
220.00
78.20
2026.00
112.05
60.80
526.60
25.70
6910.50
466.50
89.20
294.50
272.10
115.00
105.70
54.35
318.50
2933.00
187.00
44.90
104.00
703.00
251.00
2263.00
790.00
287.60
431.50
1005.00
267.00
463.75
244.00
92.60
4.40
52.50
169.50
687.80
257.70
56.30
1349.00
726.75
404.00
407.10
316.00
777.00
1684.90
98.95
199.40
369.95
295.00
440.80
488.00
172.65

184.50
400.60
68.35
2672.00
1671.10
98.70
225.85
80.00
2030.00
118.25
67.00
531.80
27.00
6910.50
475.15
92.50
300.00
281.50
120.20
110.40
55.00
331.40
2962.00
197.80
47.60
107.80
709.25
257.00
2276.00
815.25
292.55
431.50
1013.55
272.10
468.00
247.70
92.70
4.40
53.15
172.70
692.70
258.60
57.30
1355.00
758.00
419.85
410.00
328.75
792.50
1775.05
104.20
199.40
369.95
296.20
455.95
488.00
175.25

180.90
394.00
66.25
2603.35
1542.05
87.70
218.10
77.65
1996.40
112.05
60.80
520.65
25.70
6810.00
466.50
88.60
293.35
271.50
114.50
105.20
53.20
315.00
2910.45
187.00
44.30
103.05
694.25
241.85
2251.10
786.00
285.90
415.00
985.00
261.40
457.65
241.95
91.00
4.30
52.05
168.15
675.20
255.10
55.60
1338.50
720.10
401.50
402.70
314.20
771.25
1676.80
98.60
192.80
362.60
286.70
439.45
473.25
171.55

182.80
398.15
67.60
2615.40
1636.05
92.50
220.75
78.75
2024.70
117.60
65.80
526.25
26.25
6832.55
469.35
91.35
299.40
276.65
117.60
108.80
53.60
326.90
2921.65
197.20
46.90
105.00
698.15
245.35
2267.70
811.35
290.65
416.95
993.25
263.00
466.55
243.10
91.50
4.40
52.60
168.95
689.50
257.60
56.00
1348.20
751.85
413.75
407.65
319.60
777.65
1736.10
103.10
194.25
364.45
288.25
448.00
478.25
172.70

IDEA
32.40
32.55
PETRONET
247.25 248.40
ADANIPOWER
50.00
52.15
RADICO
391.00 406.30
GRAPHITE
464.00 466.50
FEDERALBNK
91.35
94.20
PCJEWELLER
82.50
83.00
OIL
180.50 187.15
RAIN
104.55 108.00
WESTLIFE
429.40 434.00
MGL
953.00 985.00
HEG
2200.00 2220.00
GNFC
296.00 308.75
MANPASAND
113.00 123.00
GRASIM
829.00 832.25
INDUSINDBK
1728.10 1734.65
BHEL
67.30
68.45
HINDUNILVR
1704.80 1709.75
BHARTIARTL
332.90 339.00
JAICORPLTD
110.60 113.95
BAJAJ-AUTO
3004.00 3004.00
BLISSGVS
169.40 172.60
LUPIN
754.50 765.70
LICHSGFIN
517.00 524.00
NMDC
116.00 118.45
ICICIGI
983.00 991.95
VIPIND
443.60 457.40
TECHM
791.00 796.95
MCX
784.45 807.00
MANAPPURAM
124.15 125.20
IPCALAB
899.45 928.35
INDIANB
269.60 275.35
IDBI
43.75
43.80
IGL
290.05 303.75
EICHERMOT
22251.10 22251.10
ICICIPRULI
347.20 350.70
MMTC
27.90
29.60
DRREDDY
2669.65 2715.00
CENTURYTEX
885.00 916.00
SUNTV
624.00 630.00
DISHTV
39.60
39.85
HCLTECH
1022.00 1040.00
HINDCOPPER
49.45
51.60
TITAN
1104.00 1111.50
INFIBEAM
44.10
44.15
LTTS
1496.00 1527.00
BIOCON
633.00 633.20
HDFC
1970.20 1978.00
RBLBANK
638.00 651.45
KTKBANK
130.50 132.30
SOUTHBANK
15.90
16.08
ULTRACEMCO
3974.00 4015.95
WOCKPHARMA
430.00 436.50
MPHASIS
969.80 986.00
HEXAWARE
338.50 342.00
KSCL
440.95 462.00
JISLJALEQS
61.35
64.65
L&TFH
149.90 149.90
HINDALCO
201.95 204.20
NAVKARCORP
41.80
44.10
FORTIS
135.70 137.50
TATAGLOBAL
201.05 205.60
POWERGRID
196.80 200.10
GAIL
362.90 366.40
INDIGO
1322.00 1339.50
COFFEEDAY
312.25 315.00
KEC
305.00 305.00
IBVENTURES
276.70 278.25
SOBHA
440.05 462.00
EXIDEIND
228.00 228.50
CUMMINSIND
749.70 757.80
ASIANPAINT
1446.00 1458.95
HAVELLS
753.20 767.80
DELTACORP
241.45 244.90
NAUKRI
1852.00 1905.00
ACC
1553.00 1577.80
OBEROIRLTY
505.00 511.00
JUBILANT
873.60 875.40
VENKYS
2231.05 2280.00
TATAELXSI
986.00 993.35
RAYMOND
825.00 830.85
BANDHANBNK
493.95 501.95
GODFRYPHLP
1128.40 1152.40
PIDILITIND
1178.00 1192.80
NATIONALUM
54.85
55.10
MOTHERSUMI
164.00 164.00
SPARC
200.90 203.85
TORNTPHARM
1876.50 1884.80
BAJAJFINSV
6999.00 7030.00
SYNDIBANK
39.90
40.50
SUVEN
255.00 261.40
DABUR
429.00 429.80
JKTYRE
93.80
94.00
ADANIPORTS
369.10 371.85
AJANTPHARM
1018.00 1048.05
BATAINDIA
1343.00 1361.00
CADILAHC
340.10 344.00
BAJAJELEC
513.00 525.90
TATAPOWER
73.10
74.25
RCF
57.70
59.60
GRUH
273.35 273.75
TATACHEM
599.00 599.00
JINDALSAW
90.10
93.55
CHENNPETRO
269.20 273.45
SRTRANSFIN
1238.00 1238.00
APOLLOTYRE
219.95 222.50
VOLTAS
604.00 613.90
PHILIPCARB
175.90 177.00
HUDCO
45.15
46.20

31.25
242.60
49.15
390.00
455.10
91.15
79.60
178.90
104.55
418.20
950.60
2140.00
295.35
108.00
806.25
1719.00
67.20
1688.50
332.90
109.75
2946.00
166.55
752.00
514.75
115.45
969.70
440.30
783.65
783.00
122.70
896.85
267.45
43.20
289.65
21589.15
342.45
27.50
2669.65
881.95
616.80
38.00
1013.60
48.80
1099.50
42.70
1473.25
624.05
1960.75
636.20
128.35
15.86
3964.80
429.50
961.15
334.00
439.50
61.10
145.80
199.50
41.80
135.20
200.45
195.40
360.40
1321.00
296.20
297.00
270.70
440.05
226.20
742.90
1440.20
742.50
241.45
1849.15
1549.35
492.10
840.00
2227.50
977.75
815.05
488.00
1120.55
1170.90
54.30
161.00
196.15
1854.90
6951.00
39.30
252.10
425.15
91.85
362.70
1018.00
1336.50
336.00
509.25
72.75
57.35
265.60
588.15
89.60
267.05
1217.10
215.10
600.90
168.00
45.00

32.00
244.30
50.00
398.85
457.05
93.70
80.45
183.40
105.25
427.75
978.30
2153.80
306.35
120.30
819.95
1725.60
68.10
1699.60
336.65
112.15
2980.25
167.50
755.30
521.95
117.95
973.45
448.15
794.50
801.00
123.25
920.00
273.00
43.35
300.80
21750.55
344.65
28.80
2704.55
906.40
623.35
38.35
1034.60
50.65
1109.15
43.25
1486.80
628.15
1967.85
648.90
130.30
16.03
3981.00
430.75
975.20
339.85
459.05
63.40
146.80
202.45
43.70
136.25
203.55
198.70
362.55
1326.20
297.90
301.80
273.00
457.10
227.50
752.20
1453.90
766.00
242.25
1897.65
1564.60
495.70
843.35
2244.75
985.25
821.90
499.45
1129.40
1176.80
54.70
161.65
196.90
1870.95
6974.95
39.90
254.45
426.70
93.10
365.90
1032.30
1341.05
337.30
519.20
73.00
58.40
266.55
591.90
92.05
268.70
1223.95
220.80
612.65
174.15
45.45

ITI
94.05
96.20
AMARAJABAT
731.75 748.80
CASTROLIND
162.00 162.35
IRB
149.65 152.35
GSFC
101.95 106.35
PVR
1696.00 1707.00
J&KBANK
49.30
51.45
MRPL
73.20
76.10
DEEPAKFERT
134.00 139.65
RNAM
198.90 200.00
UPL
928.00 935.60
LAURUSLABS
392.80 401.00
ITDC
275.75 301.00
NATCOPHARM*
604.50 610.00
GODREJCP
715.05 716.25
PNBHOUSING
842.00 866.20
BHARATFORG
519.80 521.05
TAKE
124.35 126.00
SIEMENS
1031.45 1054.00
TATACOFFEE
93.60
97.15
FCONSUMER
44.50
46.45
IDFC
43.60
45.40
TATAMTRDVR
90.50
91.25
APOLLOHOSP
1124.25 1143.60
GMRINFRA
17.35
17.65
SHANKARA
435.00 453.20
UJJIVAN
339.65 342.00
MUTHOOTFIN
596.00 602.90
EQUITAS
138.50 138.90
PEL
2631.05 2675.75
AMBUJACEM
226.70 231.20
SUNTECK
471.45 471.45
HFCL
22.15
22.55
AARTIIND
1438.40 1475.00
AUBANK
597.90 597.90
CENTURYPLY
199.90 206.00
ISEC
252.95 259.30
JSL
38.30
41.80
BALKRISIND
923.45 933.75
GPPL
95.00 101.00
HSCL
112.30 119.20
DCMSHRIRAM
432.20 434.00
RALLIS
161.30 162.75
GICRE
246.05 254.85
THERMAX
1001.00 1001.00
CIPLA
538.95 538.95
PARAGMILK
256.20 260.00
DMART
1483.95 1483.95
MAXINDIA
65.90
68.85
CEATLTD
1150.00 1165.00
NLCINDIA
79.50
79.50
EMAMILTD
402.30 402.75
ADANITRANS
228.90 228.90
NESTLEIND
10465.00 10719.95
GLENMARK
642.75 651.30
GUJGAS
148.00 150.30
SCI
37.10
38.30
ADVENZYMES
179.50 183.00
BRITANNIA
3139.00 3139.00
INTELLECT
201.40 206.40
MOIL
157.10 162.05
NOCIL
144.95 146.85
BHARATFIN
1090.80 1090.80
SREINFRA
30.40
30.55
ABFRL
230.55 230.85
PNCINFRA
159.70 160.25
SHK
157.00 162.00
OMAXE
208.95 208.95
MARICO
340.90 343.50
NIITTECH
1321.15 1335.00
WELCORP
117.15 121.60
OFSS
3356.70 3370.00
ASHOKA
137.90 139.30
HAL
706.25 715.85
KRBL
353.55 360.00
BERGEPAINT
307.55 311.90
FRETAIL
441.00 441.00
MFSL
453.05 456.65
TRIDENT
68.40
69.70
MAGMA
115.15 115.15
PRSMJOHNSN
89.25
92.70
RAJESHEXPO
646.90 646.90
DEEPAKNI
273.00 274.35
UBL
1400.00 1400.00
NILKAMAL
1396.55 1445.00
LEMONTREE
80.10
83.80
DCBBANK
200.20 202.55
CENTRALBK
33.85
35.10
ALKEM
1787.95 1815.60
DIVISLAB
1696.00 1712.45
MOTILALOFS
634.85 647.35
BAJAJHLDNG
3320.00 3380.00
WABAG
322.45 342.80
FDC
179.25 182.00
GSPL
178.85 184.70
INOXWIND
70.00
70.20
AIAENG
1735.25 1735.25
COCHINSHIP
374.35 390.55
ABB
1307.65 1322.00
COLPAL
1288.00 1298.00
SWANENERGY
102.65 104.40
PTC
77.85
79.10
WELSPUNIND
60.50
61.90
UFLEX
222.45 224.80
TRENT
379.00 380.60
ITDCEM
131.10 137.75
VGUARD
216.90 219.20
INDHOTEL
152.00 152.00
GODREJAGRO
498.75 506.40

93.15
724.00
157.50
148.85
101.75
1684.00
49.25
73.05
134.00
190.00
918.55
390.00
275.75
595.10
708.00
835.00
515.75
119.30
1018.45
93.35
44.40
43.60
89.70
1124.20
17.00
434.55
337.60
594.60
135.50
2631.05
226.70
459.75
21.95
1429.95
576.50
197.00
248.10
37.50
914.15
94.40
112.30
419.25
160.05
245.30
986.05
530.50
254.75
1470.05
65.85
1134.30
77.90
395.00
222.55
10420.70
641.35
144.80
36.95
178.80
3086.25
200.05
155.85
144.15
1076.60
29.90
228.00
157.60
154.80
206.60
338.75
1314.55
116.45
3327.00
133.25
704.40
337.00
306.75
430.00
447.00
67.90
112.10
89.20
629.95
265.00
1378.45
1377.00
80.10
200.20
33.70
1758.40
1683.95
633.85
3286.25
320.50
178.25
176.20
67.00
1688.00
371.20
1301.40
1283.85
100.00
76.85
60.10
220.65
371.30
130.70
215.45
149.00
498.00

95.20
742.70
158.00
149.70
105.80
1695.55
50.90
74.45
137.50
191.35
932.20
392.85
292.75
597.70
710.30
855.90
517.95
120.65
1048.80
96.00
46.05
44.70
90.15
1137.70
17.40
440.20
339.75
597.95
136.35
2646.30
229.80
464.20
22.15
1460.80
582.65
203.90
258.50
40.40
918.50
99.05
117.95
425.50
160.85
252.30
989.20
533.00
255.45
1478.35
67.95
1152.10
78.75
396.85
223.80
10677.00
645.75
147.00
37.65
179.85
3124.15
203.50
161.00
144.90
1083.10
30.05
229.20
158.60
159.15
207.90
340.05
1330.45
121.10
3352.65
134.40
710.90
355.05
311.00
437.35
450.15
68.25
113.30
90.65
632.75
272.40
1382.70
1423.60
83.35
201.10
34.80
1780.60
1696.30
638.10
3362.50
339.20
179.25
180.65
68.00
1718.35
389.75
1316.35
1288.10
101.45
77.70
60.30
222.95
373.05
134.95
216.70
149.95
500.05

JSWENERGY
KNRCON
KANSAINER
MINDAIND
CHOLAFIN
UCOBANK
SYNGENE
RAMCOCEM
PAGEIND
WABCOINDIA
ERIS
REPCOHOME
JAMNAAUTO
FLFL
PERSISTENT*
SBILIFE
GICHSGFIN
PIIND
SRF
GREAVESCOT
TV18BRDCST
TIINDIA
MAHABANK
LUXIND
CRISIL
JSLHISAR
FINCABLES
LAKSHVILAS
NHPC
ENDURANCE
PHOENIXLTD
GUJALKALI

69.45
69.45
264.00 266.75
465.00 469.25
354.45 354.45
1391.85 1400.70
18.80
19.30
565.00 577.45
712.15 720.00
23605.95 23867.75
6261.15 6359.85
643.30 652.65
461.10 464.00
60.95
61.60
461.35 485.35
654.60 665.95
614.35 618.70
254.00 260.00
999.25 1011.35
2410.00 2414.10
141.10 141.70
35.55
36.30
401.05 401.05
13.40
13.73
1297.55 1320.00
1489.15 1520.50
89.95
92.75
489.95 504.00
65.00
65.00
25.50
25.60
1151.65 1163.80
677.75 685.05
512.50 512.50

67.65
249.90
459.00
342.00
1372.50
18.60
565.00
709.45
23460.00
6187.00
635.60
453.40
60.25
461.35
644.45
604.00
251.70
997.35
2388.10
138.70
35.35
383.25
13.33
1294.00
1476.00
89.90
489.95
62.60
25.30
1141.60
669.65
503.20

67.95
264.60
461.60
346.50
1376.05
18.85
575.30
717.90
23671.85
6220.85
646.65
455.55
60.35
470.60
647.00
608.50
257.80
1008.65
2396.95
139.55
35.75
385.10
13.42
1312.55
1488.60
91.25
498.40
62.80
25.40
1145.60
682.90
508.30

BAJAJCON
CORPBANK
EIDPARRY
NIACL
BBTC
HINDZINC
GHCL
ISGEC
ECLERX
MERCK
CYIENT*
SUNDRMFAST
MHRIL
AEGISLOG
BALMLAWRIE
PFIZER
NETWORK18
NAVINFLUOR
KALPATPOWR
ATUL
ADANIGREEN
ASTRAL
TATAMETALI
SONATSOFTW
GMDCLTD
HIMATSEIDE
VINATIORGA
LALPATHLAB
INOXLEISUR
TATACOMM
MAHINDCIE
SHREECEM
EVEREADY
BDL
JKLAKSHMI
VMART
THOMASCOOK
ALLCARGO
REDINGTON
CONCOR
QUESS
IOB
HEIDELBERG
CHAMBLFERT
TTKPRESTIG
TNPL
KAJARIACER
CARBORUNIV
MAHLIFE
SCHNEIDER
BOSCHLTD
DCAL
GREENPLY
JKCEMENT

315.90 320.00
29.20
29.80
211.40 215.00
190.15 195.40
1315.00 1324.00
278.90 278.90
233.00 241.20
5479.00 5550.00
1131.00 1148.70
3318.10 3362.95
662.00 663.15
576.00 576.00
245.10 256.00
210.00 210.00
190.20 196.40
3219.40 3253.00
35.00
35.50
708.10 714.10
432.55 439.45
3308.20 3379.90
37.95
37.95
1129.65 1140.05
630.60 640.00
319.50 327.30
82.45
84.40
211.50 215.55
1648.00 1648.00
1061.55 1086.85
311.00 311.55
610.00 612.15
240.40 242.30
17800.00 18163.00
205.95 208.00
295.70 299.75
348.00 348.00
2635.20 2700.00
223.60 223.60
113.55 117.40
99.00
99.00
512.20 515.50
807.95 814.00
14.25
14.27
172.10 174.80
162.10 165.60
8110.00 8289.05
210.00 214.55
576.80 584.85
369.55 369.55
365.35 371.60
107.40 108.05
18452.05 18509.55
204.00 212.15
148.60 152.45
841.95 842.00

311.60
28.80
207.25
189.50
1301.15
274.50
233.00
5401.00
1130.05
3300.00
649.10
566.90
245.10
202.50
189.90
3167.00
34.50
700.00
425.90
3280.90
36.90
1105.70
626.00
318.90
82.15
207.05
1605.70
1045.85
305.10
601.85
236.50
17800.00
204.45
287.00
336.00
2602.00
220.60
113.55
97.40
510.00
789.60
13.96
170.30
161.80
8030.00
208.70
573.60
360.25
365.35
106.10
18356.65
204.00
148.60
822.50

315.50
29.10
208.95
191.35
1310.40
277.50
239.85
5437.80
1138.00
3312.45
655.35
570.95
249.55
203.60
191.20
3180.95
34.75
704.40
437.25
3322.20
37.05
1125.50
636.75
322.30
83.90
208.75
1636.70
1050.70
305.70
605.60
240.30
18034.45
205.40
287.20
342.70
2683.95
221.90
116.40
97.55
511.35
804.30
14.14
171.20
162.25
8153.45
213.35
581.65
361.45
367.80
106.30
18447.20
207.30
150.55
832.60

SANOFI
FINOLEXIND
KEI
AKZOINDIA
BASF
JAGRAN
JYOTHYLAB
BLUEDART
GODREJIND
BAYERCROP
DBCORP
IBULISL
CROMPTON
WHIRLPOOL
LAXMIMACH
TEAMLEASE
LINDEINDIA
GLAXO
FORBESCO
HSIL
GDL
VBL
IFBIND
MRF
JBCHEPHARM
SUPREMEIND
ZENSARTECH
PGHH
SUDARSCHEM
UNITEDBNK
EIHOTEL
SJVN
SYMPHONY
SUPRAJIT
CUB
GET&D
BIRLACORPN
INDOSTAR
GUJFLUORO
APLAPOLLO
BLUESTARCO
HERITGFOOD
GESHIP
RELAXO
TIMETECHNO
SHOPERSTOP
TEJASNET
CENTRUM
COROMANDEL
MINDACORP
GULFOILLUB
GEPIL
NBVENTURES
GSKCONS
TVSSRICHAK
APLLTD
TATAINVEST
TIFHL
IEX
MAHLOG
SADBHAV
GAYAPROJ
ASAHIINDIA
SKFINDIA
CCL
ASTERDM
CAPPL
SUPPETRO
TIMKEN
NESCO
CARERATING
KIOCL
SUNCLAYLTD
GILLETTE
NH
SOMANYCERA
VTL
GALAXYSURF
ORIENTCEM
LAOPALA
TVTODAY
ELGIEQUIP
CERA
SHARDACROP
HONAUT
SCHAEFFLER
ASTRAZEN
APARINDS
SHILPAMED
JCHAC
ABBOTINDIA
KPRMILL
SOLARINDS
HATSUN
RATNAMANI
MAHSCOOTER
ESSELPRO
THYROCARE
TRITURBINE
3MINDIA
NAVNETEDUL
STARCEMENT
GRINDWELL
MONSANTO
ZYDUSWELL
DHANUKA
SIS
SHRIRAMCIT
SFL

5591.00
532.35
398.70
1746.20
1363.50
114.40
187.60
3310.90
528.40
4320.00
204.95
300.00
223.65
1570.00
6175.00
2825.00
501.50
1299.60
2399.95
268.90
127.70
819.70
948.00
57500.80
328.00
1106.50
227.00
10315.00
340.85
10.92
198.80
24.50
1310.00
229.00
191.95
285.00
531.00
342.25
1050.30
1390.05
673.15
523.75
291.70
761.00
101.10
476.95
177.00
34.10
476.40
139.50
840.25
834.25
111.00
7046.05
2250.05
542.60
837.95
488.00
161.30
495.50
243.10
152.50
273.00
1905.80
293.65
154.10
415.00
227.10
567.00
467.10
996.70
142.45
3065.05
6471.05
217.00
387.25
1085.05
1135.35
86.15
211.00
327.75
242.40
2703.00
362.40
22167.45
5441.75
1948.55
635.00
369.00
1901.00
7344.00
583.40
1043.55
706.20
899.90
3358.55
118.10
521.00
112.00
23372.30
108.45
102.10
576.05
2592.05
1312.10
425.05
857.95
1775.00
1376.55

5678.30
532.35
400.45
1787.00
1404.40
114.40
188.55
3525.20
534.85
4340.00
204.95
306.50
224.60
1575.00
6250.00
2928.35
504.40
1314.10
2464.95
270.05
129.10
824.25
976.45
57535.00
334.75
1106.50
235.55
10410.00
345.95
11.14
202.30
24.55
1310.00
230.00
193.50
286.90
537.60
350.00
1056.95
1397.10
684.95
540.00
291.70
764.05
104.70
478.65
177.05
34.50
476.40
140.05
840.25
835.00
111.00
7115.90
2250.05
546.00
838.00
494.90
163.00
501.00
243.10
154.25
277.00
1915.00
293.65
156.80
415.00
234.00
571.00
469.00
1000.00
144.80
3065.05
6502.40
219.95
389.40
1090.30
1135.70
89.05
211.60
333.50
244.50
2708.50
366.55
22203.75
5492.85
1966.00
636.80
372.40
1930.00
7386.45
590.00
1048.30
721.95
900.00
3395.00
118.95
524.75
113.35
23675.00
108.50
102.30
585.00
2613.00
1314.45
427.95
879.90
1795.00
1376.55

5522.25
514.00
393.10
1736.05
1360.00
110.15
184.00
3310.90
525.40
4280.00
195.10
291.15
221.00
1560.65
6140.00
2771.35
497.00
1290.00
2355.20
264.90
126.60
814.60
939.45
57100.00
328.00
1080.00
226.40
10250.00
337.15
10.76
195.25
24.40
1285.65
222.80
189.00
278.00
530.00
341.65
1027.10
1370.85
666.05
523.70
286.95
756.05
100.15
472.00
172.60
33.80
468.20
137.15
828.00
810.05
104.45
7045.05
2199.00
538.00
835.00
475.00
160.50
490.40
239.10
150.00
270.00
1891.05
285.15
154.05
401.15
227.05
558.00
452.95
995.65
138.50
2929.00
6425.80
216.05
381.95
1071.20
1125.35
85.20
207.70
327.00
240.00
2683.45
352.05
21934.50
5410.00
1915.80
626.10
364.65
1865.00
7327.00
580.15
1034.30
703.10
880.55
3336.00
117.05
519.85
111.00
23372.30
108.00
101.05
576.05
2592.05
1305.60
425.05
857.95
1775.00
1317.35

5622.30
519.00
398.40
1759.60
1367.80
111.75
185.00
3454.65
531.40
4292.05
196.40
293.15
222.00
1565.05
6226.45
2903.45
499.05
1310.85
2378.70
268.25
127.55
818.30
952.95
57406.20
330.00
1085.00
231.30
10334.40
344.00
11.05
196.10
24.50
1292.55
229.75
192.55
280.30
533.80
349.30
1038.30
1381.60
682.55
537.90
290.40
758.95
102.95
474.45
172.85
34.05
472.00
137.80
831.00
819.10
106.20
7051.50
2203.65
540.15
837.30
478.10
161.85
499.00
241.55
150.50
275.10
1905.40
286.80
155.25
405.75
231.90
570.15
456.50
999.35
143.25
2954.60
6440.95
217.15
389.00
1079.85
1129.20
86.45
209.45
330.15
242.70
2696.35
358.90
22061.15
5457.95
1937.65
634.05
366.05
1914.05
7347.30
587.40
1040.30
718.10
895.10
3383.85
117.80
522.60
111.25
23474.55
108.05
101.65
579.95
2604.70
1313.30
426.20
876.95
1794.80
1322.65
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hina’s goth community posted selfies wearing black lipC
stick and sombre white makeup
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pposition leader Bilawal
Bhutto Zardari on Tuesday
demand the sacking of three
ministers in the Imran Khanled Pakistan Government who
he said backed “banned outfits”
and their training camps, even
as the ruling PTI accused him
of portraying the country in a
‘negative light’.
Bilawal, Chairman of the
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP)
has been pressing the government of Prime Minister Khan
to dismiss the Ministers who
backed terror outfits amidst
intense international pressure
on Pakistan to rein in the militant outfits operating in the
country after the Pulwama terror strike.
Bilawal said he had been
declared “anti-state” over his
demand to sack the three ministers, whom he said, were
associated with the banned
outfits. The 30-year-old opposition leader has not yet named
the three ministers.
“The government has
responded to my demand to
sack ministers associated with
banned outfits by declaring
me anti-state, issuing death
threats
&
National
Accountability Bureau (NAB)
notices.
“None of this deters us
from our principle stand; form
joint NSC parliamentary committee & act against banned
outfits,” he tweeted.
“I demand a joint parlia-

mentary committee for implementation of National Action
Plan and removal of all three
federal ministers for their connection with the extremist
organisations. If our demands
are not met we would not support the government over any
move,” said Bilawal.
The three federal ministers
are “hands-in-glove” with the
terrorists. I don’t want to disclose their names, but will do
so if the government fails to
take action against them,” he
said last Thursday.
During the weekend,
Bilawal raised the issue while
addressing the PPP’s Sindh
leaders while chairing
the party’s provincial council
meeting.
He demanded the removal
of three federal ministers for
their alleged connections with
the banned outfits and accused
Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf (PTI) of winning general elections in 2018 with the
help of proscribed organisa-

tions.
He warned the government that it will not get any
support from the PPP on any
move if it did not take serious
action against such elements
within its ranks and implement
the National Action Plan
(NAP) with true spirit.
On Tuesday, PTI leaders
hit back at Bilawal after he
again demanded sacking of
the ministers who he claimed
were associated with the
banned outfits.
PTI Senator Faisal Javed,
reacting to the allegations, said
Bilawal was “busy in portraying Pakistan in a negative light”.
“Bilawal should be
ashamed of trying to please
anti-Pakistan elements. He
should tell the nation whose
language he has been speaking,”
he said.
“Pakistan has emerged as a
symbol of peace for the world,”
Javed claimed.
Finance Minister Asad
Umar, when asked by a
reporter what he thought of the
allegations, said that the parties
that supported him during
election campaigns “have
themselves been victims of terrorism as well.”
“There has been a policy of
making excuses for a long time
now... If he [Bilawal] doesn’t
believe in this policy then he
should change it,” the close aide
of Prime Minister Khan was
quoted as saying by Geo News.

he leafy New Zealand city
T
where a self-proclaimed
racist fatally shot 50 people at
mosques during Friday prayers
is known for its picturesque
meandering river and English
heritage.
For decades, Christchurch
has also been the center of the
country’s small but persistent
white supremacist movement.
An expert on such fringe
groups says it’s probably more
than coincidence that the
accused mosque shooter, 28year-old Australian Brenton
Tarrant, settled in the region,
known for a whiter demographic than the country’s
north, after frequently travelling abroad in 2016-2018 in
what appears to have been an
extreme-right pilgrimage.
He went mostly to areas of
Europe with a long history of
sectarian dispute, including
clashes between Renaissance
Europe and the Ottoman
Empire and the breakup of
Yugoslavia following its ethnic
and religious conflicts.
The attack has upended
New Zealand’s image as one of
the world’s safest and most tolerant countries. It also has
highlighted apparent failings by
security and intelligence services to view white supremacists as a real threat or to take
seriously warnings from
Muslim groups of a rise in
Islamophobic and xenophobic
incidents in recent years.
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in an online protest over a peer
who was forced to remove her
makeup before boarding a subway car.
The social media blitz
prompted an apology from the
transport company in the southern city of Guangzhou.
Goths are a subculture
known for their black clothes and
makeup — with a popular segment known as “Gothic Lolita”

whose members dress in dark
outfits inspired by Victorian
dolls. Writing about the
encounter on her Weibo social
media account, the woman, who
goes by the username EIGA-In
My Heart, said she was stopped
by a female security officer at a
Guangzhou metro station on
March 10 after her makeup was
deemed “too scary”.
“On the basis of what law
am I being stopped and my time
being wasted? “If there is, I will
make a banner for the station of
my own expense stating: thick
makeup and goth outfits are

prohibited on the metro,” she
wrote, adding that it was not the
first time this has happened to
her.
The community jumped to
her defence on social media,
posting selfies in full make up on
Twitter-like Weibo using the
hashtag,#ASelfieForTheGuangz
houMetro.
In a country where anything
deemed subversive and counterculture can be subject to censorship, the hashtag has quickly gained traction, attracting
thousands of posts and some
nearly 5.8 million views.
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utch prosecutors and police
said they were “seriously”
D
investigating a terrorist motive
for the Utrecht tram attack
because of evidence including a
letter found in the main suspect’s
getaway car.
“So far, a terrorist motive is
seriously being taken into
account. This is based on a letter found in the getaway car
among other things and the
nature of the facts,” they said in
a joint statement.
Turkish-born main suspect
Gokmen Tanis, 37, and two
unnamed men from Utrecht

aged 23 and 27 remain in custody. Police found a red Renault
Clio after Monday’s attack which
they said he had used to flee.
The three people who died
in the shooting were a 19-yearold woman from Vianen, which
is near Utrecht, and two men
aged 28 and 49 from Utrecht
itself, the statement said.
“So far our investigation
has established no link between
the main suspect and the victims,” police and prosecutors
added. Dutch and Turkish
media reports had previously
reported that a family dispute
may have been the motive for
the shooting.
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cientists have developed a
novel antimicrobial coating
that can prevent drug-resistant
bacterial contaminations
aboard the International
Space Station (ISS), and help
protect astronauts in their journey beyond the Moon and
Mars.
Extreme spaceflight conditions can force these bacteria
to toughen up, while simultaneously lowering the immune
defenses of the stressed, isolated crew. These effects and the
risk of infection grow with
mission duration.
“Spaceflight can turn
harmless bacteria into potential
pathogens,” said Elisabeth
Grohmann of Beuth University
of Applied Sciences Berlin in
Germany.
“Just as stress hormones
leave astronauts vulnerable to
infection, the bacteria they

carry become hardier — developing thick protective coatings
and resistance to antibiotics —
and more vigorous, multiplying
and metabolising faster,” said
Grohmann.
To make matters worse, the
genes responsible for these
new traits can be readily shared
among different species of bacteria, via direct contact or in the
‘matrix’ of slime they secrete.
To address this problem,
researchers tested a new
antimicrobial coating, AGXX,
on a contamination-prone surface aboard the ISS: the toilet
door.
“AGXX contains both silver
and ruthenium, conditioned by
a vitamin derivative, and it kills
all kinds of bacteria as well as
certain fungi, yeasts and viruses. The effects are similar to
bleach — except the coating is
self-regenerating so it never
gets used up,” said Grohmann.

ome 40 people were preventively evacuated from a
Sbuilding
near to European
Union headquarters in Brussels
after a bomb threat was sent to
a company linked to the EU.
Police spokeswoman Ilse
Van de Keere said a “telephone
bomb threat” was made
Tuesday morning to a
consulting office linked to
the EU’s executive Commission
and that it has been taken
seriously.
Part of the street has been
sealed off and sniffer dogs
have been sent to the scene.
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erman Chancellor Angela
Merkel said Tuesday she
would struggle until the last
possible moment to achieve an
orderly Brexit, saying the interests of Germany, Britain and the
EU were at stake.
“I will fight to the last hour
of the deadline on March 29 for
an orderly exit (of Britain from
the European Union),” she told
a conference in Berlin.
“We don’t have a lot of time
for it but still have a few days.”
Merkel admitted she had been
surprised by the bombshell
announcement on Monday by
House of Commons speaker
John Bercow that he could not
put Prime Minister Theresa
May’s Brexit plan to another
vote in its current form.
“I must confess that I was
not familiar with the rules of

order of the British parliament
from the 17th century,” she
said with a wry smile.
And she stressed ahead of
a crunch EU summit in Brussels
Thursday and Friday at which
Brexit is to take centre stage that
the ball remained in London’s
court to plot the way forward.
“I am as of now unable to
say what my position will be on
Thursday because it depends on
what Theresa May presents,
what the situation looks like,
(and) what may still happen in
parliament,” she said.
Merkel stressed that avoiding Britain crashing out of the
EU without an exit deal was in
the fundamental interest of all
sides. “We, together as the other
27 (EU member states), will
react in an adequate manner
and the less people play guessing games, the easier it will be,”
she said.
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here is no doubt that Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has become a
dominant technology in our
daily lives. Whether you are doing a
Google search on your smartphone,
ordering your Alexa device to play
songs, interacting with humanoid
customer executives in a bank or
responding via smart replies in
Gmail, all of these are AI. Now, while
AI as technology has immense benefits, the fact that it is taking over
human jobs can’t be ignored.
Being in a knowledge-driven
sector, law firms repeatedly produce
massive amounts of data. It is a mammoth task to review endless documents, summarise notes, find relevant law codes and case studies and
classify/sort information manually.
However, for decades, the law professionals have relied on their expertise, know-how, logic, reasoning,
diligence, judgement and integrity to
execute these tasks and perform
their jobs. Call them a professional
hazard or intelligence gathering tools;
research, studies and document
reviews are integral to the law industry.
The law professionals have been
earning handsomely for doing this

kind of manual work. Having said
that, can we deny that these tasks are
administrative in nature and consume too many man-hours? If AIdriven software or robots can take
over these repetitive tasks and spare
more time for humans to focus on
more strategic jobs, there is no
much-perceived harm.
In fact, several law firms have
started deploying AI to do certain
jobs. For instance —Cyril
Amarchand Mangaldas was the first
Indian law firm to use AI-software to
identify, analyse and extract clauses
and other information from contracts
and other types of legal documents.
WongPartnership became the
first Singapore law firm to actively
engage AI to ‘enhance its lawyers’
ability to conduct due diligence and
other contract review processes more
effectively and efficiently' in merger
and acquisition transactions.
Q Law functions that AI can automate: AI can offer automation
opportunities in the following legal
functions:
Q Document research, review and
drafting
Q Review and maintain contracts
Q Structure huge amounts of data

Q Improve the accuracy of findings
Q Make initial recommendations on
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ven though many initiatives
E
taken by the Government have
rising the enrollment numbers,
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n today’s dynamic scenario is it
enough for a student of media and
communication to be a good communicator? The simple answer would
be no but a more
discerning one
would be to ask
how complex is
the challenge to
communicate in a
dynamically
evolving world.
Today a journalist has to be able to
keep up with the incredible speed with
which readers access news. In the age of
big data, it is imperative that aspiring
journalists know how to leverage data
to break the news, tell stories in a more
meaningful way. In fact, Data journalism enables you to engage your readers
through effective infographics and tools
that are not just visually appealing but
also targeted.
Similarly, if you are crafting solutions in the marketing communications
sphere you would need to wear an innovator’s hat and not only think-out-of-thebox but also think from an interconnected way. How are customers using
the product? Increasingly design thinking is a new way to approach this problem. A methodology used by designers
to solve complex problems, and find
desirable solutions for clients, it draws

upon logic, imagination, intuition, and
systemic reasoning, to explore possibilities of what could be-and to create
desired outcomes that benefit the end
user.
In the information, communication
and entertainment sector new revenue
streams are being produced by digital
content consumption, convergence of
tech platforms and direct to customer
relationships. Creating stories and communicating them effectively is driving
talent.
What about the future? The media
and entertainment industry (according
to a report by EY and FICCI) is poised
to cross $33.6 billion by 2021 at a CAGR
of 11.6 per cent. India has the second
highest number of internet users after

legal outcomes
Q Conduct due diligence
Q Provide data points from past cases
through analytics
Q Filing patents
Now the question arises that if AI
can do these jobs, then would the law
be a lucrative career in future? The
answer is yes. Like in any other industry, the role of AI in the legal sector
is to make repetitive processes faster
and more efficient. This will help the
law professionals to relieve themselves from the routine jobs of
paperwork, timesheets and interactions to reduce their billable time,
pass on the cost savings to the clients
and provide better services. They will
be able to focus more time on more
important tasks such as negotiating
deals, framing law policies, actively
participating in regulatory meetings, advising clients and making
court appearances.
The law professionals have to
remember the fact that human brains
are more intelligent than any
machine. Humans have thinking
and logical reasoning ability that
machines do not have yet. So, law

China with 570 million Internet subscribers growing at 13 per cent annually. Advertising growth has outpaced subscription growth and
is expected to comprise 52
per cent of the total pie
by 2021 and regional
advertising outpaced
national advertising
on the back of national brands spending
more to develop nonmetro markets. There
has been a robust growth in digital news with over 200 million people
consuming news online. Owing to the
explosion of digital technology and
social media, the growth is promising in
animation, graphic design, 3D designs
and gaming.
While the technology-driven media
market explodes, the question arises
whether there are enough skilled professionals to fulfil the demand for
resources, or smart policymakers to take
advantage of the massive opportunities
that are being presented to us. It means
that our education system has to keep
pace with the changing requirements of
the global media space. Thinking is the
bedrock of innovation and education
must be able to channel young people’s
energies towards this.
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but the actual education seems to
be a bit lagging in some or the other
way. Quality education is one issue
that not only affects the children of
today but also the future of India
as well in terms of growth.
Many qualitative and quantitative initiatives were taken this year
in the education system that has
brought a revolutionary change.
Technology and education has
been merged and focus is on giving technology driven education.
Our country has strived for this
quality education since very long.
2017 has witnessed a rapid rise
in the evolution of technologies and
its integration with the education
industry. This not only improves
student-to-student interaction, listening and aptitude skills but also
enhance students’ involvement.
This will effectively help them to
grasp and understand the concept.
The following benefits will help
them better in understanding their
role in the society:
Q Encourage curiosity and creativity
Q Enhance student involvement
Q Improves general aptitude
Q Boosts self belief and confidence
But lack of adaptability to the
changes in many schools has been
a hindrance in the development of
a better education system in our
country.
Our education system is facing
immense pressure in learning these
new innovations. Certain
approaches and issues that are still
to be worked on may be this year
or next. Due to abject delivery of

professionals will still be in demand,
albeit for the roles which call for
human interaction/appearances, cognitive ability, instincts and decisionmaking.
Moreover, AI can’t replace the
trust factor and relationship building
with clients. As humans, we still tend
to trust other humans than machines
to converse. The law professionals
may lose clerical jobs to AI, but when
it comes to applying brains and collaborating with people, they will
have a definite edge over technology.
AI in the legal industry is still in
the nascent stage. AI technology is
inaccessible and expensive at present.
Moreover, the laws regarding the
acceptability of AI in the legal sector
are ambiguous and rather non-existent. It will take several years for AI
to show its full impact and justify its
usage in the replacement of certain
legal services. Going forward, AI is
more likely to act as virtual assistants
to law professionals. As far as the
experience and judgement are concerned, no legal technology can beat
the law professionals.
CWTfaXcTaXb3XaTRc^aP]S3TP]8]bcXcdcT
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The Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and
Studies invites applications for admission to its BSc/MSc programmes in Nutrition & Dietetics.
Duration: Three years for Bsc (including two months clinical/industrial training) and two years for MSc (specialisations
include Clinical Nutrition & Dietetics, Food Science &
Technology, Sports Nutrition, Public Health Nutrition).
Eligibility: Pass in Class XII examination with at least 50
per cent marks in aggregate in five subjects including English
as compulsory subject along with four subjects with the highest score out of the remaining subjects for BSc programme.
And 50 per cent marks in aggregate in graduation from a
recognised university, bachelor’s degree in nutrition, Home
Science, Nursing, Food Technology, Medical Lab Technology,
Biochemistr y, Microbiolog y, Physiolog y, Z oolog y,
Physiotherapy, Medicine, Dental Science, Life Sciences, Sports
Science or equivalent examination.
How to apply: Log on to manavrachna.edu.in.
Last Date to Apply: April 17, 2019.
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The Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and
Studies invites applications for admission to its Bachelor of
Physiotherapy and Master of Physiotherapy programmes.
Duration: Four and a half years (including six months
compulsory internship) for Bachelor of Physiotherapy and two
years for Masters of Physiotherapy.
Eligibility: Pass in Class XII examination with at least 50
per cent marks in aggregate in aggregate of five subjects including English, Physics, Chemistry & Biology and one subject with
the highest score out of the remaining subjects. And 50 per
cent marks in aggregate in Bachelor of Physiotherapy from a
recognised university.
How to apply: Log on to manavrachna.edu.in.
Last Date to Apply: April 17, 2019.
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The Hotel School invites applications for admission in
B.Voc Degree programme in Hotel Management.
This programme will help students learn how every aspect
of a food service operation contributes to the guest experience
and will explore unique features of a variety of food and beverage operations. Featuring the latest service trends contributing to the guest experience; new leadership information;
sustainability/green issues for suppliers, equipment,facilities
and all new restaurant industry examples.
Eligibility: Candidates who have appeared/passed Class
XII examination of CBSE, ICSE or equivalent accreditation.
How to Apply: Application forms & brochure may be
obtained from admission office of The Hotel School, New
Delhi.
Last date to apply: April 25, 2019.
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education across few states, people
have been losing faith in public
schools. Inadequate infrastructure
and the dropping number of people opting for the role of teaching
is on the rise especially since
March 2017.
Employability is another issue
that refrains in the Indian education system which is unlikely to be
corrected with the intervention of
sporadic policies but needs a drastic restructure.
Q Poor accountability: With the
lack of a risk reward system, a
teacher’s encouragement to
improve their students performance has been just a matter of
personal choice which otherwise is
their fundamental duty. While
looking at the board results in 2017

across the Indian states, students’
performance in these exams seems
awful. There were many schools in
Punjab with not even a single student obtaining pass marks. Only
one student in Himachal Pradesh
got distinction out of one lakh students who passed. Pass percentage
across many other states coming
down, none of the schools came
forward to take accountability for
the poor performance.
QQuality education is missing:
Another reason that withdraws
our presence among other countries in terms of education is the
quality. People have a priority to get
good education so private schools
are focused. But not all can afford
costly schooling for their kids and
with poor quality education being

provided in some schools, nobody
is to be blamed.
Q Maximum school drop outs:
The ratio of students dropping out
after high schools were elevated
which can also be attributed to lack
of creativity, skills and employability. Students from a low economic background do not find a
reason to continue their studies that
may fetch them a job and instead
they opt for vocational trainings to
generate a source of income atleast.
Expenses rendered for many people during the schooling may be a
certain validation for drop outs this
year.
Q Reformation that may enhance
our education system
Technology can only help in
improvement of learning but it
won’t solve the problem. Trusting
and empowering teachers is the key
for change and improvement. Colearning should be encouraged
rather than hyper-competitiveness.
Apart from learning, school should
also aim in developing good human
beings for the society. Public education should be given. Knowing
the economic aims of our country,
will help students understand better about the Nation’s development.
Q Develop new skills: Emphasise
should be laid more on data-driven
education techniques enabling students to learn new skills rather than
just mugging up.
Q Ethical values: The aim should
be to develop today’s students with
ethical values for a better human
being of future. Including ethics
and vocational training in the curriculum will be beneficial.
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n international gathering of scientists
and researchers at the SRM
A
University Delhi-NCR, discussed the
probable solutions regarding the menace
of antimicrobial resistance and its relevant and effective drug discovery
The recently held second
International
C onference
on
‘Antimicrobial Resistance, Novel Drug
Discovery and Development: Challenges
and Opportunities,’ was inaugurated by
Prof Ada Yonath, Nobel Laureate in
Chemistry (2009). The three-day conference, organised by the SRM University
Delhi-NCR, at the IIT Delhi, Sonepat
campus, in association with the Royal
Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

(RSTMH), UK, aimed to provide a common platform to research communities,
policy makers, students, and pharmaceutical industries to exchange experiences and challenges related to the
development and discovery of reliable
and effective AMR drugs and vaccines.
The vice chancellor of SRM
University Delhi-NCR, Dr P Prakash,
pointed out that this conference is a landmark in the histor y of the SRM
University where eminent scientists gathered to discuss and find solutions regarding the menace of Antimicrobial
Resistance (AMR). The Dean-Academic
Affairs at the university and also the
organising secretary of the conference,

CWTSXV]XcPaXTb^UBA<D]XeTabXchSdaX]VcWTR^]UTaT]RT^]P]cX\XRa^QXP[aTbXbcP]RT

Prof V Samuel Raj, insisted on the need
of scientists to collaborate to seek solution and enhance sur veillance of
pathogens non-responsive to antibiotics.
Furthermore, he added that the problem
of AMR pathogens is not a future menace, but it has already penetrated our
environment.
Prof Ada Yonath in her inaugural
address highlighted the problem of the
upsurge of antibiotic resistance and
emphasised the need of research institutions along with pharmaceutical companies to take active initiative, to combat this global issue. Padma Bhushan,
Legion of Honour Prof GP Talwar, suggested that it is not just the AMR drugs

that one should only concentrate on, but
the scientific society should also work on
the development of vaccines. Prof Simon
Croft of the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), United
Kingdom, reiterated the need for development of novel drugs and new treatments.
The inaugural function also saw the
presence of the registrar of the university, Dr Manish Bhalla, as the international
conference on the very first day, marked
a significant moment where an array of
eminent scientists from all around the
globe gathered under one roof to discuss
the scope and find solutions to the
existing problems of AMR.
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he IIT-JEE as an exam is not
tough as it is commonly
perceived by the aspirants.
It is in fact different and highly
competitive. In order to perform
a high degree of accuracy is
desired along with minimal margin of error. Technology can play
a very important role to ensure
both the aspects are attained by
helping students to optimise
their skills and resources; channelise their energy in the right
direction; monitor progress and
raise a red flag whenever there is
a deviation from the desired path;
quantify the gap between an aspirants's chosen goal and their present status. Let us now understand
each of these aspects:
The IIT-JEE assesses a student’s conceptual clarity along
with their logical and analytical
thinking ability. Deep thinking
and imaginative skills help enormously while solving a question.
A student can achieve perfection
in these aspects if their basic concepts are clear. The question aris-

C

es: How would a student know
that s/he has achieved the desired
level of conceptual clarity?
That’s where technology can
help to pin-point through
onlinechapter and topic based
assignments. While solving an
online MCQ assignment, if a student marks a particular answer
option, whether it is correct or
incorrect answer option, the algorithm of the software will assess
and predict the problem solving
steps that the child would have
adopted which led to that answer
option; post which it will create a
report and recommend corrective
actions. Based on mistakes committed in few months/papers,
technology can track the type of
mistake that a student is doing frequently i.e the pattern of mistake.
Usually students keep committing
the same mistake due to ignorance. Fixing these learning gaps
helps to strengthen conceptual
understanding.
Depending upon the goal of
a student (preferred branch of
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engineering and/or college) tech
enabled tools help the students to
decide and prepare their study
and revision plan. They will know
exactly what to study; how much
to study; when to study; at what
pace to study; when to revise; prepare milestones; concepts that
are weak and needs more attention.
A student should solve online
practice test after they have completed certain portion of the syllabus. These are essentially MCQ
based tests, administered on web
or mobile platform anda great way
to assess a student's retention
capability with the increase in syllabus volume. An unexpected
outcome in the test will raise a red
flag thus enabling them to discover the reason for it so that they
can be cautious the next time.
Mock Test (in simulated
environment): As JEE Advanced,
JEE Main, BITSAT, KVPY and
few others are Computer Based
Test (CBT), a student should
solve mock tests which are admin-
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Looking to get an MBA
from Harvard University?
Don’t miss a chance to
apply for the Boustany
MBA Harvard Scholarship.
This scholarship is available
to candidates of any nationality.
Eligibility: Scholarships
are available to candidates
of any nation. Candidates
must have an excellent academic background and
show considerable promise.
Candidates can apply
for scholarship only after
receiving the offer of admission from the Harvard
MBA programme.
Subjects: The scholarship will be awarded in the
field of business.
The scholarship is providing $95,000 ($47,500 per
year) towards tuition fees.
The foundation will provide
travel expenses from the
University to Monaco for
the Internship, together
with accommodation and
food expenses during the
internship.
How to apply: Students
must be ready to submit the
following: Curriculum
Vitae, Photograph, GMAT
Scores, and Acceptance
Letter. To apply for the program candidates must submit all the supporting documents to admissions@boustany-foundation.org.

The Nottingham Trent
University is offering prestigious scholarships for
International and European
Union (EU) students who
have received an offer to
study on an eligible undergraduate course starting in
September 2019 or January
2020.
Scholarship Award:
£1,000 per academic year
The scholarship is open
at the undergraduate course
level.
Eligibility: The scholarship will be awarded in any
subject offered by the university. There is no documents are required for the
scholarship. For the scholarship, you need to enroll in a
full-time undergraduate
course in September 2019.
Language requirement:
English language requirements for candidates who
do not speak English as
their first language.
How to apply: To apply
applicants can download
the application form and
email it to
international@ntu.ac.uk
Application deadline:
There are three deadlines as
the following:
Monday March 25, 2019
16:00 GMT
Monday May 20, 2019
16:00 GMT
Final deadline: Monday,
June 24, 2019, 16:00 GMT
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leave the question or conceptstudied long back but did not
practice in the recent past etc.
Q Detailed performance
report/analysis: Using tech based
test platforms, marks can be calculated and reports can be generated quickly. The feedback can
be instantaneously shared and students can immediately implement the corrective steps.
Key stake holders in the journey of an engineering aspirant are
their parents and subject teachers.
With tech-based platforms, both
teachers and parents get feedback
and status updates on the
progress, current and future challenges, help and support that
they might need.
They also get to know if a studentis doing their task/revision/homework on time; overall
test report in pictorial form, attendance report, all on their own
mobile deviceon the go.
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Application
deadline: The last date
to apply for the scholarship is May 31, 2019.

istered in CBT mode;conducted
nationwide in a simulated environment (i.e. conducted on the
same day, at the same time, at all
the cities just like an actual exam).
By doing so, a student would be
able to :
QDevelop test taking strategy,
speed, accuracy, mind-eye-hand
coordination etc.
QAcclimatise with test environment, software & test interface
QGain insight to the time
taken to solve a question, an
extremely important insight. If
students discover that they have
taken unusually long time to
solve a particular question and
depending upon whether they
finally got it right or wrong, they
will be able to take remedial steps
QRight answer but took long
time: It could be due to concept
related issue or lack of practice or
lack of revision before the exam,
hence long took time.
Q Wrong answer but took
long time: It could be due to, did
not study or lack of judgment to
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ith a labour force participation
rate of 52.5% and a working age
population of 63.4% in 2013,
India still had over 40 crore unemployed
individuals. This number may include
those in disguised, seasonal and structural unemployment or underemployment. The latest report by the Center for
Monitoring the Indian Economy claimed
that the unemployment rate at the end
of February, 2018 was 6.1% or about 3.1
crore in absolute terms. Skill development
programmes have managed to bring to
par a significant number of unemployed
youth in terms of training and skill.
However, those numbers still remain a
minuscule proportion of the actual number of unemployed persons.
Agrarian distress is driving greater
number of domestic migrants to urban
centres in search of work. This continuously adds to stress on unemployment
numbers. Manufacturing, which is often
touted as the sector with the most
potential to create sustainable employment, is witnessing jobless growth despite
buoyant Make in India initiatives. It is
estimated that the Indian economy
would have to generate at least 10 lakh
jobs every year if it is to successfully reap
the much talked about demographic dividend.
Skill India mission is pledged to facilitate the entry of 104.62 million new
employees into industry by 2022. Under
the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas
Yojana, the National Skill Development
Council was expected to train 2.4 million
youth in 2015 in various short-term skill
courses.
To meet the targets of the Skill
India mission and alleviate the gap
between skills and labour supply, a more
holistic approach encompassing longerterm skills and combinations with careerspanning competencies are needed. The
NITI Aayog has correctly pointed out
that a way to measure skill development
indicators is required to accurately gauge
where society stands today.
The Government hopes to build vast
banks of employable workers rapidly and
in a standard manner by strengthening
institutions and infrastructure, exploring
synergies between the government and

P]S_a^\^cX]Vf^\T]T]caT_aT]TdabWX_fXcW
PU^Rdb^]bWXUcX]Vb^RXTcP[_TaRT_cX^]b
QaTPZX]VVT]STabcTaT^ch_Tb^]RPaTTab
RW^XRTbPR`dXaX]V]TfPVTcTRW]XRP[bZX[[b
P]S[XUTbZX[[bfWXRWRP][TPSc^TR^]^\XR
P]Sb^RXP[T\_^fTa\T]c
BXV]XUXRP]c^__^acd]XcXTbPaTPb^a
b^[dcX^]bRP]QTR^]bXSTaTSfXcWcWT
T\TaVT]RT^UcWT#8AU^af^\T]P]SVXa[b
_[PRX]VX\_^acP]RT^UPS^_cX^]^U
cTRW]^[^VhRaTPcXeXchP]SX]]^ePcX^]3T[^XccT
aTR^\\T]SbbZX[[STeT[^_\T]cX]cTaeT]cX^]b
U^af^\T]c^WPeTPR^\QX]PcX^]^UU^da
bZX[[RPcTV^aXTb®f^aZ_[PRTaTPSX]Tbbb^Uc
bZX[[bcTRW]XRP[Tg_TacXbTP]S^__^acd]XcXTb
U^aT]caT_aT]TdabWX_CWTfPhPWTPSRP]
X]R[dST^__^acd]XcXTbU^af^\T]c^aTbZX[[
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industry and roping in overseas stakeholders and facilitators. The same policies also envision re-skilling 400 million
people by 2022. However, it has also been
underlined by various surveys conducted among the youth for whom the programme was meant that certifications
and skills do not match their aspirations
or their aptitudes. To resolve this dilemma, it has been suggested, that employability skills and attitudes be inculcated
in school-going children.
It is to be noted that policy disruptions to business such as the rapid
deployment of the GST and demonetisation, have presented bottlenecks to the
growth of MSMEs. The silver lining is
that hiring proportions from the ITI and
polytechnic bases have increased in
2019 from 2018 according to the India
Skill Report 2019 conducted by CII and
Wheelbox.
The top hirers last fiscal have been
the Banking, Financial Services and
Insurance sector and software/hardware
employers. These two sectors are largely fed by those who hold short to medium term skill certifications. School passouts and undergraduates could also find
early starting points in the workforce
from which to launch their career.

d_bZX[[X]P[XV]\T]cfXcWTe^[eX]VX]Sdbcah
aT`dXaT\T]cbcaPX]X]V[PQbP__aT]cXRTbWX_b
^]cWTY^QcaPX]X]V[TPa]X]VP]S
STeT[^_\T]c_a^VaP\\Tbc^bdRRTTSP]S
Va^fPcf^aZQ^cWPRa^bbcWTU^a\P[P]S
d]^aVP]XbTSbTRc^ab4e^[eX]VPbca^]VTa
TR^bhbcT\Pa^d]Sf^\T]T]caT_aT]Tdabc^
R^\_[TcTcWTT]caT_aT]TdabWX_[XUTRhR[TRP]
aTbd[cX]TR^]^\XRT\_^fTa\T]cP]S
PVT]RhCWTbTc^U\TPbdaTc^bd__^ac
f^\T]T]caT_aT]TdabX]R[dSTbPRRTbbc^
TSdRPcX^]*VPX]X]V\P]PVTaXP[[TPSTabWX_
P]Sb^UcbZX[[bUX]P]RXP[P]SSXVXcP[[XcTaPRh*
X]U[dT]RX]Vb^RXP[bTccX]VbP]SQdX[SX]V
bd__^acbhbcT\b*PRRTbbc^aTb^daRTb®
UX]P]RTcTRW]^[^VhaPf\PcTaXP[bcP[T]c*
P]SY^X]X]VcWTaXVWc]Tcf^aZb
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WT8]SXP]8]bcXcdcT^U
CTRW]^[^Vh88CA^^aZTT
bXV]TSP]<>DfXcWCWT8]SXP]
B_PRTATbTPaRW>aVP]XiPcX^]^UcWT
3T_Pac\T]c^UB_PRTX]1T]VP[dad
c^bTcd_P]8BA>88CAB_PRT
CTRW]^[^Vh2T[[BC2Pc88C
A^^aZTTaTR^V]XbX]VcWT]TTSc^
bcaT]VcWT]cWTXaX]bcXcdcX^]P[
X]cTaPRcX^]bP]ScWTaTQhT]WP]RT
cWTbR^_T^UcWTPRcXeXcXTb_dabdTS
d]STaBC2R^\\T]bdaPcT
fXcWcWT_a^VaP\\PcXR
V^P[b^U8BA>
CWTRT[[bWP[[_dabdT

WT4?B8b1BRW^^[;TPSTabWX_
2^]R[PeTRd[\X]PcTSfXcWP
R^aTU^Rdb^]8]SXP]QdbX]Tbb
TSdRPcX^]P]SSXbRdbbTS^]
QaX]VX]VPdc^]^\hP\^]V
X]bcXcdcX^]b3a0]X[3
BPWPbaPQdSWT2WPXa\P]^U082C4
TgRWP]VTSXSTPb^]QaX]VX]VP
R^\_aTWT]bXeTbTc^Uad[Tbc^
aTVd[PcTPdc^]^\hP\^]VQdbX]Tbb
bRW^^[bP]SP[b^bWPaTSWXb
bcadVV[Tc^UX[[cWTVP_QTcfTT]
082C4P]SQdbX]TbbbRW^^[b
Tb_TRXP[[hfWX[TSTeT[^_X]VP
RdaaXRd[d\^]]TfTac^_XRb[XZT
Q[^RZRWPX]P]SRah_c^RdaaT]Rh
CWTU^dacW_[T]PahbTbbX^]
X]R[dSTSP_P]T[SXbRdbbX^]^]
ATVd[Pc^ah?^[XRhU^a3TeT[^_X]V
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X]R[dSTS3aAPccP]BWPa\P
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P\^]V^cWTab
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oger Federer departed Indian
Wells empty-handed for a second
straight year, but the Swiss great
sees no reason he can't get back on track
at the Miami Masters.
"Sure, it's frustrating and disappointing and sad to some extent,"
Federer said after falling 3-6, 6-3, 7-5
to Austrian Dominic Thiem in Sunday's
final.
Thiem, 25, denied Federer a record
sixth Indian Wells title and returned to
his career-high of fourth in the world
— bumping Federer down to fifth going
to the second leg of the "Sunshine

Double" of Indian Wells and Miami.
But Federer, the 20-time Grand
Slam winner who claimed a remarkable
100th career title in Dubai last month,
can afford to take the defeat in stride
— especially when he's playing well and
feels his 37-year-old body is fully fit.
"It's just not as dramatic," he said
of falling to a player who was "just a bit
better when it mattered".
"Whereas, when you're hurt and
things are difficult, maybe those hurt
more.
"I'm going to Miami. The body is
perfectly fine. That also always keeps
me upbeat, and I feel it's a privilege
when I feel this way leaving a tourna-
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New Delhi: 8]SXPb ?aXcWeXaPY C^]SPX\P] bW^c cf^
_TaUTRc a^d]Sb ^U !$ fWX[T cTP\\PcT :h]P] 2WT]PX
\XbbTSYdbc^]TQXaSc^bcPh^]R^dabTU^acWT\T]b
caP_UX]P[bPccWT8BB5BW^cVd]F^a[S2d_QTX]VWT[S
Pc 0RP_d[R^ <TgXR^ <^]SPh fPb cWT UXabc SPh ^U
`dP[XUhX]VX]cWT\T]bcaP_TeT]c?aXcWeXaPYfPbX]P
Va^d_^UbTeT]bW^^cTabX]PUXT[S^U &fW^bW^cP
_TaUTRc$PUcTacWTUXabccf^a^d]Sb2WT]PXbW^c#(
fWX[TcWTbTPb^]TS<P]PeYXcBP]SWdbTRdaTSPbR^aT
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n-form Prajnesh Gunneswaran has
moved into the final qualifying round
of the Miami Masters with a straightset win but Ramkumar Ramanathan fell
at the first hurdle, here.
Prajnesh who reached the third
round at the Indian Wells Masters after
coming through qualifiers, got the
better of Spain's Adrian MenendezMaceiras 6-2, 6-4 in the opening
round.
The 84th ranked Indian won five
of the six break points he faced against
world number 141 and broke his rival
four times in the one hour and 14minute match.
He next faces British wild card Jay
Clarke.
It was curtains for Ramkumar, who
lost 4-6 1-6 to Lorenzo Sonego, the
Italian world number 106.
Rohan Bopanna is the only Indian
featuring in the doubles main draw, yet
again partnering Canadian Denis
Shapovalov.
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Oeiras: 2aXbcXP]^ A^]P[S^ aTY^X]TS WXb ?^acdVP[
cTP\\PcTb ^] CdTbSPh PWTPS ^U cWT bcPac ^U 4da^
!! `dP[XUhX]V cWXb fTTZ U^[[^fX]V P ]X]T\^]cW
PQbT]RT Ua^\ cWT ]PcX^]P[ cTP\ CWT "#hTPa^[S
9deT]cdb U^afPaS fPb aTRP[[TS Qh ?^acdVP[ R^PRW
5Ta]P]S^ BP]c^b U^a VP\Tb Pc W^\T c^ DZaPX]T P]S
BTaQXP WPeX]V ]^c _[PhTS U^a WXb R^d]cah bX]RT cWT
! 'F^a[S2d_A^]P[S^fPbaTbcTSU^acWT[PbcbXg
?^acdVP[ VP\Tb fWX[T WT bTcc[TS Pc WXb ]Tf R[dQ
U^[[^fX]V WXb ST_PacdaT Ua^\ ATP[ <PSaXS [Pbc 9d[h
CWTaTXV]X]V4da^_TP]RWP\_X^]bfW^PaTcWa^dVWc^
cWT D450 =PcX^]b ;TPVdT UX]P[ X] 9d]T ZXRZ ^UU cWTXa
6a^d_1RP\_PXV]X];XbQ^]^]5aXSPhPVPX]bcDZaPX]T
QTU^aT UPRX]V BTaQXP ^] <PaRW !$ 2aXbcXP]^ PSSb
`dP[Xch c^ P]h cTP\ 8cb P _[TPbdaT c^ _[Ph fXcW WX\
P]S WTb eTah X\_^acP]c U^a db ?^acdVP[ STUT]STa
9^P^2P]RT[^A^]P[S^bcTP\\PcTPc9deT]cdbc^[S
aT_^acTab^]CdTbSPh
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Mumbai: 0UcTaP]TPa\XaPRd[^dbUXVWcQPRZcWPcbPf
<d\QPX2Xch52V[XSTX]c^cWTbT\XUX]P[bTg_TaXT]RTS
?^acdVdTbT X]cTa]PcX^]P[ 9^aVT 2^bcP ^] CdTbSPh
TgcT]STSWXbbcPhPccWTR[dQe^fX]Vc^fX]cWTT[dbXeT
ca^_Wh U^a cWT R[dQ 0b ^U ]^f WT fX[[ ]dacdaT P]S
WT[\cWTbXSTU^a^]T\^aTbTPb^]fXcWP]ThTUXa\[h
^] cWT UX]P[b ^U cWT 7Ta^ 8]SXP] Bd_Ta ;TPVdT P]S
TeT]cdP[[hcWTcXc[T8]WXbUXabcbTPb^]Pc<2522^bcP
Qa^dVWc c^ cWT U^aT P bca^]V P]S TUUTRcXeT R^d]cTa
PccPRZX]VQaP]S^UU^^cQP[[8cWT[_TScWTR[dQPRWXTeT
b^\T bcd]]X]V \X[Tbc^]Tb SdaX]V cWTXa X\_aTbbXeT
ad] X]R[dSX]V P R[dQaTR^aS ( VP\T d]QTPcT] bcX]c
;XcTaP[[hUa^\cWTQ^cc^\^UcWTcPQ[TcWTha^bTc^cWT
=d\QTa Cf^ _^bXcX^] QTU^aT \PZX]V Xc c^ cWT bT\X
UX]P[bU^a^][hcWTbTR^]ScX\TX]cWTR[dQbWXbc^ah8]
cWTZ]^RZ^dcR[PbWcWThbWPaTSeXRc^aXTbfXcW526^P
Qdc [^bc ^dc ^] P _[PRT X] cWT cXc[TR[PbW ^] V^P[
SXUUTaT]RTCWT#%hTPa^[SfPbST[XVWcTSc^f^aZfXcW
cWT R[dQ bPhX]V cWPc WT SXS]c WPeT c^ cWX]Z cfXRT
QTU^aT_dccX]V_T]c^_P_Ta^]P]TgcT]bX^]

C ;406D4C>147>BC438=01D37018
dUBAI: CWTIPhTS2aXRZTcBcPSXd\X]0Qd3WPQXfX[[
QTcWT]TfW^\T^UC RaXRZTcU^acWT]TgcUXeThTPab
bcPacX]V fXcW cWT ! ( bTPb^] 0Qd 3WPQX 2aXRZTc
032X]_Pac]TabWX_fXcW0Qd3WPQXB_^acb2^d]RX[
03B2P]ScWT3T_Pac\T]c^U2d[cdaTP]SC^daXb\
0Qd 3WPQX 32C 0Qd 3WPQX WPb bXV]TS P UXeThTPa
PVaTT\T]c fXcW cWT ^aVP]XiTab ^U cWT C  2aXRZTc
;TPVdT CWT bW^acTbc U^a\ ^U cWT VP\T fX[[ ]^f QT
_[PhTS TgR[dbXeT[h Pc IPhTS 2aXRZTc BcPSXd\ C^
P]]^d]RT cWT PaaXeP[ ^U cWT ]Tf _Pac]TabWX_ P C 
\PcRWfPb^aVP]XbTS^]cWTbTPUa^]c^U0Qd3WPQXb
XR^]XR 2^a]XRWT fXcW C  PRTb 2^[X] 8]VaP\ 0]SaT
5[TcRWTaP]S;dZTA^]RWXWPeX]VPQPc^]cWTQTPRW
C XbUPbc_d]RWhTgRXcX]VRaXRZTc\PZX]VXc_TaUTRc
eXTfX]VU^acW^bT^Udb[XeX]VX]cWTD04bPXS0aTU0[
0fP]X6T]TaP[BTRaTcPah^U0Qd3WPQXB_^acb2^d]RX[
CWTUXabc\PcRW^UcWTC ;TPVdT! (fX[[QTWT[S^]
>Rc^QTa!"
0VT]RXTb

ment.
"I have been playing every single
day for the last three weeks. I can be
very happy and proud of that fact."
As at Indian Wells, Federer could
meet fellow Swiss Stan Wawrinka in the
third round in Miami.
Federer is a three-time winner at
Miami, but he lost his second-round
opener last year after falling to Juan
Martin del Potro in the final at Indian
Wells.
With that in mind, Federer shied
away from predicting he would bounce
back in a big way from his loss to
Thiem, with the Miami event's move to
a new venue adding to his sense of

uncertainty.
"Now it's totally different," Federer
said of the tournament moving from its
longtime home on Key Biscayne to the
Hard Rock Stadium — home of the
NFL's Miami Dolphins.
A new stadium court inside the
actual stadium is the centerpiece of the
new venue, which also features a secondary grandstand court and two
smaller show courts and practice
courts. "Everybody's got to get used to
center court or the conditions at the
new site," Federer said. "I'm eager to find
out how it's going to be like. There are
still a lot of open question marks. Right
now I feel really good."

B

ianca Andreescu's vision
became reality in the
California desert, where the
Canadian 18-year-old's
Cinderella run to a first
WTA title put her among
the elite of women's tennis.
"Crazy," Andreescu herself called it, after gritty 64, 3-6, 6-4 victory over
three-time Grand Slam
champion Angelique Kerber
made her the first wild card
to win the prestigious
Indian Wells WTA title.
Andreescu is the tournament's youngest winner
since Serena Williams in
1999 and just the fourth
unseeded player to lift the
trophy after Williams, a
returning Kim Clijsters in
2005 and Japan's Naomi
Osaka last year.
Reminded that Osaka's
breakthrough 2018 win was
swiftly followed by two
Grand Slam titles and a rise
to No 1 in the world,
Andreescu was asked if she
found that inspirational.
No pressure," she said
with a smile.
"It's totally fine," she
said of the comparison.

"It's definitely an inspiration seeing her claim the
trophy last year and winning Grand Slams right
after that has been amazing
to see. But I don't really
want to focus on the future
right now. I just want to
enjoy this moment because
I don't want to take anything for granted.
"You never know what
the next week brings,"
added Andreescu, who
now heads to Florida for
the Miami Open this week,
where she will be unseeded.
Kerber, a former world
number one who had
slipped to eighth in the
rankings as she searched
for a first title since she won
Wimbledon last year, was
up a break in the third set
when Andreescu powered
through fatigue and cramping to seize the victory.
It's the kind of triumph
Andreescu has pictured
before, in her daily practice
of creative visualization
which she uses to maintain
her calm and focus.
But when the moment
arrived for real, she said, it
was "surreal".
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oung Indian shuttlers Lakshya Sen and
Riya Mookerjee Tuesday broke into
Y
the top-100 to be placed 76th and 94th
among men's and women's singles players in the latest world badminton rankings.
In the latest BWF rankings, Lakshya
made a massive jump of 28 places while
Riya climbed up 19 spots.
B Sai Praneeth, who stunned Olympic
champion Chen Long before losing in the
final of the Swiss Open against China's Shi
Yuqi at Basel on last Sunday, also moved
up three places to 19th.
Kidambi Srikanth remained static
and is the best placed Indian in the men's
rankings at seventh, followed by Sameer
Verma (14th), H S Prannoy (24th),
Subhankar Dey (43rd), Parupalli Kashyap
(48th), Ajay Jayram (52nd) and Sourav
Verma (53rd).
Japan's Kento Momota is the leading
the men's chart followed by Yuqi and
Chinese Taipei's Chou Tie Chen.
In the women's singles rankings, P V
Sindhu and Saina Nehwal are static at sixth
and ninth positions respectively.

;PZbWhPBT]_[PhbPbW^cSdaX]VWXb\PcRW

Chinese Taipei's Tai Tzu Ying is topping the women's singles list ahead of
China's Chen Yufei and Nozomi Okuhara
of Japan.
In men's doubles, the pair of
Satwiksairaj and Chirag Shetty are the best
placed Indians at 24th, while Manu Attri

5X[T?XRcdaT

and B Sumeeth Reddy have dropped a
rung to 27th.
The women's doubles combination of
Ashwini Ponappa and N Sikki Reddy are
static at 23rd spot, while the mixed doubles pair of Ashwini and Rankireddy have
managed to hold on to their 24th position.
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railblazing bowler Rashid
Khan said Afghanistan will
fear no one when the World Cup
starts in May after a maiden Test
win enhanced the reputation of
the rising cricket nation.
Khan, who is one of the
world's leading bowlers in shortform cricket, said Afghanistan's
confidence was growing after
beating Ireland on Monday in just
their second Test match.
The 20-year-old leg-spinner,
who tops the world Twenty20
bowling rankings and lies third in
the 50-over standings, took five
for 82 as Afghanistan beat their
fellow Test newcomers in
Dehradun.
Before an expected starring
role for Sunrisers Hyderabad
when the 2019 Indian Premier
League (IPL) begins at the weekend, Khan said Aghanistan's
cricketers now need only to
believe in themselves.
"We have the talent and we
have the skills," he told AFP in an
interview.
At last year's Asia Cup,
Afghanistan made a breakthrough
by topping their group in the 50over competition ahead of established Test nations Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka.

APbWXS:WP]X]PUX[T_XRcdaT
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"How we played in the Asia
Cup was totally different and we
showed that we can beat any side,"
said Khan, whose side even tied
a match with heavyweights India
in the last-four stage.
"The only thing is to believe
in your skills. Just to be relaxed in
big matches and enjoy your
game," he said.
"And that's how we should be
in the World Cup."
War-torn Afghanistan only
gained one-day international
(ODI) status in 2009 and Test status in 2017, but their recent rise
has coincided with Khan's emergence as a world-class spinner.
He made his ODI debut in
2015 as a 17-year-old and credits
fast-paced Twenty20 tournaments
such as the IPL for developing his
bowling repertoire, which
includes a mesmerising googly.
"The IPL gives you lot of
motivation. Once you play in
these leagues, it gives you confidence playing with big players,"
said Khan, who cost Hyderabad
$597,000 in 2017 and took 21
wickets for them last year.
"And then you perform there
on flat wickets like the IPL and
that gives you a kind of satisfaction and confidence that I can
deliver when I am in the national side."
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ayern Munich forward
Thomas Mueller has warned
title rivals Borussia Dortmund
that they cannot afford to slip up
as a nail-biting Bundesliga title
race enters the final stretch.
"They know they can't
afford to make any mistakes,
because we are in really good
shape," Mueller told Germany's
top-selling newspaper Bild on
Tuesday.
Having been six points
behind Dortmund at the beginning of the year, Bayern are now
level on 60 points with eight
games to play, but the defending champions top the table
with a superior goal difference.
In recent weeks, Bayern
have nudged their way into first
place on goal difference, having
scored 17 goals in their last three
games in their bid to win a sev-

enth straight league title.
"Obviously they will have
noticed that we are winning
games by big margins," said
Mueller, who has scored six
league goals this season with
eight assists.
"We are happy that we have
bent the goal difference numbers in our favour. It's never a
bad thing to have that up your
sleeve."
Bayern host Dortmund at
Munich's Allianz Arena on
April 6, in what promises to be
a pivotal fixture in the title race.
"The game against
Dortmund will be an indicator
of where things are going, but
it won't decide the title," said
Mueller.
"There will be a long way to
go after that, and a lot can happen. Especially in the away
games, we need to make sure we
keep winning."
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here has been a lot of
debates on who will be
India's No 4 in the upcoming World Cup. With India skipper Virat Kohli trying a few
options in the just concluded
ODI series against Australia, the
debate continues on who will
finally board the flight to England
when the Indian team leaves for
the World Cup.
Delhi Capitals advisor Sourav
Ganguly and coach Ricky Ponting
believe that Rishabh Pant could be
the answer to India's woes as he
has the temperament and talent to
do the role in England.
"Look at how Pant played in
the last IPL. In ODIs, Pant is coming in and going out because MS
Dhoni is there and that doesn't
help. Pant is your future. For the
next 10 years you will see a lot of
him. He will be a huge asset for
the Indian team," Ganguly said.
Echoing the sentiments,
Ponting added: "I would be picking him in the Indian team as the
batsman for No 4 as he can win
you the game with his talent. We AXbWPQW?P]cX]PRcX^]SdaX]VP\PcRWPVPX]bc0dbcaP[XP
5X[T?XRcdaT 3T[WX2P_XcP[bWTPSR^PRWAXRZh?^]cX]VP]S0SeXb^aB^daPe6P]Vd[hcP[Zc^TPRW^cWTa 0?
want him to focus on IPL because
(Jasprit) Bumrah, and others. I Ponting feel that he is bowling his
Commenting on Kohli's posiif the boys do well they will get a
have no advise for this team, I just best right now.
tion in the line-up, he said: "Kohli
call for the World Cup."
"Ishant is bowling his best at
hope they play freely.
Ganguly said the Indian can play at any position and will
<0=H27>824B0A4C74A41DC8C78=:
"Kohli is huge and all gener- the moment, the way he bowled
Premier League (IPL) will decide score runs. But I prefer No.3 for
in
England
and Australia. He is
ations
have
had
such
class
players.
the No 4 slot. "Many choices are him."
C748?;F8;;8=0F0H342834F7>
Every generation has produced working really hard. Test bowling
Ganguly went on to add that
there but I think the IPL will in a
F8;;64CC70C?>B8C8>=8703B083
champions and Kohli is a cham- is the highest level you have to
way decide who will get that this Indian team doesn't rely
pion but I honestly believe that achieve. Ishant has the ability to
position. I had said (Cheteshwar) heavily on the skipper. "These
?D90A01420DB47470B144=8=6>>3
this Indian team has the arsenal adjust. You can see he is someone
Pujara because he has been in guys are really good. We didn't
5>A<8B0F3A0E833>C74A>;4F74=
apart from Kohli to do well. This who is looking to turn it around,"
good form. I saw (Rahul) Dravid think we will lose the final in the
is a very good side which doesn't the former India skipper said.
do the role when I was captain. If Champions Trophy. This team has
8F0B20?C08=85H>D3>=C70E40=
Ponting echoed the sentihave too many weaknesses," he
you don't have an option you can a lot of talent. They will be
>?C8>=H>D20=CAH78<?0=C>A
ments. "I think Ishant is bowling
said.
try him. Pant or (Ambati) Rayudu favourites to win the trophy even
Delhi bowler Ishant Sharma as good as ever. He is more
could be an option. We can give though I don't believe in the tag.
A0HD3D2>D;3140=>?C8>=
has been on a roll in red-ball mature and slightly refined. He is
our opinion, but somewhere I feel You have (Shikhar) Dhawan,
cricket and both Ganguly and physically looking good," he said.
Rohit (Sharma), Dhoni, Kohli,
Kohli knows who it should be."
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he schedule of the group stages of
T
the 12th edition of the Indian
Premier League (IPL) is out with all
eight teams playing seven home matches at their respective home venues.
The schedule is balanced in terms
of afternoon matches/weekend matches and travel. The board has factored the
2019 Lok Sabha elections dates/phases in the respective states and cities and
clearance thereof.
Defending champions Chennai
Super Kings (CSK)
will take on Royal
Challengers
Bangalore (RCB) in
Chennai in the IPL
opener, which will
begin on March 23.
The schedule of this year's edition
has been released in parts by the Board
of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)
in view of the upcoming Lok Sabha
polls that would be a staggered process
in seven phases stretched across April
and May.
Earlier, the BCCI announced the
schedule of the first 17 matches that will
be played during the two-week period
from March 23 to April 5 across the
eight home venues of the respective
franchises.
All teams are playing a minimum
of four matches with the newly-christened Delhi Capitals (DC) and Royal
Challengers Bangalore (RCB) playing
five matches in that phase.
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ot playing is not the solution," forN
mer Indian skipper Sourav
Ganguly stated on Tuesday amid concerns around players' workload with the
World Cup starting only a few days after
the IPL.
There has been a lot of discussion
on how the World Cup-bound players
need to effectively manage their workload during a demanding tournament
like the Indian Premier League. The IPL
ends on May 12, while the World Cup
starts in England from May 30.
"Yes, there is a lot of cricket but you
just play. How many cricketers get to
play 15-16 years of international cricket? I don't think anyone should worry
about being fatigued, being tired. Just
find a way to get fresh," Ganguly said
during an event organised by IPL franchise Delhi Capitals.
Ganguly was recently appointed
advisor of the rechristened Delhi
Capitals. Ganguly said skipping matches is not the way to go.
"... Because I have always said there
is limited time to play this sport.
Getting opportunities at the international level, at the IPL level, this will never
come back, so find a way to get rest, find
a way to stay fresh and keep playing.
"Not playing is not the solution,
even our generation played a lot of cricket. Yes IPL was not there as it came
towards the end of our career but, cricket-wise, it was same.
"I keep saying that before you
realise, you will see 10-12 years have just
flown away. Just make the most of it and
play every possible cricket match you
can," Ganguly advised the present-day
cricketers. Skipper Virat Kohli recently said it is up to the players to realise
the kind of load they are taking, and the
iconic Sachin Tendulkar on Monday
agreed with him.
According to Ganguly, the cricket
boards would be better off with a little
bit of flexibility, leaving the decision on
players. "Decision should be left to the
players. It's their career, you play at the
top level consistently and you can get
injured. And there is no guarantee that
when you play for the country you won't
get injured.
"So there is no hard and fast rule. I
believe in one thing, as a player, when
you get an opportunity, play, never say
I don't want to play."

<`Y]ZC`YZe3f^cRYZ_e`a 8?;fX[[QTRadRXP[U^a
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ational team skipper Virat Kohli,
senior batsman Rohit Sharma and fast
bowler Jasprit Bumrah have been included in the top most category of the Board
of Control for India's (BCCI) list of central
contracts.
These three players in the A+ category receive C7 crore each. Kohli, who
became the fastest to reach the milestone
of 10,000 One-Day International (ODI)
runs last year, reportedly earned an estimated $20 million from brand endorsements.
Rohit Sharma, who recently crossed the
8,000-run mark in ODIs, reportedly makes
around $8.6 million from brand endorsements.
Bumrah, the top-ranked ODI bowler in
the ICC rankings, claimed 78 Test wickets,
22 ODI wickets and 8 T20I wickets in 2018.
Introduced for the first time last year,
Kohli, Sharma, Bumrah, Shikhar Dhawan,
and Bhuvneshwar Kumar have made it to
the 'A+' category in 2018. Kumar and
Dhawan have now been demoted from the
top bracket to the 'A' category.
Ravichandran Ashwin, Ravindra Jadeja,
Cheteshwar Pujara, Ajinkya Rahane, EXaPc:^W[XX]PUX[T_W^c^
Mahendra Singh Dhoni, Mohammed
Shami, Ishant Sharma, Kuldeep Yadav and Umesh Yadav, Yuzvendra Chahal and
Rishabh Pant are the other players in the Hardik Pandya.
Kedar Jadhav, Dinesh Karthik, Ambati
'A' category.
The players in this category are paid C5 Rayudu, Manish Pandey, Hanuma Vihari,
Khaleel Ahmed and Wriddhiman Saha are
crore per year.
The 'B' category, which is worth C3 in the 'C' category and take home C1 crore
crore annualy, includes Lokesh Rahul, each.
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oing into the last ODI series
G
before the upcoming World
Cup — against Australia —
India skipper Virat Kohli had
said that Indian players' performance in the IPL wouldn't have
any bearing with selection in the
squad for the showpiece event.
But with none of the batsmen
managing to secure the No 4
slot post the five ODIs against
the Aussies, the players' performance in the IPL will have a
bearing on the minds of the
selectors when they pick the
squad for the World Cup midApril.
The four primary contenders for the No 4 slot are <B:?aPbPSX]PUX[T_XRcdaT
Ajinkya Rahane, Ambati
Rayudu, Shreyas Iyer and KL the squad for the World Cup.
"With all the chopping and
Rahul. And it all now boils
down to a consistent showing in changing and experimentation
the first half of the cash-rich T20 and recent performances of the
league. A good run here and team, the No.4 slot is not yet
one of these four will be reward- sealed and if you ask me, a couple of other positions are also
ed with a ticket to England.
Speaking to IANS, a senior open since some players have
BCCI official said that recent not developed as well as one
performances have meant that hoped over the last year. With
the first month of the 12th edi- the team selection slated for
tion of the IPL will have to be around April 20, the first month
looked into when MSK Prasad of the IPL will be crucial for the
and his team sit down to pick team selection for the World

Cup," the official said.
Echoing the sentiments, a
source in the team management
said that there are technically
four batsmen who will be fighting it out for the slot and a good
IPL for one of them will definitely make that player a
favourite to seal the position.
"It was thought that the
Australia series would help
cement all spots for the World
Cup. But that hasn't happened
and technically you now have

four batsmen fighting for the
No.4 slot. In fact, coach Ravi
Shastri has even spoken of the
option of having Kohli at 4, but
that then depends on conditions
and match situation. He won't
go into the tournament as
India's no.4," the source told
IANS.
Interestingly, both Rahane
and Iyer are ready for the challenge and feel that a good show
in the IPL will definitely make
them contenders for that No.4
spot that has had players coming in and going out without
consistent success.
"The approach won't be
any different with the World
Cup spot looming because at
the end you are playing cricket, be it the IPL or any other
tournament. You have to score
runs and do well for the team.
The most important thing will
be to think about the Rajasthan
Royals rather than thinking
too much about the road ahead.
If I do well in the IPL, the World
Cup (slot) will automatically
come. I feel it is important to
express yourself and not take
any undue pressure thinking
about things which aren't in
your control. The focus is the
IPL," Rahane told IANS.
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ajasthan Royals' Steve
Smith, who is gearing up for
R
the upcoming edition of the
Indian Premier League (IPL),
praised his teammate Jos Buttler
saying the England international is one of the most

destructive batsmen around
the world.
Smith, who has played two
seasons for the Rajasthan Royals
in the past and led them in
2015, said he is excited to play
alongside the prolific wicketkeeper-batsman as he makes
things easy in the middle.

"Playing alongside Buttler
will be great, batting with him
makes things easier for me. He's
an exciting player and one of the
most destructive batters around
the world. I'm really excited to
play with him," Smith said during a live interaction on franchise's social media platform on
Monday.
Smith returned the side
after serving out a one-year
international suspension for
ball-tampering scandal. His
Australian teammate David
Warner, who is also involved in
the scandal, joined his respective team.
Rajasthan will be playing
their league opener against
Kings XI Punjab at the Sawai
Mansingh Stadium, Jaipur, on
March 26.
"The Rajasthan Royals are
a great franchise... Great people
and hopefully we have a great
year," Smith said.

irat Kohli is not a "shrewd captain"
who could be compared to his
V
national team deputy Rohit Sharma or

former skipper Mahendra Singh
Dhoni, who have won three IPL titles
each, feels former KKR captain
Gautam Gambhir.
The former India opener, who led
Kolkata Knight Riders to two IPL trophies in 2012 and 2014, feels that in
result oriented franchise environment, Kohli has been "lucky" to have
survived despite Royal Challengers
Bangalore (RCB) never winning the
coveted title in his eight years as skipper.
"I don't see him as a shrewd captain. I don't see him as a tactful captain (tactician). And he hasn't won the
IPL. So ultimately, a captain is only as
good as his record," Gambhir told on
host broadcasters' Star Sport show
'GamePlan'.
Gambhir's comments is specific to
Kohli's success as a leader in IPL since
he is the first captain who has led India
to a Test series win on Australian soil.
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"There are people who have won
the trophy three times. MS Dhoni and
Rohit Sharma. So I think he has a long

way to go. You cannot compare him to
someone like Rohit or Dhoni at this
stage," Gambhir said.

"He has been a part of RCB, and
captaining RCB for the last seven to
eight years, and he has been very lucky
and should be thanking the franchise
that they stuck with him. Because not
many captains have got such a long
rope where they haven't won a tournament," said Gambhir, who had to
part ways with KKR in 2018 after
seven long years and two titles.
Gambhir's last IPL season was
with Delhi Daredevils where he
stepped down from captaincy midway
after his run in the tournament went
from bad to worse.
However, another former skipper
Sourav Ganguly, who had a tumultuous time as KKR captain, felt that
there should be no questions about
Kohli's captaincy.
"If you talk about Virat Kohli and
keeping him as a captain, just look at
what he has done. What he has done
with the bat in every format of the
game. Absolute champion.
And he deserves to be captain of
RCB for whatever period of time. I am
sure he will turn it around," Ganguly
said.

